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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A HOME PAPER

Volume Number 55

Number
RADIO

FIRST AUTOMOBILEWAS BROUGHT TO

ON ELLIS ISLAND

HOLLAND TWENH-EIGHT YEARS

HENRY LUIDENR HOME
AFTER GRADUATION FROM
RUSH MEDICAL
SCHOOL

theeasierthe‘picking’

for the thug who ‘works’ at
nWrt.. He feds that what’s

He never visits
deposit boxes.

our

ZEELAND MEN CHOHEN _

safety

SHOW OPENS
TONIGHT

Think of That Rainy Day
fpHERE is wonderful
•L strength and great
aA

satisfaction of

BANK

mind

in a

ACCOUNT.

When you know you
have “MONEY IN THE
BANK’*,

it*

gives

you

a

strength of personality
and contributesconsiderably to your success in

Any one can

go
out into the world and
life.

face life’s responsibilities

with

greater fortitude

and confidencewhen he

“backed” with a good,
substantial savings ac-

ll£l==S

count

Just Suppose you had Saved one

ing.

Quarter of All you Earned!

By order of thp Township committee.
Markus Vlnkemulder,
Clerk
1

Think What Such a System Would have
Done for You Had Yon Started

Ago!

Ten Yean
Think what such
or ten years

hence.

a system will
It

REGISTRATION NOTICE

*

paean for you

five

means the difference between

Success and Failure. Dollars pile up surprisingly fast
when you put them to work for you. That’s a point
that most people do not appreciate,and dot not think
of. “Interest”is just like finding money, because you
put forth no immediate effort to get jt^ but it is really
a reward for your habits of thrift.

For the Spring EIbctlon, Monday,
April 6, 1926.
To the qualified voters of the
township of Holland.
I. the undersignedclerk of the
said townshipof Holland, will be
at my home on March 13, 1926
from 8 A. M. until 5 P. M., and
on March 20 from 8 A. M. until 6
P. If., at the store of Bert WIer
sma at the west limits of the city
of Zeeland for the purpose of reviewing the registrationand registering such qualified elector* as
may apply for the same.
Dated this 4th day of March,
1926..

We

pa}) 4% Interest

Compounded

bank has secured the

services of

Seidman and

Seidman, nationally known accountants and tax experts
who will be at the Fjfst State Bank on March 4 and ,5,
Thursday and Friday, in order to aid customers in filling
out income tax blanks for 1925. .

Mother”
to be given

.

by the Adult Class of

Calvary Reformed Church of

Grand Rapids.

First State
HOLLAHD,
P.

>'

Bank

CARNEGIE GYM.

MICH.

Friday Evening

•

S. Our Christmas Savings Deparunent is still

MARCH 5

open.

Tlcfcftiat
Shady Lawn FlorUti
before the meeting.
REPUBLICAN CAtCUS
Bottr Clothing Store
J. Y. HUIZENGA,
G. J. DEUR,
The Republicancaucug In HolSuperior Cigar Store
J.,P. KLEIS,
land township Is to be held Saturday, March 11. 1926 at 1.30 2tcex314 * Republican committee Q. J. Beone ft Co. Zetland
o'clock at Holland Township Hall

on the

-Hollandroad. At
townshipofficers will be

Zeeland

I

office.

I

tertainerfor the evening.
Mrs Emma Voorhorst entertain-!
ed the members of the ladles' missionary societyof the Ameican Rs-|

formed church in her home FrL

day afternoon of last week.
George Ende to now driving a
R. F. D. No. 11.
new landau. That's a step ahead
Holland Township Clerk in style of most other car owners
In the village.

“An Old Fashioned

The big mogul snowplow went
through the village north on the
Beeline road Wednesday, plowing
a wide roadway through the badly drifted places and' thus putting
that road into very good condition
again from Allegan to Holland.
Victor Maxam, a student from
Hamilton in the Holland high
school, suffered a case of German
measles' last week and had to remain at home for a few days.
Miss Janet Kaper spent the
week-end as a guest of Miss Dorothy Schipper of Overtoel. Both
young ladles are students of the
Hamilton high school but this
year are attending the Holland
high school.
The board of education recently
purchased a set of supplementary
readers for the first five grades.
A. F. Taylor of Manchester, a
millwright in the employ of the A.

H. Hughee company of Wayland,
arrived In Hkmilton, Monday, to
place some machinery In the plant
of the Hamilton Farm Bureau.
There have been a number of
absences recently on account of
sickness. This week, Katherine
Kempker and Marlnus Ten Brink
the high school Irene
have been
Kol.
m, and Allen

Fred T Miles.

h

la

cqmmknd.

After

and he
b*r of .

The

crippled

moven nbout with
erated by hand
out of to***, he
bile,

wing a

car

and bflkee operatt
era. He drove as
gan on one trip.

fen

Win

Urh4 Al

Mml

lili
LITERARY CLUB
ELECTS OFFICERS FOR
THE COMING YEAR
The annual election of officers
was held at the Woman's Literary
club Tuesday" afternoon. The following officers were elected:
Pres.. Mrs J. C. Rhea: 1st Vice
President,Mrs 8. It. McLean; 2nd
Vice Pres.. Mrs O. E. Kollen; Recording Sec’y, Mrs E. C. /Brooks;
(Corresponding Bee's Miss Kathryn

Wm

Y'm

*
t

V

mmm

Post; Treas., Mrs
West veer;
New Directors: Mrs O
Albers,
Mrs.
Winter, and Mrs W.
Wlchers. Mrs O. J, Dlekema, Mrs
G. A. Pelgrim, and Mrs James
Wayer are serving another year as

Wm

D

Kronemeyer; Charlie Claxon^ a
young southernreal estate agent,
ZEELAND
directors.
Allen Calahan; Frank Creighton, Mr and Mrs Wm Elenbaas of 8.
son of one of the oldest and best Maple 8t., announce the birth of
families of the south, Francis Ihr- u daughter. Joyce Carolyn, born SPECIAL LINCOLN DISman; Douglas Lane, a friend of the Tuesday, Feb. 16.
PLAY TO BE GIVEN
Creightons,Hward Kronemeyer; Mrs E. J. M osier entertained
DURING ALTO BHOW
Virginia Creighton, Frank's auto- her sister, Mrs Mury Kroeze of
cratic sister, Genevieve Koolker; Holland, the week-end.
A miniature auto show conductBss Creighton, Virginia’sdemoLeonard Wagenaur died of pneu- ed In connection with the Holland
cratic sister, Charlotte Stabbing; monia and blood poisoning ut the Auto show this week, will he at the
"Aunt Lou" Farness, aunt of \he University hospitalut Ann Arbor large show rooms of the HollemanCelghtons, Antionette Kulte; Peg- Sunday morning at 2:30 o'clockat De Woerd Auto company on River
gy, cook of the Creightons, Irene the age of forty-two. Deceased Is Ave.. In order to display the latest
Kolvord. Admission:adults 40c survived by his wife, Mrs Hattie models In Lincoln cars.
children 25c.
Al De Weerd the manager, says
Wagenaar. rememberedhero os
The church building and the Miss Hattie De Krulf of this city, the company has $20,000 In Linparsonage of the First Reformed in 1904 'Mr. Wagenaar came to colns In the show room, and the
church have been connectedwith this city, when he filled n position largo ground floor has been beauthe new electric circuitand in to at the Do Krulf Drug store, after tifully decorated for the occasion.
expected that the American Re- which he opened up a drug store The citizens of Holland and vicinformed buildings will also soon In Bangor. Liter they moved to ity are welcome to wee this wondermake connection.
Ann Arbor and at the time of his ful display of cars.
The pupils of the ninth grade arel death was instructor in the PharmThe Hollemun-De Weerd Auto
studying Shakespeare's "Merchant acy department at the University company will also show nt the
of Venice" and the tenth grade are hospital.Funeral services were armory* with both Fords and Linat work on the game author's "As held from the home In Ann Arbor colns, but there will be a special
You Like It."
Wednesday afternoon, interment display of the larger car for the
The next number of the high was made in the Ann A bur ceme- balance of the week, ut the River
school lecture course to scheduled)tery.
avenue garage.
for March 23. Frank Coad, reader
and impersonator, will be the en-

CHARLES EILANDER,
2w2-13

Semi-Annually
This

w

at

.?„•
Browning nt that time, and ap- Methodist church at Rockford, will
occupy
the
pulpit of the Methodist
emooisi
parently they were out for a little
spin when a camera man snapped church in Holland next Sunday * hments Were
both morning and evening.
them.
Wearne to a brother of Mile* KHMThe picture would Indlcau that both Wearne, a former teacher Ip
the ladlea were more modest In the Holland public schools sod
all the accessoriesthat automobiles
subject/"bou
their dress than they are today, now teactvlng In Detroit.
had In those days.
and that gold watches pinned to
As will be noticed, Mr Browning shirt waists were also sail In
is at he wheel, or rather the lever,
vogue. Apparently, millinery too,
•Jg'W
and to driving from the back seat', has chAhftd considerably during
Holland Printn
S
and the passengers are favored these 20 years.
with places of honor In the front.
The automobile shown above Is
"Driving from the beck seat" was
“Doril” In Firit
more pops tar end more necessary a Knox, and the picture was loanin those days than it is today. The ed to this paper by Mrs Frances
ladlea seated In the front of the Browning,17 W. 14th-st., who also
automobile and the gentleman with gave this short historyof Holland's
the mustache were guests of. Mr. first and second motor vehicles.

mobile pictured above. This machine at that time was considered
the last word in motor vehicles,
as to evident from the trimmings,
surrey top with fringe, a polished
brass horn, ornamentallights and

Holland.

Notice Is hereby given that
Township caucus will be held In
the Olive Town Hall on Friday,
March 12. 1926. at 1:30 P. M. for
the purpose of nominating candidates for the Township offices
and to transact such other -business as may come before this meet-

and an

111

homo

Mr

is

wns taken

Miss Tskla Johnson of Brie. Pa.,
Mrs
has accepted a poeltlon with the
Holland
dl
Ross Cloak store.
group at tllff home of
Rev R. D. Wearne, pastor of the

time as the Locomobile, a strange
these are made' more attracUve In
looking vehicle in which passentheir decorativesettings, which Ingers had to sit back to back. This
dude potted plants and ferns,
was purchased by Mr
the men In cHarg* are Al DO automobile
Browning In 1898 and created conWeerd, Archie Vender Wall, Ed siderable
excitement on the streets
Leeuw, Hlenio Ter Haar and G. H. of Holland, when
Brooming
Koolker.
first came chugging down the Mreet
The different aiitomobllemen with the first buss wagon Holland
have purchased many souvenirs to citlsensever saw and costing apbe passed,out to the public, and proximately $800.
the young folks will also come In
Two years later, or 26 years ago,
for a share.
The show will be open Wednes- Mr. Browning purchasedthe autoday evening and during Thursday,
Friday and Saturdaythp armory
There have been several cases
will receivepatrons from 10 A. M. Entered as second-class matter at
the Postoffice, at Holland, Mich., of scarlet fever and German measuntil 10 P. M.
In the village and adjoining
Music will be continuous with under the Act 'of Congress, March, les
ierrltoy but an epidemic of either
the Colonial and Van Duren’s or- 1897. Terms $1.60 per year with s
has apparently been averted.
chestras furnishing the entertain- discount of 60 to those paying In
Gerald Hagelskamp.who finishment. Admission Is 26 cents for mode known upon application.
ed the work of the tenth grade In
adults and 10 cents for children.
the local high school lust June,
HAMILTON
The City News today to Issuinga
and who In Heptemberentered the
Here It to "Watch Your Step. high school of Holland, has disspecial automobile edition, and
thru the advertisements some Idea Wilton," Hamilton Junior high continued hto work In that school
cAn be gained what makes of cars school play, In community hall and enrolled as a student In bookwill be on exhibitionat the show. Thursday and Friday evenings. keeping in a business .school in
The Issue is replete with auto- March 4 and 6, 8 o’clock.FollowI
mobile storiesbesides many hints ing to the cast of characters:WilMiss Hattie Rnnkens to assisting
that will be of value to motorists. ton Crossley, alias Thompson, the her biot her us clerk In the postCreightons'hired man, Ernest
*

OLIVE TOWNSHIP CAUCUS

ago. ^

I

Mr. Potgieter of Allendale. Alter- high school In Grand
R. Nyhof of Overtoal. 8. never
Rroekhuls of Oakland and Henry
Van Noord of lamsstown.
J&A8T HOLLAND

Holland's first annual auto show,

Friendly, Helpful Service— Always

Though he ie oqly three
height. Milo C. Homey* 7
old, so successfullyo
•o-acre farm west of Lowell
fan, that he retired a
years
.
At the age yf 3 years

r.ates,

given under the auspices of the
Automobileassociation, will officially open Its doors this evening.
The men having the show
In charge are well pleased with
the results and everything la ready
The first automobile ln< Holland
to receive the patrons who will
owned by the late George W.
come from Holland and vicinity. was
The booths have all been com- Browning,' who was manager of
the Ottawa Furniture company
pleted, the decorationsare sef,
many years ago. Mr. Browning
practicallyevery popular make of
automobileIs on the floor, and purchased what was known at that

The Bank With The Clock On The Comer

_

The Synod of the Chr. Reformed
church meets In Englewood, 111.,
next June. Delegatee elected, Ref.
E. J. Krohne of Hudsonvllle, Ret.
D. R. Drukker of Zeeland, and
Rev. K. Bergsma. of Hudsonvllle.
Alternates,Rev. (J. Vender Riot ot
Over lee!, Rev. K. Fortuln ,of Borculo and Rev. J. B. Plkaart of
North Blendon. Delegatee an elders, N. Frankeoa of Zeeland. Albert Bosch of Jamoetown and

HOLLAND AUTO

Holland City State Bank

Fi

ALONE

‘

cmUHTIAK
REFORMED SYNOD

TO GO TO

scheme was red and green. The
day was spent pleaeantly with old
time 'stories and ^ lewlng pictures
and curios. The Vos folks were
formerly Holland cltltens.

is his.

FROM

S3

prise party was carried out to perfection, by a number of Mrs Fred
J Vos' friends at her home In
Ferrsburg last Friday. They came
on the 9:10 a. m. bus from Muskegon, bringing with them a complete dinner Including the birthday cake, table decorationsand
two blooming plants. The color

about keeping valuables around

A

developing In his spine,
the growth of hto legs
made.
ManufacturedIn Grand Haven them useless. But hto
by the Hayes Products company, has overcome that
the new static detector will be of
Most of hto life, al
the greatestbenefitIn locating ra- old enough to do hto
dio disturbances in the city. Some was spent on hto farm^
time ago a detector woe brought performed ell the lebon
there from Grand Rnpidii and Us
tralnln
worth was demonstratedto mem
to hahiees t
bers of the Grand Haven radio club bridle upon them wee
who authorised the acquisitionof difficult task,
task. but
one there.
Was overcome when he I
to teech them te lower I

FORMER HOLLAND FOLKS
ARE SURPRLSED
A well planned birthday sur-

The more careless people ere

Purchased * ^

The Grand Haven Radio club
has not mot for some time at that
city as the new static detectingsot
which to being manufactured at
Grand Haven, has not yet been
completed and will not be for several days. When this set to made,
n meeting will be held Immediately
and the teet of the eet will be

ical position on Ellis Island, inspecting 'the immigrants as they
come Into this country. Dr. Luldena will leave for Ellis Island In
about a month or six weeks.

\

MAN

WINS RICHES:

NEW DETECTER

'

has been chosen one out of six
candidates for a government med-

•

‘LEGLESS’

Nil

DEVICE BUU/T IN HAYES DESPITE CRIPPLED
AGED LOWELL
PRODUCTS COMPANY AT
WORKED SO -ACRE
GRAND HAVEN TO BE

Dr. Henry Luldens, who graduated from Rush Medical school the
latter part of February, is spending about a week with his parents
In this city. Mr Luldens, who was
among the honor studenU In his
cIiim, completed his examinations
ahead of most of the class, and he

“Easy Pickings”

aUB

WILL SECURE

AGO

DR.

yours

HOLLAND

March 4, 1926
TO TAKE POST

the house,

A

Fifty years nga this week Adrian land manuscriptwas In
Nagelkirk, publisherof the Creeton In getting him a perm
News, said, "I don’t know," three with the old Democrat.
times running In history class In I The Democrat foreman,
Holland. Mich., an dthe principal O. Carr, met him on the str
said, "Bee mo at the close of said, “Say, you’re a Holland
school."
er, aren't you?"
That's why Mr Nagelkirk has a

Nagelkirk assented, and
semi-centennialto obeerve this worried foreman Invited hi
week; not of hto interview with have a try at a Job that had
the principal, but of hto first day ped every man in hto sho
In the print shop.
Into the type the crabbed J
For Adrian, aged II, took hto Ing
hand copy of a Holland senuo
books home instead of colling on Dr. Gehardus Vos, then a pr«
the principal and said, "1 don’t
wont to go to school," and then ent Holland preacher In
added by swift inspiration, "I’m Rapids.
"That was nuts to me/'
going to be a printer."
Nagelkirk with a chuckle, "fa
Honrs Long, Day Short
A printerhe has been ever since. handled hto copy when I wor
tfl
He spent his first day In the shop
Bo delighted was Carr wltlk
March 4, 1876. when he went to
work for William Benjamins® on success of the new comer o
the oldest paper published In the difficult copy that he pro
Holland language In the United gave him a Job. '
States, “De Hollander." Hto wages
Bought Paper for
were 60 cents a week and hie hours
Since then be bos worked
were ns long as he was needed.
nearly every newspaper and
The young apprentice began In printing office In the city; but
the regulation way, standing in always had a hankering to o
front of the case and - learning own paper, and 20 years
where the a’e and b’s and o'e and purchased the Creston New*
all the reel of the oheractere go. $50, a considerable advan
Of the Washington hand press, the way, on the sum w
of kicking the treadle of the old seller had paid, which was
Universal, and feeding the press, The Creston News now haa
Mr Nagolklrk has vivid memories. culatlon of 1,300 and occu
He drew hto 60 cents a week for recognised place In the co
six weeks, Jumped to & dollar a Ity.
week, and later on to a $1.36. If
The publisher'sprincipal
1810 he went Into the really highant to hto daughter. Mildred,
salaried class by going to the Holexpert linotype operator
land City News at $S a week.
tauffht herselfthe work,
Three years later he went back never wsii a linotype
to "De Hollander” for .a time and
til her father pure based
then with John B. Mulder, now eral years ago. Bek
rtf rise Urnmlw*! hnilffht

Holland."

PateT**

Holland

out™
RESENT

WEEK

NavlfMlon from thl» port is to
resumed thi* wwk. according
nn announcementmade ioday b>
A Johnson. local agent cf the
drlch Transit company. Navin opens two weeks earlier
.. thb port this year 'Sian it oid
year. The company'spolicy aln )g to give Holland the best
rvice at earliest possible moment
4 hat is the reason
the

why

_

CONSCIENCE MONK
NEE
.
COMES TO PAIRI AFTER
A
•
II

YEARS? DELAY

LARGE SUMS

tulnlng twenty-five centa
with Interest covering • period of fifteen years, and the
man who sent it pleaded
forgivenessand stated that
this was to reimburse the
fair associationfor one admission and that the money
did not belong to

He
many

him.
stated that a good

HOTEL DRAWS

Made-in-HoUand

Week

e
•

John Areudahorst, secratary of. the Holland fair,
was surprised a few days
ago to receive a letter con-

Gty Newt

Plans Are

CONVENTIONS

•
•
*
•
*
•
•
•
•
*
•

With the report on one Reformed church in Holland missing and
with no teport from another
phurch because no collectionwas
taken, the total amount collected
in the eight Reformed churhes in
this city Sunday to help make up
the deficit in the mission fund w<as

•'

Frank Llevense. who ils taking
care of exhibits to be displayed
during Mald-in-Holland week tha
latter part of March, to be held
at the armory, states that since the
publicity given the show already
eight manufacturers have called
him up asking for space.
An endeavor will be made tq
show everything manufactured in
Holland, Including Helnx's 57'Var...
1
It will be sometime before this
exhibition will be pulled off. but
more details will be given from
time to time, after the auto skow
which has Its Inning this week

letlee.

•.

years ago he had •
' sneaked Into the grounds * 32,811.57.
The missing report is that of the
and this act had been troub- *
Sixth Reformed church where a
ling him ever
•
• collectionwas held but the money
was not counted. It will not be
counted until Monday evening and Wednesday, Thursday,Friday and
no report can be given. In the Saturday.
Eighth Reformed church no colIS
lectionwas held Sunday, the pastor reporting that a collectionfor
that purpose had been held in Jan-

aince.

servicewill be resumed now
d of later.
Oucning of navigation so early
11 not be profitable for the boat
because the expose is great in
rating a vessel under present
conditions, iiut the company
h» itself under an unwritten obtion to resume direct serviceas
as possible, regardlessof iroBervire by .truck vU (Jrai d
i bus been kept up ever since
service was mada Imposslolc
It appears that Marvin Den Hert Ice pack in this pan of the
and it has proved very satls- der has been talked of aa a candidate for sheriffto run on the
oxy. but the company promised
republican ticket in opposition to
the direct service was difPred Kamferbeek.In order to deny
:i nued that it would ba resumthese rumors Mr. Den Herder
at the earliest possible moment.
The first trip out of Chicago ur sends in this communication:
To the voters of Ottawa County:
will be made Wednesday.
There seems to be a perplstent
Jrd, it sevsn o'clock at
The first trip out of Hol- rumor throughoutthe county that
will be rosde on Thursday the ufiderelgnedis a candidate for
March 4th. at seven o'clock, sheriff of this county this coming
steamer '“Illinois”wil| be the fall. Through this mans I wish to
vessel dn the. run.- leaving have It distinctlyunderstood that
Tuesdays. Thursdays, and under no consideration whatever,
ys at seven o’clock P. M. will I be a candidate fof sheriff
n McCarthy, the skilled ice this fall, and that these rumors are
or and heav weather sail- false and untrue In every way, and
1 again be In command of that I believe that It is not more

DENIES HE

REAL OPENING OFv
A CANDIDATE
uary.
Collectionswere held in
the
AUTO SHOW WILL
Other Reformed churches in the
FOR SHERIFF city,
some churches calling it
all

a

^‘one day Income” collectionwhile
others merely designated it as a
special mission collectionto help
make up a deficit of about 347,000.
If all the other Reformed churches In other places did as well as
the churches in Holland the deficit will easily be wiped out.
First Reformed church heads
the list of the churchee reporting,
with a total collectionof S88S.90.
Third Reformed church was a
fairly close second with the sum
of $708.67. The other churches reporte<
ed as follows: Hope church
Fourth Reformed $259;

BE WED.

NIGHT

Take On Local
Passengers

Taking Shape
•

Greyhounds Can

TO HOLLAND
Hpw great a boon the Warm
Friend Tavern is to Holland is
shown by the nunitpr of conventions that have already been booked for the coming convention seaion, with ttoospects of still others
that are) lively • to be landed fpr
this city. And to the case of nearly every one of the conventions the
adsitssion wag 'made that it was
the new hotel tbat landed It for

Holland.

%

i

Cabinet Heater
r-

NEW ZEELAND
••

possible by the hotel
It would have been Impossible to
hold many of these meetings here.
Next week the hotel will be the
scene of a big “school” 'of salesmen of tho Holland Furnace comIt won't pay for any one to take
pany. This school will begin on
granted that because Zeeland
March first and dontlnue for two for
has a new deputy city marshal,
weeks. It Is estimated,that It will
that one can get away with anybe attended by about 200 salesmen.
He is right there at the right
The next convention after that thing.
time and grabs them right off.
Will be the gathering of the MichIt waa a real “first night" fqr
igan Historicaland Pioneer socie- F. Wierda'. He had Just received
delved
ty which is to be held the first
appointment as deputy and
ind last
Thursday and Friday In May and hla
Wednesday night waa hie
la
will bring to Holland delegates
night on duty. While raakln
from all parts of the state. While rounds about four o'clepk
not a -tery large conentlon, it is day morning, he noticed a man
looked upon by Michigancities as
entering and emerging from
i ?a
a
a very desirableone.
Ford parked at the COFcorOn May 26th one of the biggest wrecked
ner of Main and Elm street#,

I

, Heat

m

Heater, fresh, warm, air begins

to circulate all through your
house. This new heater will

•

1

fordable, a fractionof

'

,

the

care of two or three stoves and
with only

H

the fuel

Tbs Sunbeam Cabinet Hester is at-

I

B

tractive,dsan and cuy to csrc for.
requires no basement *nd takes up no

more space than a phonograph.

of

sure winter

—

In-

a—

are makipg a very,
on account1
of a large shipment just
special oSer

received which must .be

moved to make room
merchandise.

for spring

DIES HARDWARE

—

-

W4.'.

comfortwith

We

-

of

-

quickly heat five to seven rooms,

and keep them warm and com-

-

tv

in a Hurry

The minute you start a fire
In the new Sunbeam Cabinet

'StJ

—

a

,:%

STARTS
WITH VIGOR

_

-

i

DEPITTY

All is set for Holland’s first annual auto show at the armory beginning Wednesday and lasung
until and including Saturday night.
The armory is a busy place with
carpenters and decoratora putting
the largo building id shape for a
show of this kind.
opnventlopsthat come to any
George, Bosman is In charge of, Michigan city will be held when ing around by a rear alley,
the decorating and the mangge-:(he state P-T associationwill hold watched him from another au
mont of the show states that he !a its annual meeting here. This as- and noticed that the Individual
took imins to \vatc)i if there were
making a fine Job of it.
sociation has a very large meinany one olieervlng him. So Mr.
The auto show will really opett fiershi
rshlp and It is estimated that
at 7 o'clock on Wednesday even- from 800 to a thousand people will Wierda walked upon blip and
caugh thlm removing the battery
Trinity Reformed $500; Van ing. This has been najned tha of- he in attendance.
from tho Ford. Upon inquiry,the
ficial hour for the reason that
Raalte Avenue church $140.50.
In June the alumni associationculprit stoutly maintainedit was
o
the hustle and bustle with last of the tenth district of the Unihis own car, but Wierda was not
than fair to the present sheriff, To curb the spread of rabies minute placjngs
exhibits versity of Michigan will hold its
,
with the answers receiv«d
year navigationopened Fred Kamferbeek. that he be re- among dogs, the board of health would Inconvenience,the patrons. convention here, bringing about satisfied
further questioning and Insisted
elected for another term/ knowing and welfare has passed a reuoluAt least 16 differentmakes of $60 delegates to the city. This will
his port oa March 1».
to be customarythat all sheriffs (ion at Muskegon that all doga cars will be shown and severalac- be a two-day convention and will on hie accompanying him to the
ile It may be a little too earhim have all had the office must be vaccinated.The quaran- cessory men will be present with bring a number of famous athletic lock-up.
a financial standpolpt,” before
Next morning before {he Judge,
tine con the animals in one section their respective exhibits. There and musical stars here.
Mr Johnson, "the management two terms.
he pleaded guilty to larceny and
Marvin T. Den Hprder,
On June 8th the Wert Michigan was fined $10. He established his
Holland to know and feel at
of the city still stands, and if a will be plenty of music with two
Chief Deputy Sheriff.
that hey have the utmost
Purchasing Agents awoclation Identityas a Chtm. Grundwald of
reported threat of the state is car- drchwtrasplaying continuously.
*gs in this beautiful, city
o —
Will hold its convention here. This South Bend, Jnd.,*by occupation a
ried out, the quarantinemay Ibe
Rev. Marlnus Cook, of Oak Harvicinity, and therefore they
also will bring & large number of truck driver and hauling celery
extended over Miwkegon and the
The
regular meeting of the P-T
bor.
Washington,
who
has
aeqeptto givp tho best service posto Holland.
rom h4re to Chicago. The Ford
a call to the new church gt Heights. Dr. Eldon Smith, the club of Washington school held on visitors
On June 3rd the general synod car belonged to H. Tyink of Ho)Clearwater,California, is busy city veterinarian,and a girl were Tuesday evening Feb. 23rd was a
of
the
Reformed
Church
of
Amerlarid, Up nil Rqutp 1. which had
these days resigning. He not only bitten as they attempted to reach most deligntfulone. Dr. A. C. V.
ica will hold its sessions here, makdog infected with rabies.
figured In a collision the night beR. Gilmore led the community ing
oung women's missionary or- resigns as pastor,but also as Presio
Warm
Friend Tavern head- fore at the corner of Main and
dent of the Island County Minissinging. Mr.. George Woldring, quarters.In September the state
-ns of the Reformed churchterial association,as President of
Miss Mildred Stein today an- chairman of the 'advertisingcom- optometrists association will meet State Sts.— Zeeland Record.
of the city will have a union
the Island County Sunday School nounced a music memory contest mittee for the play “It Pays to AdIn the Third Reformed
association,as chairman of the for the pupils of the fifth and vertise,” to be give March 2nd, Srd here.
on Tuesday evening at 6 Red
number of other conventions One phase of the continuation
Cro» Chapter, President of sixth grades of the Holland schools. and 4th urged every one to attend areA in
It will Uke the form of a
prospect and the Tavern is
the
Oak
Harbor
Public
Library
The contest is to open March first this play and to tell everyone elaq planningto book several in the school In Holland that la little
with a program following
known Is that of securing employassociationand member of the and continue for six weeks. The to go also.
pear future.
»al
ment for the members of the conThe Sorosis girls furnished the
John Van Ess has been ask- Parents' Teachers'Council, thus music teacher in each of the grade
otinuationschool who are unable tq
closing s busy and fruitful six year schools will pick five winners and musical part
the probe the main speaker, which
find employment. During the first
pastorate.—Cbrlstiau Intelligence!., these will enter a final contest to gram, which included 2 piano solos
promises
worth-while
Grand Haven Tribune— Ever ex- half of the school year (he school
dr. Cook U a graduate of the
given
under
the
direction
of
by
Miss
Walvodrd
anfi
a
vocal
duet
panding
to
give
the
public
a
betTbs Hops College Trumwas able to help twelve members
Western Theological Seminary.
lias Stein.
by the Oroters Sisters, Accompan-’ ter and finer transportation ser- of
wili sound, and other rausthe continuation school secure
pupils
will
study
fifteen
recled
by
Miss
Albers.
P
vice, the Safety Motor Coach Lines employment.
numbera
Each
ords,
two
and
three
a
week,
and
Wynand
Wlchers
was
the
sppklh-'
Within the week have absorbed the
league has a definite part
Mr. K. Sargeant, aged 17. diel
The boys and girls who leavs
arrangements, and the com* Sunday night at bis home at 175 all the regular music study time in er of the evening, and his talk on tocal run between Holland and school have no adequate preparaschool
will
be
given
to
this
work
in charge antounces a gfiod East Ith street, after a lingering
peorge Washington'. as a peerlwa South Haven, and now hold per- tion for the Job. They leave school
while the contest is in progress.
illness. Mr. SargeantIs survived Moreover, each child may study soldier, an Imperial man, a master mits ftir inter-citytraffic all the not because they are ready to work
statesmanarid a ihajertlcA man- lifay from Ludington to the state but because they ho longer care tor
by his wife and one mother.
the numbers out of school hours
I line on M-l$.
The funeral tail) be TieTd on in any way desired; all methods of timely one.
school or because of economicconChevrolet coups belonging to Wednesday afternoon at S o'clock
Mrii. Daugherty then favored thfi ..Heretoforelocal passengers ditionsin the home. Tha methodf
becoming
familiar
with
them
tfill
Van Zanten was stolen from
club with several readings, after from Ssugatuck, Douglas, Glenn, used by the boys and girls in sethe home. Mias Nellie Churchthe Maple Avenue Christian ford and Rev. James M. Martin, be considered legitimata.
which the meeting adjournedand' South Haven and Holland desiring curing work at times lead to a
In
Judging
the
contest
five points
to travel to any of the towns nam- great deal of discouragement. The
church Sunday evening officiating.The funeral will
refreshmentswefe served.
be given on the composition,
ed, were obliged to pass up tha fact that they are greeted day after
Mr VanZanten was attend- be under the auspices of the Eag- will
four
on
the
composer,
and
credit
. The owner reportedthe
luxurious Greyhound Parlor coachwhile making tha rouhds to
les. Interment will be in Pilgrim will be given for additionalknowles and take a local but line. With the various places of employment
tely to the police and
Home cemetery.
edge pertaining to each number
the addition of this new: run to asking for work, with tha replies
hour after the police had
and composer. The Judges have day , Wednesday and Thursday tha Greyhound system, ono may
notifiedOfflcerStskete# lole addition of board a Greyhound in any of these We have no Jobs opfn today" or
not yet been chosen but will be night, with a ,p
the car parked »t th« curb
"If I have an openlne I'll let you
Among the popular numbers on announced later. Lest year's mus- Friday night If
is ready
cities and ride.tO'Sny point along
West M Ith ftreet. A young the local iyceum cource this season
kaow,” fends to dl^purafla the
Fol
ic memory contest was very suc- for the dree* reh
had been seen leaving the will be the Farnum Trio, musicians cessful and aroused a great deal of
ambitious Job seeker. They ($# not
ten:
on
the
Greyhound
and it is supposedthat they qnd entertainers, who sppsqg here interest. It 1# hoped by those fo
take an inventory ef f
n; Jo
lx Motor Coach Lines
the car to enjoy a rld%
Thursday evening. This company's charge that this year’s will be still
to find out the work Mr v
art Ins,
and
in the near future,
program, while semi --classical and better and more helpful.
are beet suited but in the majority
Vander Water; Comtpssede
rj
increased service will be establishpopular In character.Is present cd
of cases simply drift from pof Job
The numbers to be studied are: len, LulcileLtodsley; Rodney
ed both to and from that city.
government survey o^ the with notable artistry. Each memto another, only taking Into coutin, Edward Hllflner; Cyrus Martin,
"To
Spring/'
Grieg;
"Deep
River:
In
addition
to
.several
new
parcanal in Black lake was re- ber of the trio Is a capable artist.
ulderationthe present hourly vraf*
William
E
Vander
Hart; Ambrose
Negro
Spiritual;”
“Danse
Macawlth renewed vigor on
Doris Farnum, who heads the bre?' Salnt-Keana; “Largo” (Mew Peaie, Clarence Lokker; Marie, lor coaches the concern haa order- and neglectingto think about th*
ed two double deck coachee, which
y nfornlng, the force of men company, is a charming entertainWorld Symphony), Dvonuk; “Ave maid of the Martins,,Coustance wlU be used for summer traffic. future. Such conditions are bad
trebled in order to get the er and a gifted Interpretative reador all concerned. The continual!
Marie,"
Schubert;
"Aleditation." Dyar; William Smith, George Pel- Machines qf thla type carry fiftydone In the shortestpossible
school having the boys and gti
Especiallypopular is her pre- (Thais), Massenet: "SonKB My grim; Miss Burke, clerk, Mra CharSix passengers and have not been
The government engineer sentation,in costume, of Irish
Mother Taught Me.” Dvorak; les Drew; George McChesney, usqq anywhere In Michigan be once a week tries to find out wb
led to do the work here start- songs, to her own accompaniment
“Spring Song,” Mendelssohn;Noc- Henry Viening; Charles Bronson, fore. Beating arrangementon the they are Interested in, thslr n
week with two assistant*, upon the Irish harp. Bdwyn
turne in
Flat,” Chopin; "A Wm C Von den Berg; Ellery Clark, second deck fa/ llltates a panor- tural abilities, -encouragftthe
late in the week the Goodrich Hames. talented young violinist, is
Merry Life," Denza; “Ixmdonderry Stewart Vandr Ven. The director amic view all the time, and where point out the folly of shlftleesnsi
\y decided to open nsvlga- widely known in his native country,
Air," Irish Folk Song; William Tell is Ethelyn Metz, the stage man- the coaches have been tried out. Instil a spirit of honest pomp®
middle of this week. Since of Australia. He Is a graduate of
tlon. the need of honeft e«oi1 ln
I
Overture, Rossini; '“Tommy Lad," agers F. H Houtman and. George
proved to be very popular. For order to hold or to advance on any
range has been laid over the Melbourne (Australia)University
Matgetson; "The Birthday of a Witt.
prptectlon against storms, or very Job and help the employer sacurq
along the channel, it becomes Conseratory. DarielleTost, violinThe scenes fire: Act.
Tha hot weather, an attractiveawning
King." Niedllnger; "Narcissus,''
to finish the work before ist and pianist-accompanist,Is the
libraryof Cyrus Martin's home in arrangement makes it possible for efficient help.
Nevln.
:iy morning when the first third member of ths group whose
The boya and girl" who !»*• •The contest involves a period q! New York City. ‘ It is seven o'clock passengers to ride on the upper
will plow its way through programs are welcomed by Iyceum
employment With the help
six
weeks'
preparation,during In the evening-early Septembef! deck at all tlmee in warm weath- cured
of the continuation school ar*
ice along the channel marked audiences everywhere.
which time the participants aue Act. II., The private offlce °* The er,
making good. Thay sntsr into
given opportunity to hear us often 13 Compaq/. The Jims is one
Eo the force was Increased to
heir work with a spirit of detsnuThe
anthracite
situation
la slow- as possibleoil the numbers of the month after the' fint act, about
nation to do their beat and be loywho are putting |n every
ten o'clock in the morning; Actly returning to normalcy, both as fifteen compositions. At the end qf
. .Grand Haven
TrlbMne—Thurs al to their employers. Ru«*l Hliable minute to get the survey
III., The scene is the Sfime as thqt
to price and production, according the period the competing children
hed quickly.
of Act I, except |hM It is five day morning the highwaysin Otta- Welch, director of 4he school,
to the week's review of ths Indus- are rqulred to identify name of
wa county were In slippery condi- always willing to helo secursa boy
composition and composer. Small o'clock in the afternoon of a day
try, announed today.
tion, a number of county truck* or girl for the particularJob and
prizes will be given to the winners in late October.
The
large
companies
operated
a Abram Van Lot, formerly about 60 to 70 per cent of capacity to add Interestand incentive,but
left the garages at Spring Lake and recommendonly those who have
Jkrr
Ella Vander Ploeg, died Erl
at Holland to go along the pave- proven their worth.
these are not considered an esnenlo
the
part
week
and
It
may
take
The Allegan Qaxe$t* prints
at the Bronson hospital in
ments putting sand on the grades
t(al element in the contest. The
another
10
days
to
get
back
to
full
small articleshowing that whe
following an operation
and otherwise attempting to make
ADULT Book" — "Representftlve
contest is for the purpose of makcapacity.
the flah bite the rural carriersof thr-Tet of the winter motorists
e previous day. , She was S4
ing the pupils familiar with some
American Bnort 'fltbHra."
old.
Hamilton
plead
with
Uncle
Bam
somewhat
easier.
cd.; ‘‘Francisparkman/ Bcdwick.i
of the world’s best music as a matShe is survived by her husband,
Superintendent E. E. Fell, Prinfor a day off.
In addition to getting sand on “An American in the Making,"
12-months' old daughter, her cipal John J. Rlemersma and ter of culture that will make life
The
correspondentof Hamilton the spots whsrs skidding might
vage; "Nina," Rrt*; ',Th® Coming
la, Mr and Mrs
Vander trustee Fred Beeuwkes of the Hol- richer for them.
says as follows:
occur with disastrous results, the “ Amo. " Umkii -Tr»W," Mull74 East 18th street, her aged land public schools, after spending
“BenJ. Itankens, postmaster, and county workers were to go over all
Grand Haven Tribune— The First H. D. etrabblng. rural carrier, culverts and see that none were enburg; "Beau Geste." Wren; “Ths
d father. Jacob Pauela living eight days at the national capital,
American. ’ Grey.
her parents, two brothers. have returnedto Holland. They Reformed church was filled to its hqve a way of keeping on the right blocked up and If they were, to Vanishing
JUVENILE BOOKS
"LItUs
3b of this city and William of were attending a convention of the capacity Friday night when Hope side of Uncle Sam and whenever open them up to allow what water
Jan. the Dutch Boy," CampbaW:
m. two slaters. Agnes and national educational anoolation College Glee club, composed of they get an uncontroiable fever could drain off. to do so.
"practicalBook of Horn* Repairs."
of Grand Rapid#,
where many thousand educators twenty-live male voices gave :i for fishing they wire Uncle and he
Road conditions were very bad
le funeral will be held on from all over the United States concert which was high class In straightway ordains a legal holl- and motor vehicles were making Fraser; “WaBhlngtqn, the Toung,
Leader." Cerwlg; "Lfttlo R«r fitpr!iy afternoon at 12:20 at the gathered, and beside# each state every respect
dayn. If the suckers are running in headway slowly. Those that tried
The chorus was evenly balanced Rabbit river, the boys Just scoop to go too fast met thslr fate in tes/' Fox; "Polly *»><*/ Dolly."
istra funeral home. Rev. Mr. held gatheringsof ita own at differ*
and the blend of the voices was 'em all up: or if a school of stur- skidding about uncontrollably.The Blaiadell; “Chats In the Zoo,” 'Weir Ploeg of East Baugatuck
ing. and at 1:30 at the Third
The Holland men saw a great beautiful. The perfect rendition geons come into Black lake, theg very slow drivers found that they men; “The Clutch of the Corsican, '
.
ittan Reformed church at Zee- deal of what there waa to see of the chorus numbers showed ge) ’em every one. Thsir fishing
H have headway enough to go Bill.
REFERENCE
"The Uncoln
d, Rev. Ij R Drukker of Zeelasd being constantly in touch with the results of hard practice under stories are wonderful. Well, the
while the very fart one*
Library/'
Rev. J I* B%ttema of Kalama- Congressman Carl E. Mapee, who an able director. The shading of boys went to Black lake. Monday
that it was too risky i to
offleiating.Interment will be in entertainedtho Holland men roy- the differentsongs was well exe- and the story Is out that they brot
a chance on skidding several'
Zeeland cemetery.
ally. The local men ware given cuted and beautifulin affect.
The hearing in the suit indirectback the longest string of btggMt
t before stopping,v
The instruroentalnumbers added fish ever caught In that lake, .y Ifi
special seats when they visited both
th* city came down ly Involvingthe removal of Ptgsptt
kwards while others hill at Muskegon w*a resumed In
stats* are iacluded among house and senate,were taken to all spice to the program, and were the Feeder Is IntereeUd, (t'maff be
rendesedby members Who proved best to ask the hoys shout .that
there fliureday
pi In spite of cArefqf the circuit court Uier®
(n the tolerations! fgg lay- Ahe principalshow places. Includthemselves real artists. The cor- darVfiahingluck."
ing the United States mint.
7hft condemm
condemnationsuit
,No accident* hqve been afternoon. Ths
itest at the Michigan State
They saw President Coolidge and net duet by Messrs Da Young and
brot Beach-sU
-ot.l property
Property <owners to
police or sherlfTf offi
a report issued «t the
heard him give a discourse nn Beerntnk was beautiful and called
enjoin ths
i P«re
Pir* Marg
MarguetteR’y
Propblql to erect a
first four months of the
so Mr.
education during one of the aef- forth saveral encores.The piano sanatoriumIncluding
onatructlng •
a eldetrac
Co. from constructing
vary
of this national educational solo by Robert Henkes
noceteary in
n reaching Pii
Pigesn hilt
of Macklhqc, Chlppe
jpms from the Han- sions
body.
cleverly executed.The violin »olo
The plaintiff
laintiff rested their prom
proof
Tanp, Corvallis, Ore
and' Bphpdloraft,
The local men say that Wash- by Kenneth Mook was enjoyed by ger
i and Robert Ferguson, a
Thursday
by
tbk
Mamlftlque
Igh in the contest ington
is a city most beautifuland ell. Mr. Mook proved to be v
member of the Nugent Sand Co.,
eggs fqr tne ten hens in
Commerce and will
tb* government‘buildingsare , so accomplishedwith the vHMto. Si
ena
Villages propoiiiloii to which purchased
urchased Pigeon hill w**
fqpr months. Other mass|ve and tho architecture Is encore played i
irietfllwater meters lotp the called as the flr*t witness
rttnesa foi
for Urn
ths different divisions so wondsrful that on# cannot ap very fine.
and places pf buiiness defense. Cross examlngUen
amlngtlon
qf
waUr eervUs« 1* required, Mrs Ferguson continued
predate tho olso and number of
The program closed with tho Chamber of Commerce dlBapmed for
for cqnthem until visiting Washington.
Hope college eong
an wMgr*«iiy
„ . lot gropcHtU wm be offered fiderable
g and
/.
Alberts, Canadaenjoyed by all.
Hi Mars a* the electionon March
pane of ten birds
craft oqqnty that It /could better 9c at which time they win he ai ' Tbs plaintiff* are trying to
The
Glee
Club
ia
under
the
diSentence was pippendddby Clrthat h* construction of ths spur
competing, for honors
rection of Mrs W J Fenton and afford to Rend patients to outside lowed to express their preference
»lt Judge Vandfirwlrp. Muskegon,
ths vg!
vglline track would decrease
decreMe the
teat, which provides valuable
Ranatorluras.
the
accompanists
were
Miss
Ardeen
for
or
against
tb*
measure
Saturday qn two couples who marrtr aloft*
Beach
ue of the property
' “
on production afflclency
Chippewa. Mackinac,Alger and I The ppundl ha* also ca
Van
Arendonk
and
Mr
John
Bosried, after entering guilty plea# to
itreet. and have raised certain le
;Ufy industry.
Luce counties have .approved the be placed on the
a charge of illgal cohabitation.Tho ter.
eal objectionsto tl
th« sidetrack be
proposal and building operations p
couples were arrested In cottages
are
expected
to
begin
this
year.
of the West Michiganfair at Mona lake and Muskegon
John Vllem, a pionesr of Central
V.'hl|e no definite locationhas been
Rapids bav# been advanc- I*
(eight*.
Park, died at his home there on
‘ ‘
chosen for the sanatorium It le egeek to Aug. tl. Bert.
Officers are continuing their Tuesday at ths age of 64. Mr Vllem
T. Morris** as search for Don Olln, aid to have has been a residentof Central Park nected that St. Ignsce will be M?
itioos protest on been the leader pf ths quartet,who for many years and il ons of the lected. The city has offereda fr*
ofliclaleof the
A oq the heetknown citizens# there. He is site.
Wr at Detroit ice when the Oftttage waa raided survived by his wife, two sons and
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Nye spent
for the He formerly •’ lived in Muskegon, two daughters.
The funeral will be held Satur- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Erickhad having beep divorcedthere, acf. cording to ProsecutorB. Glsnn day at 1I:$Q at the home and at son In Holland.,
one o'clock at the Central Park
Wm. C. Vanden Berg and HerD Charles Loper. who pleaded not church, Rev. Mr Heeres officiating. man Vanden Brink ara W» Benton
8*
to desertion a few days agp Interment will be at the Graaf'j Harbor In the insert
echap cemetery.
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SUNBEAM

The safety motorcoach lines operating the greyhound busses between' Chicago, Muskegon and
Grand Rapids have purchaaedpermits to operate and take on puaeengertilocally between South Haven and Holland and Intermediate
points. The company is now in
position to handle passengers between all points from Chicago and
the western shore of Michigan.
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The most superior Egg Mash on \he America]} Marker, used by successfulpoultrymen every-

where.
‘

Its palatable,

productive and economical.
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Wyngarden Hatchery,Zeclanvl
Farm Bureau Cooperauve Association
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For 35 Years
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
BUYS LOT VOR |»,&00.00
The committee named by the
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MASONS TO GIVE FOURTH
OLD TIME DANCE
Henry Kraker states that the

Mrs William Roelofs. aged 17.
tioard of education to whom the
water In charge of the music, Are
matter of purchaeing additional
died at the home of her daughter,
becoming so popular that It has
Mrs Wm Meyer, in Muskegon. She
grounda for echoo) purpoee waa
old time dunces, with Art DMnkOne
of the attractive features is survived by her husband, $wo
left, reported ftt a recent meeting
been decided to stage
fourth
of the Automobile Show will be sons, Henry and John, and one
that they -had purchased lota on
dance Friday evening of this
the display of Ford cars, present- daughter, Mrs William Meyer. Tho
Final avenue and Maple Ind beweek.
tween 22nd and 14th atreet for ed by the Hol/man-De Weerd Co., funeral was held Monday at
"Folks are simply wild to try the
local Ford dealers. Not only are 1:30 at the home, 344 Wert 21st
$8,500. Thla property will be held
old fashioned step und even the
the
standard
Improved
cars
being
Hi. and at two o’clockat the BerWilliam Wilds, former Grand two-steppers and . fox-trottersare
for fvture uae.
shown, hutlhe trim of some of the eun church. Rev. J. A. Van Dyke Haven city rlerk, will be the next
trying a whirl ut the polka waltz,”
type* are enhanced by such new oincluting.Interment waa lA' the clerk of Ottawa county. Mr. Wild’s
he said.
Indicationsare that 12,000 passappointments
ns
brightly
colored
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
appointmentos county clerk was
enger car and truck motor car
The dance Friday night will be
Holland High school has its licenseplate sets will be issued wire wheels, nickeled bumpers,
made by Judge O. 8. Crow, cir- In charge of Henry Kraker, Nick
Boomerang, Hope College has >u during the present year In Ottawa windshield wings, automatic windcuit Judge for the Ottawa-Allegaa Hoover, Frank Smith, A1 Van DurMilestone und the Zeeland public
county. According to the county shield wiper, top boot and gypsy
circuit, who had previously satis- to and Norman Simpson.
achoois go a step farther and are
curtains.
clerk’soffice records T, 790 ‘sets of
fied himself as to Mr. WUd'e abilgetting out a school annual called passenger car plates and 1,217 sets
In these Ford cars are Incorpority. The appointmentfollowed
the Stepping fitone.
trupk plates have been Issued In ated ImprovementsIn body deolgi]
shortly after Judge Cross had reThe Fennvllle Woman's club of
Ottawa county. This makes a total and construction and chassis received tho resignation of O.. J.
'has Just euiged a program "A la of 9,179 Issued so far with every finements more pronounced than
Slulter, who relinquisheshls post
Rev.
C.
L.
Austin
of
Zeeland,
for
Chinese.” The club house waa indicationthat before the last of any made in the history of the
as county clerk to accept the apconverted into a Japanese garden March when the motoring season model T chassis-Although^ thous- tfie past two years pastor of the
pointmentas clerk of the Unlteu
Warning farmers about their
with lanterns, cherry blossoms and begins, over 10,000 plate sets ands of these improvedcars are In Second Reformed church of that
Staten District Court of Western sesd corn. O. I. Gregg, Allegan
"gaaia girls” who served chop will have been issued.
operation all over the country at city. Is to hold an evangelisticoer- Michigan, made by Federal Judge county farm agent, saya:
' *
The state licenses are expected the present time, tnere are still vlee In the Wesleyan Methodist Fred M- Raymond.
"How about your seed corn?
Cashier Wynand Wlchers of the to easily go over the million mark many persons who have not had an church In this city Wednesday
Mr. 8luUer’s resignation Is ef- This is the month that we should
First State Bank staten thdt the this year and plans have been opportunity to view the entire line evening at 7:30 o’clock. Rev. Mr.
fectiveMay 1. and Mr. Wilds' ap- prove to ourselves whether the
local bank has secured the services made to take care of the big rush. and Inspect In detail the Improve- Austin closed his work in Zqeland
pointment as county clerk will alK> sesd we have saved will germinate
of Heldmun and Heidman, national- Kent county recently reported sale ments which hdve so greatly In Sunday. He has not accepted anbecome effective at that time. He or not. Three samples were taken
ly known accountants and tax ex- of -55,000sets of plates while the creased the popularity of Ford other pastorate but expeota to do
evangelistic work In northorn has been assistingin the county from cribs and two from farms
perts who will be at the First State Detroitoffice is said to have dispos- cars. \.
clerk'* office for severe! weeks, that Were saved for seed. Tho
hank on March 4 and 5, Thursday ed of $10,000 sets.
The first Impression of the Ford Michigan for the present. He bus and will continue as a deputy boun- average germination of these sammany friendsin Holland as well os
and Friday. In order to aid custocars for 1926 is *ne of increased
ples and they seemed all right for
In Zeeland and was Invited to coins ty clerk until May.
In Ailing out Income tax
and smartness. Bodies are here so that all might hear him.
Mr. Wilds Is a veteran of the jooks, averaged 60 per cent gerniA policy of printingthe sermons beauty
Wanks for 1925.
longer and lower, ~ fenders hang
Ihatlon. Since that time, with the
The Hope College Men's Glee of Rev. Victor J. Blekklnk, pastor low over the wheels and closed Not ouly members of the church Michigan National Guard, having cold weather we have been having,
but the public in general is cordial- served as an officer In Co. F of
c)pb sang to a crowded . house at of a Reformed church In Cohoes, curs are finished In Ylch harmonly Invited to attend the services Grand Haven for a number of the moisturethey containedand
N. Y., has been started by that
the Finn Reformed church. Grand
church. Rev. Mr Blekklnk Is the ious color schemes. But. beauty is Wednesday night.
years. He wga out of the Guards the percentage of germination
Haven. Thursday night. The boys
son of Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Blek- not the only quality to benefitby
—
-owhen the World War broke out, would probably be quite a little
,attng better than ever, giving a
the redesigning. Riding comfort
ktnk of Holland.
his experienceas an officer Im- 1ms. For the most part these are
mixed program of sacred songs
A $12,000,000merger of tha hut
The first sermon of the serlea has been Increased by wider, lower
mediately brought him a commis- on farms where extra care was
and secular songs.
was recently published. It waa seats and greater legroom. New Champlln Refining Co., Enid, Okie, sion in the air service of th# ermy. taken. The seed corn situationis
Cashier Wynand Wlchers made
preached In Mr. Blekklnk’s church features of convenience have also und the Windsor Oil and Gas com- He has been prominently affiliated serious this year."
a hit with his "Neglected Rpni rb.
— — o
on January 24 and was called "The been Incorporatedin these new pany, Okmulgee, Okla.,x was an- with the American Legion since Its
tale” given before the Khvanis
Door
and
the Window.” Other ser- cars. The gasoline tank is now fill- nounced Monday.
organization.
^
A
deal
was
made Friday where
club of Grand Rapids. Mr. Frank
H. H. Champlln of Enid remains
mons in the series will follow, and ed from the outside of the car ana
Mr. Wilds resigned hls poeltion by Walter C. Walsh purchased the
Llevense also attended and stated
ut
the
head
of
th#
company
and
In
the
open
types,
a
door
at
the
work of the former Holland
os city clerk of Grand Haven to old De Vries A Dornbos furniture
Ahat the offering waa unusually the
man will be advanced In print as driver'sleft permits entry or exit JumeH H. Jamieson and Robert enter the Army during Ihe war. Store on East Eighth street, near
well received.
Jackman,
majority
stockholders
in
Y/ithout disturbing the front seat
well as orally in the pulpit.
College avenue. This building was
David Gleason, .the 80-year-old
passenger. Both transmission and the Windsor concern are to be the Previous to that time he had serv- vacated by this firm when It mov
ed
several
elective
terms
In
the
city
Chester township residentwho waa
officials
in
the
new
company.
rear wheel brakes have been ened to Its new five story building, a
arrested on a charge of wife 'delarged.
The/ company in question la the Officeand has hosts of loyal friends little further west on Eighth street.
and
hls
acquaintance
Is
wide,
not
sertion, / was released after ho had
In addition to the cars and spe- one with which the Vandenberg Oil
The building was purchasedfrom
beefi exonerated of the charge. He
cialties, representative types of Co. of Holland la connectedIn a only In Grand Haven and Holland, De Vries A Dornbos. and Mr Walsh
but
In
all
parts
of
the
county.
Hls
was brought here from Florida afFord Ton Trucks affrt Fordson buslnesa way.
Intends to convert te three story
courtesy and efficiency as a public
— o -----ter a warrant had been Issued at
tractors with both industrialana
building Into two stores so arrangHUY
ALL
WOOL
wornied
yams
officer
has
won
him
many
personal
Teachers, ofticers and the normal
1 the request of his wife. Mr. Gleaagriculturaleyulpmentwill be dised that the second and third floors
from
manufacturer.
Many
shades
'
class of 4th Ref. church held their
son in said to be an old and replayed.
can also be turned into show
and
Heathers
for Hand Knitting.
spected resident' of Chester townThe W*. C. T. U. mothers' meet- annual meetingNin the church baseThe new county elerk who will rooms, if necessary.
Machine
Knttlng.
and
also
Bug
ship.
Mr Walsh has shown great faith
ing was a great success both in at- ment Friday evening. The follow- fill Mr. fllutter'aunetpired term la
Extensive repdlrs are being yarns. $3.00 per nound. 50c 4 ox tendance and program. Miss Clara ing program was given, Chris. well qualified for the positionand In Eighth and River street proper
skein. Pure wool blankets.Write
made on the Froebel school play- for free yarn samples. CONCORD Wheeler of Grand Rapids, the Reldsma, president,presiding; vi- Is Admirably fitted to carry on the ty; he owns more storq buildings
grounds.
bontnuls, ace. work of the office. Miss Anna Van on these streets than possiblyany
WORSTED MUXS, Wert Concord; great kindergartener, gave a fine olin solo by G.
The Parents-Teachersclub of New Hampshire. - tfl-31 A P talk to mothers on the physical, my Miss Hy Hasten; reading, Wil- Horssen. who has ably presided as other man In tho city. He has alLincoln school asked the board of
mental; spiritualand social train- ma Hasten; duet, Mrs. It. Fisher deputy clerk, will continue In the ways been a booster for Holland
education fo,- tt pj^o ln thftt FOR RENT—
and has great faith In the stability
room fiat and ing of children. The speaker Il- and Mis. R. Klhart; vocal solo, R. office, It Is announced.
school. The roquet was granted .store and also garage. In good lo- lustratedher talk by Incidents in Fisher, Mrs. Zigterman. accompanof the city, us well In Its future
-» o •
Monday.
cation; will rent it reasonable.In- her personal experience in publiq, ing on the piano; high school
The honest folk of the Island of growth.
/ Church and school wlll> each pay quire Chas. Salisbury,, Deputy private and church kindergartens.quartet, two selections. "The Wierlngen. Netherlands. widely
The building purchased by Mr
one-half of a new high fence that Sheriff, Ottawa County Jail, Grand
Mrs. Boshka who has been or- Church In the Wild Wood” and known as the former place of ex- Walsh was erected nearly 18 years
.ta being erected between Horace Haven,
ile of the former German crown ago by A. C. Hlnck, who waa In the
5eltd
_ nixing the" "National Guards" "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,"
/• Mann school and the Central Ave.
prince, have not spent an hour’a furniturebusiness at that limn,
from the sixth graders of the pub- solo by Mrs. Zigterman.
Christian Reformed church.
After tne program election of quiet rest of nights since the Is- and during that period tho buildlic echools gave an exerciseby tho
Expires March 13
Master Chas H'encvekl.son of
Froebel pupils, consistingof songs officers resulted as follows: presi- land woe joined to the mainlandby ing has always been used u* a
NOTICE
TO
CONTRACTORS.
\ Mr and Mrs Gerrlt E Heneveld. Grading and Paving 3Va miles of on the observance of tho 18th dent, ChrKi Reldsma; vice-presi- n dam as part of the great Zuy- furniture store.' First it was oounderwent a serious operation for County Road In Allendale and amendment and the white ribbon dent, Richard Elhaii; sec’y, Mrs. derzee drainage scheme
cupltd by A. C. RJnk, then for a
mastoid at Blodgett Memorial hosWierlngen was an *n»«d!i W’ er# ehort time by John oxnar. who for
1'allnuidgeTownslUpg,.-..Ottawa around the world. Those all re- John Van oZcren; troas.. Theodore
pital. Grand Rapids.
County, known os AssessmentDis- mained to enjoy with the Union Geibink; vice treasurer. Adrian allI the rugged n»d prMRe »'- •»'• niany ycare wo* a aalesman nt
Ignod. i’urg’n-io*
Burg’s •dos nr -obhe-i#*
UlJmk'A furniture elore. and latter
-mihr
„ --M*'*- Martha D. Kollen and Mr trict Road No. t on Bridge Street. members and guests a pluy under Heneveld. After the business ses- reigned,
this hualnesswas tikln over by De
Wynuul Wlchers, trustees of the Sealed proposals will be receiv- the direction of Mrs. Carl Shaw, sion. refreshments were served by were unknown. Si*>ce the Ar"* »
Vries A Lokkor, afterwards De
Holland public schodln, requested ed at the office of the Board of When John was a Baby
the Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rook. Game* laid, however,tha Islanders have
Vrlos ft Dornbos, with Mr. Lokher
that the open, air room and room County Road Com mission era of
teaching of which was the care for were played and the meeting cloe- been suffering from a veritable
retiring.
foncrtppled Ohlldrn be In the new Ottawa Coqnty, ; Court House,
the health of children,contracting ed by singing "Blest Be Hie Ut plague of thieves and other undeWashington school building. The Grand Haven, Michigan, until 10100
sirables who have descendedupon
the
older
and
newer
methods. That Binds."
rest of the school hoard consider- a. tn.. Central Standard Time,
them from the malftM. Wlerin- . One hHKidred and fifty dtudents
•Many expressed a word of appreed this proposition favorably.
The ladles of Crescent Hive wlU fera sow are asktac themselvea received degrees, ffrantsd by the
The Jury In th$ case of Mias Bermeet at Jnck Blue’s store at 1:11 whether U woe worth while to m.-ents of Michigan university.
tha Wilson vs. Dr. C. W. Young,' loners, for the constructionof**- »-*- coma Into ctooer eontaet wKh Among these the name of , George
John Kooiker and commit- Wednesday to attend the funeral civilization.
) J. Ten Hoor, Holland, appears.
both of Allegan, In which plaintiff
j miles of road in Allendale and
of Mr. gaygeant.
sought to recover $400 used * to Tallmadge Townships,Ottawa
purdhaue stock in the Kalamazoo County, on the. Bridge Street Road,
Valley Bllver Black Fox Co. at the known as AssessmentDlstrlet
alleged instigation of the defen- Road No. 9.
dant, Thursday returned a report It
The work will consist of grad-'
was unable to agree and was dis- Ing, culvert, structures, and surfaccharged..
ing with one course concrete paveBorn to Mr. and Mr* H. Solmon- ment to a width of II feet.
aon, 265 West 17th street, ThursPlana proposalblanks, speciday morning, a boy.
fication! and instructionsto bidL. E. Holler, General Superin- ders rosy be obtained st the office
tendent of the Michigan Railway, of the Board of County Road
was in the city Monday callingon Commissioners at the Court House.
businessmen. Mr Holler stated that Grand Haven, for the sum of Five
freight conditions on the Holland ($5.00) Dollars, which sum will be
Interurban are Improving.
returned upon, the condition that
There will be a- regular meeting the plans are returnedin good
50
of the Willard G. Leenhouts Post shape.
No. 0 of the American Legion, A certified check In the sum of
Wednesday. March 3, at the arm- Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00)
ory. The Huyzer Trio will enter- made payable te the Board of
SIZES 16 to 48
tain with some good selections, an^ County Road Commissioners of
a spread is also in store says ad- Ottawa County, must accompany
jutant Arthur Smith.
each and every proposal.
Mr and Mrs Arle Van Toll of The right Is reserved to reject
Grand Haven arrived there from any or all proposals.
Florida Saturday night, making the
Board of County
Journey by automobileIn the re\ Road Commissioners
markable time of four and a half
Austin Harrington. Chairman
days. Mr. Van Toll has been called
William M. Connelly,
back there by the serious illness
Berend Krimps.
of his mother.
Grand Haven, Michigan.
Michigan sportsmenhave a speMarch 2,
cial interest in the new revenue bill
just passed by congress. Among
No. 10940— Exp. Mar. 20
Other articles upon which taxes are
. New Notice to Creditors
removed are guns and ammunition.STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro
This means that next fall when the bate Court foi* the County of Othunting season rolls around guns
and shells wiil he cheaper than at In the Matter :of the Ertate of
any time since the war.
Peter Boot, Deceased
Holland will be alive with perNotice Is hereby given that four

AT AUTO

Holla Hoaln, 118 West 12th-8t.(
celebrated his birthday at the
home of his daughter, Mra. Harry
Knlpe. Mr. Rosin la still strong
and healthy at the age of 17.
Martin high school defeated the
Fennvlllebasketball team IS to
I'd on the Fennvllle floor Friday
evening, instead of Fennvllle beating Martin as was reported.
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NAMED CLERK
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What

OF COUNTY

in a

Furnace?

ZEELAND PASTOR

WARNS FARMERS
ABOUT SEED CORN

TO SPEAK HERE

suey.

mer

Whsn

you know that one make of
Furnace U giving a great number of

-

>

people, including friends

-

full

likely that

you

not

are . interested in
is

shaped

what you pay for, is com
venience and economy in the oper«
ation of the furnace, and you want,
above all, abundant wprmth throughAfter

friend#.

-out

all,

your

home.

It is the result
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and

it is
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the result that

is

paying for,
offered you

by the Holland Guarantee

—

Mich.

satisfaction, it is

knowing why one casting
one way and one another.
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Holland Furnaces

“MAKE

WARM FRIENDS
HOLUND FURNACE

A

CO.,

General Officet — Holland Mich.

384 Branchee

in Central States.

LARGEST. INSTALLERSOF FURNACES IN

THE WQRLl

-

Smart Spring Frocks
DIFFERENT STYLES

1929.

_

'

tawa.

formancesthis week, Tuesday months from the 25th of February
night the American Legion band A. D. 1926, have been allowed for
will give a concert, with which
creditors to present their claims

they will produce funds to provide
against said deceased to said court
free concerts In the park this sum
of examination and adjustment,
mer. The combined P-T clubs are -and
that awll creditors |Of said de
putting on "It Pay* to Advertise,''
ns a
performance ceased are required to present
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- their claims to said court at the
probate office In the City of
day, while the men's adult Bl|)le
clans of Calvary Reformd'church Grand Haven, In said County, on
of Grand Rapids will stage "The or before the 25th day of. June, A.
Old' Fashioned Mother," Friday D. 1926, and that said claims will
night. The proceedswill go to- bo Heard by said court on
Tuesday the 3$th day of Jane A.
wards the Pine Lodge fund.
Lucas Vos, aged 76, died Wed- D. 1926, at ten o'clock hi the forenesday afternoon at his home In noon.
Dated Feb* 25. A. D. 1929.
the villageof Graafschap. He is
JAMES J. DANHOF.
survived by his wife, two daOgh.
Judge of Probate.
ters, Mrs. Wm Kline and Mr« Herman Elshuls, and one son John.
6842 — Exp. March 20
The flneral will be held Monday
at 12:30 at the home and at one STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Proo’oolck at the Graafschap Chris- bate Couft for the County of Ot-

benefit

_

\

,

.Reformed church, Rev. Mr. tawa. \
At a session of said court, held
Heerea officiating,
Dr. (5. C. Nettlnga of the West^ at the Probate Office In the city of
ern Theological Seminary con- Grand Haven in eald county, on
ducted the services in the Fiftt the 25th day of Fobruary A. D.
i
Reformed church at Zeeland on 1929.
Present, Hon. Jamea J. Danhb
Sunday.
Mr John Kollen slipped and fell Judge of Probate.
on the Ice on the corner of Eight In the Matter of the Estate of
Benjamin L. Scott, Deceased
street and River avenue Monday
evening and waa quite, seriously Otto P. Kramer and G. John
Injured.He was taken home in an Kooiker having filed In said court
automobile and an examination their annual account at trustees of
showed his hip had been Injured. said estate, and his petitionprayThe injury will confine him to hls ing for the allowance thereof,
It Is Ordered. That the
bed for several weeks.
»tb day of March A. D. 19M
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Baumgar. tel have moved to 23$ Lincoln ave. gt tert o'clock In the forenoon at
Attorney Fred T. Miles was In said Probate office be and Is here, Whits Cloud on legal business.
by appointedfor examining and
On the occasion of her 78th allowing said account.
' birthday anniversary Monday Mra
It 1*. Further Ordered, That pubP. A.. Klels entertained friends lic notice thereof be given by puband’ relativesat her home at IIS lication of a copy of thla order, for
E. 9th street. \Mrs. Kleis it still three successiveweeks orevloue to
In remarkablygood health
in vtar said day of hearing In the Holland
.....
dvanced age. In the lifter- City News a newspaper printed
he entertained a group of. and circulatedIn eald ootii
e. In the evening she
JAMES “
tian

i

)

'

•

......

1

was

to her children,grandchll-

A A

>lng wos^

JfC

true
*

ister of Probate
, -Vo.

MODEL 3098C-Clever frock

of Stehll'.

stylish collar and velvet ribbon tie.

FC^T CREPE

MODEL

with

new sleeves and flare skirt. Velvet ribbon
edges bottom of skirt, and provides ties tyr sleevet. Color*:
Bois de Rose, Wild Honey, Queen Blue, Palmetto Gretn,
Rose of Picardyi Gray, Black.

,

rich colorings, on

MODEL

3135C-«Stylishfrock of

FLAT CREPE-

Convertible

Black.

^

embroidered. Long
self-tie^Puffed sleeves, finished with ties of self-material
Colors: Bois de Rose, Wild Honey, Queen Blue, Ptlmetto

collar, sleeves-ffnd

bottom of

skirt, richly

Green, Rose of Picardy, Gray, Black.

FLAT CRE1% with Mddle
outlined with gold thread embroidery. Smart ruf*
at either side, headed with simulated pocket* of same tmbroidery. Colors: Bois de Rose. Wild Honey,
Palmetto Green, Rose of Picardy,Gray, Black.
IODEL6095C-. Smart frock of
ilders,

*

6096 C -All-over embroiderysleeves in rich colorings,
frock of FLAT CREPE unusual style. Saddle shoulders and puffed aleeves, finished with self-ties. A piping of
contraating Crepe finishes collar and belt effect. Colors:- Bois
de Rose, Wild Honey, Queen Blue, Palmetto Green, Rose of
Picardy, Gray,
/

i*ive thia

Appliquedembroideryin

MODEL 102lC-The lavish embroideryin contrastingcolors on
FLAT CREPE,smart
long tijs of self-material
Colors: Bois d* Rose, Wild Honey, Queen Blue, Pal
Green, Rose of Picardy, Gray.
waist nnd

new sleeves, give

this frock of

style, Novel convertible collar with

KODEL

1035C- Hand-embroideryin' artistic
tinguisbesthis flock of FLAT CR
and flared skirt. Colors, Bois de
Blue, Palmetto Green, Rose
i

•

Holland City

Page Four

NON-PARTISAN

that Holland has nearly 3,500 automobiles. and not counting the
thousands of visitors, Holland's
small police force has some Job on
Its hands, not taking In consideration the grist of other cases that
constantlyoccupy the minds of Mr.

TO
DUTY

SPEED COP

•

O

Newt
America la •summoned to
w. junor rested choir who gave complete
unfinished task; to
a processional. The presslnf apply the her
principles of » Christian

The American Legion Auxiliary capable president of the society,
initiateditself Into Its newsroom was the manager, with Mrs. Nina

In the armory ’Wednesdayevening Daughetry aw coach. *Mr. E. H.
needs within our own borders rellglouto all her unsolved probwith a meeting full of enthusiasm Hartman presided at the opening
lem!. America throws out the
and bualntas. A definite schedule exercises. The chtiroJi tfas ciUwd- wtrd most graphicallybrought out challenge
of a new age. and for thfl*
by Americanised citizens from
for uho> of the Legion room cd and the audience very attentive many
countries, who preaentsd world's sake accepts the call to
pd appreciative throughout.
gives the Auxiliary each secorfd
their pleas for education and leadership In a lie* world. The
Wednesday of the month for its
Van By and Ms men.
The pageant consistedof a pro- for the
enforcement, whole pageant wga both impresouslmss meetings and each fourth logue
ond five episodes, requiring
more practical sive and InstfuctUre, and the Home
Wednesday for work meetings. nineteen speaking parts, and call- brotherhood, snd creator
Christian missionary society appreciates the
of parliamentary ed for about 73 people Including gnrvleaJ
kindness of all those taking part.
very enthusiasticHolland Announcement
law classes to precede business
greeted the Hope and th«
meetings from 7:30 to 8:00 o'clock
William McKinley Boeve, the i audience
Kalamazoo' Normal deltotlng teams
,
.JR
man recently appointedan a pa- at
Winunta chapel Friday evening under directionof Miss Katherine
trolman on the local police force Hope college was represented by Post met with applause.
The regular monthly bulletin
by the board of police snd lire Stanley Albers, Chas. Veldhuis and
commissioner, reconsidered his Theodore Esaenbaggers, and Kala- from headquarters contained a
acceptance anil at Monday's meet- mazoo Normal by MacMonagle, L. sketch of the kind of Christmas
Ing of the board he stated that he Reverts and J. D. Murphy. Dr. J. experienced this year by the
wishes to remain with the Western B. Nykerk, head of the department war-orphanedchildren at the Ot* .
Machine Tool Works, whore he has of English at Hope college, was In ter laike billet. The happiness brot j
been an efllclent employee for a charge of the debate,and after the thewe children by glfts^fropi the
Auxiliary, who could
Koud many years. James Spruit, yodng men had presented their Legion and
a
heir generousofferingsbewho had also Hied an application, arguments, the judges gave the nuOteAlu
e public has co-operated
was then selected an the next man Hope team three points,or a unlily with them in their
Hi line to 1111 the place of Mr. animous decision.
Hwcerlnga, who took a position The Hope team took the nega- money-raising ventures,fills tile
with the Prudential Life Insurance tive side of the question,"Resolv- heart of everyonewho has had a
7 W. 8th St.
IN
232 W. 12th
HOLLAND, MICH.,
2, 1926
Co.
ed, That the United States should part in it with satisfactionand a
Mr. Van By rtates that Mr. Recognize the Bresent Government desire to do more.
ii
Spruit will also be the speed cop of Russia, ” the Kalamazoo team
The Auxiliary is Joining with the
i!To the Electors of the City of Holland
,
this summer and that lie will go taking the affirmativeside of this Legion in/ putting on a party at
“It s Risky to Pay Less— and Useless to Pay more.”
You are hereby notifiedthat Non-Fartisan Primary duty April flirt, in the place of subject.
the Woman's Literary club rooms
John Modderw.who resigned last
The judges were: Professor Bak- next Thursday evening. There
^Electionfor the City of Holland, will be held on Tuesday, Fall when the speed season was er of Kerris Institute. Big Rapids. Will be cards followed by a dance.
Prof. Hendrick of Michigan State Next week is also the time for the
ove..
Harch 16, 1926 in the several wards of said city, at the
Chief Van Itjr is making pre- Normal. YpsUantl. and Prof.. A. J. taken by members for selling as
the play Is one so highly recomparationsfor better automobile McCullock, of Albion.
places designated by the Common Council as follows:
Prof. G. H. Massellnk, vice presi- mended even by mlnlstem in all
regulationsearly In the season.
dent of the Ferris Institute, was communities.Tickets are also on
In the First Ward: Second Story of Engine Houte No. 2, The parking ordinancefrom 8 to supposed to have been here to act sale at Van Tongeren's Cigar store,
5 on the principal streets will be
enforced more rjvldlyIn the sum- as a judge but he had just return- at the Rose Cloak company, and
East Eighth Street.
A delicious food all the family will enjoy
mer tfUin in the winter time and ed from an extended trip all tired at the Model Drug Store.
i In the Second Ward: Second Floor of Engine House No.
Entertainmentfor the Wednesall times there will bo co-operation out. and Prof. Baker was sent In
day evening program was in the
, ,
1, (rear) West Eighth Street.
with the Holland Safety Council Ms
prof. Erwin Lubbers, debating form of readings by Miss Virginia
and the ,•|nvlsible,, thirteen men
! In the Third Ward: G. A. R. Room, Basement Floor, City appointed, whose names me un- coach of Hope college, deserves Boone and MHs Dorothy While
<
I
Hall, Comer River Avenue and Eleventh Street. known to automobiledrivers,and credit for the manner in which he and a piano solo by Miss Florence
the Holland team. The Grinwis, all creditably done and
who inform motorists that they coached
! In the Fourth Ward: Polling Place, 301 First Avenue. are violatingthe law when these success of the team reflects his heartily appreciated.
„
I In the Fifth Ward: Polling Place, Corner Central Avenue safety agents notice that there is a
The affirmative team of Hope
violation.
The West-'Centml. Allegan-Kajo. lege will meet the Calvin collega
and State Street.
While this staff has no connec- team at Grand Rapids on March zoo and east-Allegan cow testing
associationsare all finishingtheir
In the Sixth Ward: Basement Floor, Van Raalte Avenue tion with the police department,
first month's testing after being reSchool House, Van Raalte Avenue between 19th the men connected with it will call 'Slope's affirmativeteam went to organized.The central Allegan Is
(
in the police should a violatornot YpsUantl Friday night and dUthe new associationorganized this
St 7* m
'/
and 20th Streets.
take the warning kindly and show oussed the mime question with the
Ynsilanti Normal team there. year.
obstinacy.
The north Allegan association
You are further notified, that at said Non-Partisan
Prof. Lubbers received a message
Mr. Van By states that the stopw!H ho reorganized this month.
.Primary Election the Following Officers arc to be voted ond-go light system on 8th street Saturday morning announcingthat Anyone desiring to take up this
porniil
has worked out well and that pos- the Hope team Jost there The work north of Allogan will be
[Ho.*, To' ,
Judge was Prof Lionel Crocker and gladly taken nt this time. At tho
sibly some minor changes might
while he gave the Hope men the present only Genessee and Kent
ho made, but in any event, whatdecision n« being the bst speak* counties have a larger number of
CITY OFFICERS
efer is done In the way of nutomors. he held that the YpsUantl team associations.
dlc regulation, os fur ns the police
force is concerned, thev v ill start had the best of the arguments and
decided the debate in favor of
Under the auspices f the Home
The following have been duly proposed for Office: out early and the reculationswill he
Yysilantl. The Hope team at Ypsl- Missionary society of the Methot>e In good running order when the
NO. 2
mortorcades of tourists begin to lanti was composed of Wessellnk, dlat church, the missionary pagMallory and Mulder.
Mayor
eant." Call of the Home Land," by
flock in.
I Mabel H Sleeker, was given In the
Mr. Van By asks the citizens of
Vaudle Vnnden Berg Is on a ! Methodist church Sunday evening,
NICK
Holland to co-operate with the lo- three weeks' trip thru Florida.
Mrs. J. C. Do Vlnney. the very
cal police force, for conAlderlng
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CLERK’S OFFICE

Thomas Stores

C.

”

(

TWO

MARCH

HOLLAND

:

!

«

CREAM OF WHEAT

24c

place. *

PUFFED

work. .

HERSHEYS

ROLLED

WHEAT COCOA OATS
QUAKER

1

BULK

T-2 III can 15c

Wit:

package 12c

•

28c 7pounds25C

can

1

V

i

TOMATOES

KAMMERAAD

Camp-

PORK AND DEANS

HERMAN a GARVELINK
JOHN KARREMAN,
NICHOLAS SPRIETSMA,
FRED WOODRUFF

.March

Justice of the Peace

KM

I

Supervisor
(Vote for Two)

*

•

JOHN

Member Board

Works

of Public

WALTER LANE
of Police and FL*e
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‘

DRINK

A.

LAEPPLE,

Fifth

Sixth

.

And an

R.

Me

LEAN

Wonders of Your
Telephone Exchange

Constables

:

For Constable, Fifth
Sixth

You

:

Bouwman

Louis

Gerrit

Fifty years ago, on

Van Haaften

whom you

Two

mark

of the person for

desire to vote.

names

effiep,

shall

be

the candidates whose:

shall appeftr on the succeeding general election

ballot for said election

more than two; candidates
rhall each receive more than 25 per centum of the votes
cast fbr any office, then the names of all persons receivif

nppea: upon the election ballot

;

form

6c

Yellow Front Stores
SOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOCBOO'OOQOBOO^0000000000

words "Come here" still echo throughout

with loved ones, friends or business

today.

strides that this service has

made

’

:

:

from

whenever you

please,

associates.

a
I

thia phengrv.r.

invention,for it wa» then that waa
our telephone system of

night,

InL

our °wn sta“- the

h“

Third Annual Birthday Sale

in a far off city, yet

ried on this first convertotion,and h:s first

,

wire

it

if there bo but one

a

single

has grown into

millions of telephones,
,

witly a
ire-a
wirA

a given office, and if

Tablet

as your

telephone places you in communication

connected with

Hr

your

T

Friday-Saturday,Feb. 26-27

25 Percent Discount

Mtth.pn Bell Tele-

more

ha,f 1

mlU™

te,-phonea,connecting with 12J 000 telepnones of other companiesm Michigan

on

y

is More than three million calls per day are
telephones completed in Michigan. Many men and
women are employed

running into

(

exchanges connecting

GUT FLOWERS,
PLANTS,
BASKETS

,

constantly to give
quick and efficient tele-

phone communiap
tion. That has been’

and VASES.

the growth of your
telephone service.

Wednesday, March 10th
On Wednesday March 10th,
we cordially Invite you to take
a trip behind the acenea, to in*
apect the wondera of your
telephoneexchange.We know
RwiU prove a revelation to you \

any one candidate

receives a majority of all votes cast for said office at said

primary, then said primary for said office shall be final
and he shall be declared elected, and no second election

1

OPEN
HOUSE

network of

all

2nd 16,000,000telephones in the country,

>.
-- --

central distributing

candidate in the primary for a given office, then the pri...ary for said office ahall be final, and he shall be dedared elected, and no election shall be held in connection
with the said office. If there be more than one candidate
primary for

far

stonestlu'ow

Day or

,

and

PROVIDED FURTHER, That

in the

a

“peculiarcontraption” Alexander Bell car*

ordinarily conceived.From two

ing such pereentum of the votes cast for such office shall
J

9c

Absolutely harmless lo fabric and color

so humble a beginningare far greater than

:

PROVIDED, That

telephone. He may be only

your telephonebrings him at arms length.

The

'

Today, your neighbor is only as

Fifty years ago, over a single wire and a

The world marvelled at

votes in the Non-Parlisan Primary in the whole election

any

Powdered form, pkg

the whole land into one great community.

away, or he may be

the world.

cr.rdiLates receiving the largest number of

district for

the

of electrical impulses.

Ward: Anthony Berger

name

March 10th, for

was the human voice transmittedby means

Ward: JACOB LIEYENSE

at the left of the

"

Quart can 50c

first time in the history of the country,

are further notifiedthat you will place a

.(X) in the

Invitation to In-

LAFRANCE

spect the

Ward: ‘Vote for One)

Third Ward

pound 30c

ar-MAZOLA

WATER

BRINKMAN

Second Ward

1

CHEESE

*

ALEX VAN ZANTEN
Ward: WILLIAM VISSERS

,

10c

|

JOHN P. UJ1DENS
Fourth Ward (Vote for One)
SEARS

can

pack No. 2 can

1*

Strawflowe'rs only 20 cents per do^en.

K

shall be held in connection with said office.

NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN

Shady Lawn

That the polls at said

lection will be open from 7 o’clock A. M. until 5 o’clock
.

M.

Ssle st

of said day.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set

*

y z::d

It

1

BERT SLAGH

JAMES

A. H.

^'mi

'

SNOWDRIFT'8";!^':™"8 23c

Commissioners

Third Ward: (Vote for Oftc)
G. M.

1

25c

3 cans 25c

rly Jane, fine flavor,

Solid

Aldermen
2nd Ward:

for

;

JOHN H. SCHOUTEN
NELL VANDER MEULEN
WARD OFFICERS

First Ward

MM

3

Sunshade brand

,

One)

(Vote for
fdRS.

3

RUTGERS

J.

EDWARD VANDEN BERG

Member Beard

bill’s

s®

SOUP

10c

CAN

;

City Treasurer

I!

SOLID PACKED
MICHIGAN GROWN

iswi tiwi

Stars

'

my hand,

"Our Business

yea: above written.

RICHARD DVERWAY,

City Clerk.

TW
b

oily.
is

Florists
62

L BfM St—

Growing”

Phsie

5345
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V
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OUR GREATEST PIANO SALE
Crowds
W Hf
#

k

Evening

visited
this
sale
Saturday
J
P
.
I.
»
ill ..4.
Tomorrow will he another hiq day.
^ ’Vr

'v
*
I*?

pjj (J
}‘ t%r B
>i*w
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r
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or

H.L
SQ
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SEE US

OUR

-v

/.V

NEW

LOCATION.

« A

«?•

.

5983

*

YouA.Vmil•find
pianos
j ^

-,,,c

t

V 4to be here. Let noth-

keep you away.

ingf

. Phone
5645

’

tfj

Plan
now
\ ‘ j
.
A A.’

Made

Z'immLi

•

-vf

"

Appointments

I®

Five floors
of fine

much,
and even more!

’

ujorth tiwce as

^

things for
the

!l:li|( li!ii.iii:.:iiiiniiiiiiiiiiii,riimr

Hilr

home.

’ii’-j

- -

Holland's

vs

Largest Store.*
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-
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EXCHANGE PIANOS, 0EMONSTHATOKS, CSE1) PIANOS,
SLIGHTLY MARRED PIANOS AND PLAYER PIANOSALL MOST GO. VISIT THIS SALE. SELECT ONE OF
THESE BARGAINS TODAY.

l’\u{

\

.

i*

\tW

|f

! >

'

II

s ’

iccial
The wonder of the age. No other instrument

||r

Select yodr instrument

Y0U HAV£ AN 0LD p|ANQ or PHONOGRAPH TO TURN

Select a Gulbransen during this sale. Youl’l
never be sorry.

olin outfits.

FREE

1

-

Children
the violin, you will appreciateyour

piano

It

Pallet

&

:

'v

\

m
,2

jJ

$238

various Model Violin

1

Case
InstructionBook

1

Bow

1

Tuner

1

Cake Rosin

1 Extra Set Strings

1

RETAIL VALUE AT LEAST

J

»

Renewed

;

l

One of the

Start

On

.M)i|tt!iM>i*Kos

T

Brand New Piano

1 Square

•

WONDERFUL
BARGAIN
•

radi

St

1

IN

Contents of Outfit

Gulbransens are nationallypriced from $450 to
$700. Price includes $l0 worth of rolls and cabi-

WE REPEAT THIS

\

.

I

fropUhese famous makes

STARR, RADLE,
GULBRANSEN PIANOS AND

S'

Violin Ouffil

Offer

With every new piano or player piano
sold during this sale we will give absolutely free, one of these beautifulvi-

like it- No ether instrument so easy to play.

ijench.

at

_

YOU NEED

AY
NOTHING
DOWN
I
----

pi

n

net

Your Choice

f

libiffeuili
Bi

Large Organs

more.

1

1

.

$20.00

Davis

ONE
YEAR

Cannot Be Duplicated

FREE TRIAL
~ WITH FREE EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

Here's a Shct
That Hits the
Buliseye
Think of putting an
ment

in your

home

Other Piano Specials

-

USED

READ THIS

Original

Buy one of these pianos or

Original

;

player pianos, use it one

year.
instrufied,

that the

If

we

you are not

will

exchange

satisit, al-

lowing full price, towards

whole jarnily can play for

any new piano or player

only 8335.

$

ONE
YEAR

ano on our

pi-

$275

Piano $ 95

Piano
Original $250 Piano
Original $275 Piano
Original $375 Piano
$325

125
145
165
178

AND MANY OTHERS

floor.

WHOLE OUTFIT
Our

COMPLETE

chief desire is to satisfy

our customers. Surely no
A

fine practice piano.
’<

i/*

Be sure to see

i.

IM

•>

'

this.

y

YOU WILL FIND HERE A
PIANO TO FIT EVERY
PURSE AND TASTE. PIANOS AS LOW AS $95
AND AS HIGH AS $785.

/offer could be more liberal.

>

Get One
Come

and see

it,

play

it,

examine it, hear
then buy it on

it,

'

..

'tes'l
r*h

V
.

& '?;

-'k?
: *.

Famous
%
Qulbransen

These

Bargains

the

*

Qrand
on
Display

Now

&2)arnbjos

Holland

:>

of

NOW

DeVms
THE HOME

be'thelast consideration.

,

'

Easy Terms

Our terms have always been most liberal.
During this sale we have reduced our “terras to
the lowest point. In fact, our main object is
to dispose of these instruments. Terms will

.

Do Not Wait Any Longer.

Rolls and Scarf.

TERMS

-I-

Sec

Player-Piano, Bench,

OF

GOOD FURNITURE
Michigan

OUT-OF-TOWN
OWN CUSTOMERS
OUST
same advantage as
No matter where you live you have the
t
the city buyer. Viait (his
this sale now. Let nothing keep you
nwajr.

J

UP AND

DOWN
THE DIXIE

the schools of flsh throw
themselves out and Into the water,
glisteningin the sunshine; blue
hero** and crane and pelican fly
through the air; the pelican hovers over the water, dashes down
nnd falls head first' with a big
splash, and comes up with a good
sized Itah in its beak; the land
crabs os large ns your hand, crawl
by the hundreds on the shore and
on the road, moving sideways and
by;

Daytona shores, especiallyits
ocean beach and the River drive.
St, Augustine Is quaint and Spanish and historical.Tho downtown

district is brightly colored and
(By Mina Kate Pfunstlehl)
foreign. It is a town well worfh
The Dixie highway — the mall
seeing. The developmentsat Ft.
street of Florida! About 40o
Lauderdale are making big strides
miles long, from Jacksonville to
forward. I^auderdaleIsles,Veqjfce,
Miami, twisting and turning and
Los Olas Beach, ' Croissant Park,
curving along the East Coast; c
Rio Vista, FtoraasdoCenter, Oakpanorama of folks and vehicle*
land, Chateau Park, Seminole Forand motors of every description; backwards and forward at will, est— all are building up and movcurs small and large, decrepit and ver” odd nnd repulsive looking ing very fast towards complete
limping along olowly; and bcautl* little creatures.The automobiles residential comfort and beauty.
ful expensive limousines of homo crunch over t)iem musically; a
The Dixie Crosses the New Rivand foreign make whizzing by at favorite game is to count the er at Ft. Lauderdale. New River
breakneck speed; — as one faceti- crunches on a BO mile drive, as is 90 ft. deep and navigable. All
ous sign put It '‘Speed Limit Sixty you cannot escape running them of the bridges on me Inland WatMiles an Hour. Try and get away down, there are sb many of them erway and New River are draw
with it." Cars and trucks from certain months of the year.
bridges, so many boats nnd yachts
every state In the Cnlon; loaded
Beautiful hotels and casinos and go through every day. Tho river
down with goods and chattels and piers and Spanish honfts and es- trip Is very entertaining, as the
bunches^ of kiddles and pet dogs tates lie along the ocean not far tropical scenery and the alligators
and canaries, and food and baby from the Dixie. The Casa Marina on the banks make it a unique
carriages,tents, shovels,and every at Jacksonvilleis a-t!liarmlng ride. The boat takes you thru tn«
conceivable kind of commodity. place to atop for a few days; you Everglades for a number of miles.
Trucks piled high with supplies; ran motor on the white silky
Ft. Lauderdaleis ideal for the
wealthy tourists with colored sands of the ocean beach- there tourist as it has the river and
chauffeurs; caravans and tents and for miles.
ocean scenery, quite restfulsubwooden houses mounted on trucks;
urbs to live In nnd all the advantPalm Beach, Lake Worth, ages
neat little moving homes with
of tho city's good stores, exBoynton.
Delray,
Boca
Raton.
families In them; the Dixie is ns
cellent schools, many churches,
Floronada,
Ft.
Lauderdale,
Hollygood as a movie.- It is a movie
uptodate theatera,fine drive# and
all right; night and day, hour aft- wood and Miami all have wonder- easy access to Palm Beach and
ful
beachee.
and
all
the
accommoer hour, the procession moves
Miami. The Dixie is the Main
both ways, north and south, a dation* for bathing and fishing and street of Ft. Lauderdqle — Andrews
imusements
for
the
^public.
never ending motion picture of
avenue. It is very, very busy.
life and feverish activity. One
The colored people have separThe gulf club at Hollywood has
never grows wear)- of driving on ate bathing beaches at all these
the Dixie. Always new faces and places. They also have their own a large white ta.ty ho coach, with
different cars and every once In r little towns and stores and church- white wicker baskets for the golf
while, a touch of wit and humor 's and theaters where they are by sticks' and comfortable white
car and stand or by the crow* themselves. They are well treated wicker seats for tho players — very
that enlivens the scene and makes ind they behave very well in Flor- Imposing,
on the roadside on the Dixie, with
ida. /
it more Interesting.
The Dixie follows the Florida The Hollywoodhotel, Just opened, every kind of an outfit. In FlorEast Coast Railway much of the i a magnificent hotgl. It Is'beau- ida in tl\ls glorious climate the
way and every few minutes n long llully equipped, has expensive and camper can live very comfortably
indeed. I met many people from
train will pass bv, filled with pasirtistlc furniture and decorations, Michigan when I went through the
sengers or freight. These train*
dining room; door men auto camp here. They call one
move slowly and ^aMfully tindlovely
floor men dressed in light blu».
through the towns nnd cities; and inlforms; a grand piano and pipe street “Michigan Boulevard.'*
the ground is so level the track*
You see every variety of real esirgan in the parlor, roof girdens
and trains can he seen for miles o lounge in, a splendid orchestra. tate offices on the Dixie, some very
bo I see no reason for accident* Ine shops, well furnished bed simple indeed and some luxurto motor cars except through e oonw, ami the beach chairs to ious and very fine. .Some of these
driver'scarelessness. And the
ornige
2mces occupy
°ccuPy the
tne whole
w»io'o ground
ground
mmge in and to ride in as at Palm offices

county,
OFFICERS

an
MAKE

LIQUOR RAID
/

Co-operation between the members of the Holland' police force
nnd the sheriff's departmentresulted In ono of the biggeit hauls
in the arrest of alleged liquor law
violators Monday and Tuesday that

Al Tilma, do

66.00 by/lhe R. P. W. at a meeting held
11.26 Feb. 16 1926. were V>fde red certl22.00 ned to the common council for

Qeo De Hr.a'n, do
M. Vander Meer, do
O. Van Wieren,.do
G J Ton Biinke. do
Wm. Ten Brinko. do
H. Mol. do
J. HooUer, do
A. Vand
der Hul, do

24.00

payment:

28.50 Roy R Champion,eupt
10.00 Abe Nauta, Met
23.75 1'G Appledorn, clerk
Clara Voorhorst. stenog
2 LI 1
Josle VHnJRanten. ffc

C. Last, do
A. Van Dyke, do
J. Zuldema, eng

28/50

16.00
125.00
Molenaar A De Goede, poor
_ orders
88.00
People* Ht. Bank, do
161.00
C, Standaart. labor
22.00
Ihling Bros. Everard, supp
13.58
A. 'Harrington, poal
12.00
White Bros. Elec., supp
2.71
Holland Gas Co., coke
5.25
H. S. Boadh, adv gas
.84
Westing A Warner, gas
.86
Donneliy-Keliey Glass Co.,

'.'<19.83

194.1?
73 00
f.7.50

M Bowmxiier.

Chaa Vos, stockkeeper

A E McClellan chief eng
Bert Smith, eng
F McFall, do
Jan Annls, do
F Slikkers,do
Chas Martin, flremhn
CX Wood, do
F. Smith, do
f
? i 5OMb<Jom' Sta Attndt
J P De Feyter, lineman
Fred Wise, do
Quy Pond, elec, meterman

45.00
21.1$
72.50
JrtO.OO

nw.no
76.00
76.00
'80.00

61.00
65.00
86.00
48.60
CO.OO
60.60
74.88
5.86
M Kammeraad, troubleman 16.00
.95 L Kamerilng, wujer Insp
78.00
calls
18.30
9 Althuls, water meterman 70.20
J De Boer, coal passer^
29.50
nnd the city cases were handled by
$1765.19 J. Den Uyl, do
64.00
Allowed and warrants ordered J. Hakker. labor
Officers(YConnor and Bontekoe.
41.20 /
48.20
Monday Beekman and Dorabos issued.
*
L Smith, do
4.50/'
went to Ottawa Beach and arrestThe committeeon poor reported Wm Ash, do
68.14
ed Nick Mulder. They found foui preeentlng the report of the' dl- E. Seaver,
%
1.76
gallons of moonshine and raisins rector 4>f the ptoor for the two D. De Boer, do
6.00
in the place. Because Mulder had weeks ending Feb. IT, 1926, in the Joe Forstes. do
4.06
a sick wife and no one to leave earn of f 170.00.
A. Palmer, do
62.26
with her, the officers did not take
J. Veltheer. do
Acceptedand filed. 7
58.80
him to the city immediately for ar46.00
The committee on Sewers, Drains R. Brouwer, do
raignment but allowed him to be
F. Van Dyk, flo
41.00
A Water Courses to whom was rearraigned Tuesday.
G. Singer,/ do
45.0<T
The same officers Monday ar. ferred the petitionpt the Model I. Bosnian,
,
7.40
Drug store to connect the root
rested Andrew Spike, living on the
R.
Damatra,
do
6.60
Oraafschap road, and they found drain of their building with the A C Roos, do
16.50
storm sewer on River Ave. reportpint of mopnahlne,
a quart and a pint
6.75
ed thqt whereas there is no storm J Moedt, do
together with five empty containsewer on River avenue, they be R E Townsend Corp. contri^t
wMch
"111 !II>- permitted to connect with the
5661.87
Bristol Co., charts
$.58
storm
sewer
on
8th
8t.
and
so
A third arrest, -wade by 'Beek- recommended.
O. R. Pfels, ndv
1.60
man. wee that of Henry witrda on
B P W. light. power,, water 8$1.76
Adopted.
the charge of eelllng liquor. All
B P W, Jan. light, poV4r 416.95
these were arraignedbefore JusThe commttee on Sewers, Drains Mrs. Buttles, comp
28.00
tice Brusse, They demanded an A Water Courses reported as fol- Vandenberg Bros., gas
38.00
examination which was set for lows:
AseociatedTruck Lines,
March 5' bonds being given for
freight
"At a recent meeting of the
7,77
their appearance.
I
19.65
common council, a communication Mich. Bell Tel., rent
/Meanwhile the city officers were in the form of an agreementwhich B J BaldiM. repair*
1,25
doing their share in town. They was signed by the owners of prop- T Keppel's Sons, coal
24,00
arrested Fred Koops and Jnfcea erty lying Just east of Maple Ave. Scott-Lugers Lbr Co., Ihr
3.00
on
the charge of eell- between 9th A 1th sts., was re- McBride Ins. Agency, In*
28.84
°,L inB cnar^
whistles shriek so apnllinglyloud
ferred to the committee on Sew De Pree Hdwe, supplies
4.81
at the cro.slngs that the tra«r
K. Krnker Plbg Co., *upp
era, Drain A Water Courses.
$.88
veil, and Its buildingsare eubst&n- rugs and expensive wicker furnisurely gives sufficient warning tc
Oth
street,
for
having
In
their
pas
U
P
W.
do
11.33
In this agreement the property
1^1 as well as artistic. It is grow- ture and lapips, and potted plants
any passerby.
Henry
Ebellnk,
'
session
90
pints
of
beer
and
one
1.00
owners agreed to pay the coat of
ng very fast, and much building and flowers standing around; with
To the east of the Dixie is i s being done there. We saw Elsie highly colored stucco walls and quyt of whiskey.
the pipe to be used for carrying IXL Machine Shop, repairs 1.75
Holland
Vulc.
Co.,
chain*
1.08
strip of land about a mile wide
John Lokker. Charles Dlepen- the waters of Tannery creek across
an is nnd her mother there one pictures and other decorations,
Auto Trim A Uph. Co., repairs .76
much of It settled by email vil- lay. At Boynton one drives thru 02£1are
sofhe are merely a vnri
vatf-colored
-colored horst and Ed Boerester were also their respective premises. If the
Hollcman-DeWeerd, nupplies 80.30
lages and towns and a few good
in avenue of palm trees, the
^ 1 . Making sun. arrested by the two officers on a city of Holland would pay for tho Geo
Mooi Roof Oo., repairs 11.40
sized cities, and much of It well
neetlng overhead, an unusual covering a table and a couple of charge of relating the liquor law. laying of the pipe.
.10
wooded with pines and palms am.
Your committeefinds that If tho Postal Tel.,
ide. You see moss hung trees chairs and. two or three nifty These arrests were made Tuesday
* pipe Is laid. It, will permit the Holland Ci4y News, printing 14.40
tropicalshrubbery and bushes and
dong the Dixie alio, unique and hatless. roatless. good-looking real
80.38
proper filling along the east side Am. Elec. ’fan, repair*
vegetation and flowers, the last 01
tulte dlffeernt from any scenery In estate men in white silk shirts and
of the sidewalk on Maple Ave., Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe
very bright colors, same very
white knickers and golf hose and
The
Ladles
Auxiliary
of the Eaghangers
87.07
bright red. The flame .vine and ho North.
oxfords — the regulation uniform Ire will meet Wednesday afternoon thus making the walk between 9th‘
Delray is a wide-awake little for the vlnder
and 10th Sts. much safer for ped- Burd, Glffela A Hamilton.
fire bush are shiny, dark.’ red and
•
st
1:15
ni
their
hall
to attend the
/720.72
estriansduring seasons of the year
very striking.Ths polnsetta anc own, and has a fine ocean beach.
Those real estate men. many of Sergeant funeral.
WgstlnghouseElec., repairs 18.00
'he writer, Mrs. Ninh ^llcox Putwhen the walks are slippery.
hibiscus are extremely bright red
them, are young, handsome, well4,56
ium, has a home there.
We also find that some of the 9haw-Walker,folder*
suiting the landscape very well
water flowing thfough the creek is Keuffei A Esser. trac. cloth 21.25
Boca Raton has finished its ar- drewed, persuasive and eloquent
The palms are some low, sorm
218.13
water which Is emptied in by the Grayb&r Elec., strand
istlc restaurant and Cloister Inn, TPhey do not alway employ the high
high, graceful; the pines tall will
city of Hollapd, through tripre us Crandall Packing Co. packing $.79
oth Spanish types of architecture,pressure method In selling lots, freglistening needles, stately am
nd has great plans for the future. quently they lead up to the subject Ing In English and Sunday after- ed for draining City streets;and G. R. Elec. Blue Pt. Co.,
pretty In the sundhlne 'a-nd moon
noon In the Holland language.
print
1.19
therefore It seems that the city of
light. With a little effort, yard- Jeautlful Floronadais owned and of real eetate In a subtle, Insidious,
.Holland should assume some of A. P Smith Mfg. Co., sleeve 28.22
icvelopcd by American and Bru- refined manner, that \Amld deare made very picturesquehere
King Mfg. Co., standard 180.95
the cost.
sh aristocracy.The Countess of ceive almost anybody Into bellevos there is such continual sun
240.40
After going ever the matter Elec. App. Co.,
.auderduleand King bf Greece will ii)g that the whole affair,— free
COUNCIL
shine, plants and trees and flower,
vpry carefully, your committeehas ihling Bros., Everard, aupp 2.75
grow very readily.
iave homes here. Floronada is bus ride, free flsh dinner, free trip
1$7.80
come to the concluaion that the S J Patterson, coal
.ext to the limits of Ft. Lauder* over the propsrtlbs— oil was a
' Burond this mile-widestrip oi
.41
pieaunt donation, courteously glvagreementaa drawn, la very fair. Cole Coal Co., do
aarkable and beautiful‘section.
lan<r lies the Inland Waterwavs,r
Holland. MlckJ, Feb. 17, 1129,
We therefore recommend that Pere MarquetteRy,
Between these place* ‘on the epi
on to any panlsg tourist, simply
net work of beautiful rivers anc
1281,86
freight
show them whst a oharmtnR
The commop council met In reg- the work be undertaken, as outlakes and canals and stream* Jlxio are stands and stores aa4
Because farsighted parents started a
l 7.50
fdace
Florida
is,
nnd
what
nice
ulnc
session
nnd
was
called
ts‘ or- lined in the agreen>ent presented, Chas Martin; labor
from Jacksonville to Miami, alon; hacks and small and large sod
dr by the Mayor.
7.50
and .that the city of Hblland lay F Smith, do
.retentionshomes, wood and pa- People lire in it.
the entire coast, making a thou
savings account ^or her when she was
' 7.50
C. Wood, do
Present: Mayor Kammeraad. tha pips at Its own expense."
sand bits of beautifulscenery •er and Spanish stucco, of all
Anyhow,
anyone
who
owns
any
a week old and every Saturday deposiAdopted.
Yachts can go down inland the
izes and shapes. Occasionally real estate in Florida and is lucky Aids. Slagh, Klels, Drlnkwater,
$12,281.65
Waterways,a net work of beaut! here are a few acres of 'indevel- enough to have the wherewithal Brieve Laepple,Hyma. Peterson, 6n motion of Aldv Drlnkwater,
ted a dollar on the account, the
Allowed and warrants ordered
Van Zanten, Dyifrtrn. Vlsser and The condition of Tannery creek
ful rivers and lakes and canal
>ped land, but these will soon be gnd leisure winter months to nit on
renddr HII, and the. clerk.
i>ertftintng 1 to the. stench and the issued.
was ready for her when she was ready
and streams from Jacksonville tr ubdlvided. Undoubtedly gome day
*y it In the glorldus sunahlne. is exB P W reported the collection of
Devotions were led by Dr. Blek- .Qbblsh of same was reftrred to
Miami,
along
the
entire
coast
he
Dixie
in
Florida
will
be
a
trow
ely
fortunate,
In
my
humble
kink.
for college.
the committee on Sowers, Drains 88.94iJ9i Jmstlce Van Hchelven—
making a thousand bits of heautl
Jroat White Way for the whole opinio^
$8.10; City Trea#.— $807.74.
The minutes of the last meeting and Water Courees.
ful scenery. Yachts can go dowr
lisUtnce along the coast. The road
Mr; E. P. Stephan, representing Adopte4 and Treas. ordered
All roads lend to Rome, hut the were rend and approved.
can tell you of an easy and sure
inland the entire distance, a woniow is hard, black, oiled rock,fliile teem* to lead to Miami, the
tho Holland Furniture Co., peti- charged with the various amounts.
Potitlonsanfi Accounts
derful trip. When tide comes In
vide In some places, narrow In Wonder citv
B P W reported recommending
way to get the money for the education
Holland Oas Co. submitted their tioning for the erectionof an elec/
Us palatial hotels,
sea fish can be caught ip grea- •there, and kept In ag good condi- its marvelous Industrial
growth, operating report for the, month of trie sign ^ver River Ave. at their the transfer of $1715.00 from the
of your children.
numbers, there are few alligatorv ion as the heavy traffic of num- its one-wdy traffic,its many, wide January.
factory and extend into the street General main sewer fund to thf
in some of'the canals. Palms nnd
•erlera buses and trucks and moN. Essehaggera petitionedto 11 ft, and realizingthat same is 28th St. pumping station sewer
spread, beautifuldevelopments and
trees and shrubberyshadow some
or cars will allow. The stands subdivisions,its vast nnd beauti- move a house from 317 East 8th a violationof the present Electric district
,
Stop in and talk it it over with us.
of these waterways; the tropica’ •nd oil stations and small, stores do ful water front park, * the great •street north on Fairbanks Ave. Just! Sign Ordinance, requested the
Adopted and such transfer orvegetation makes it Indescribabb i rushing business. Food and- vegcouncil to refer the matter to the dered.
dale and promises to he a most re- outside of the city limits.
beautiful; fascinating ’ Spanlsf ables and meat are plentifulev- harftr of Blecayne Bay, towering
Granted.
commRtee on Ordinances with the
Clerk reported recommending
homee and hotels line the banks erywhere.and there Is good drlnkKinsey A Bure petitionedfor the view of amending same so a# to transfersfrom several paving asscenfflerclalstructures,make It Inand altogether It Is different frorr ng water. Tourists with small teresting.indeed.Miles of boule- establishment of a grade line on permit the erection of the sign. essment district funds to the street
any other river scenery In our neans can find clean, wholesome vards connect the various sections Harrison avenue from 24th to 21th On motion of Aid. Drlnkwater, Improvement bond fund, from the
country. Boulevardsand bridge*
uto camps at moderate prices In of the citjr; the shops and stores Sts. and on 26th St. from Ysn the matter was referred to the General St. Fund to epeclal paving
connect these waterways and th»
rhich to camp. I saw a fine one
funds, and from the street fund to
remind one of those In large north- Raalte Ave west to Cleveland Ave. committee on ordinances.
Dixie with the ocean, which lie* •t 11.50 per week, If you have
Report# of Hclct* Commltere the sprinklng fund.
ern cltlea; palms a*nd court yards stating that the property has reover a ridge of land, sometimes Jusour own equipment; for the tour- and fountains, and tropical vege- cently been platted and that they
The special committee to whom
Adopted nnd such transfers ora few roda away. In some cases p st with plenty of money te spend
Intend to construct a curb,
was referred the .communicationdered.
tation make it a mecca for sightYou mjt welcome to use ourDireeiors Room
mile or more. All along the orear
here are any number of bungaReferred to the committee on from the Exchange club relative
B, P. W. reported that at -a
seers. The glories of Bay Shore
for your coufereneee aud committee meetings
Is the great ocean boulevard drlvr
to the appointmentof a full-time meeting held Feb. 16, the following
own, apartmentsand good hotel drive, the Miami Beaches, Boyal Street^A Crosswalks.
— nn one side palms nnd .wood* corns to rent with the best of
John C woldring and other peti- health officer reported progress In estimate of money required for the
Palm Park, Coral Gables, with Its tioned
and wild flowers — on the other thr 00 nnd servicie.
for the opening of 22nd St. the matter.
pperating and maintenanceof the
wealth
of
palms and perenially from the
west line of Centra! Sub. Communications from Boards) A Fire Alarm and the Sanitary Sewer
broad Atlantic.Oenn freighter*
Today I saw an old one room verdant Australian pines,; the emDiv. weet to Mich. ave.
City Officers
nnd ships nnd passenger boats car •hack that had been cleaned up
system was approved and ordered
erald grass and floweriiigshrubbe seen on the water; the wave
Referredto the committee on
md repainted,the owners had put bery. the winding walks have few
The followlhg claims approved referredto the council:Fire Alarm
Streets A Crosswalks.
rise high In the OuW stream nen»
his sign over the door "Soota Us,"
equals; Flagler flt., the main .. Reports of Standing Committees.. by the Library1 Board at a meeting fund— $1600.00;Main Sewer— $16.-.
»ne sees many amusing signs along
held Feb. 16, 1926, were ordered 897.65.
street of Miami, roars with activhe Dixie.
saw “Roll Inn." ity. Miami bos dozens of large ho- B. P. W. st. lamps. light 1021.12 certified to the common council Referred to the Committee on
3.52 for payment:
Ways A Means.
‘Bright Balloon.’* "Freddy's Cogee tels. hundreds of apartment hous- Holland Gas
1.50 B. P. W., light
^up," “Kate's Kakes," “Mother's es, and is' growing unbelievably Western Union, rent
Clerk reported that at a meeting
1.34 Gaylord Bros., supplies
Trend nnd Daughter'sPleas" fast. Nature has provided a won- B. P. W.. light
of the board of Police
Fire
A
Harrington,
coal15.50
‘Stumble Inn."
Mich. Library,, duet
Comms. held Feb. 15. 1926. the
derful setting for the city. Tfle 0. R. Elec. Blue Pt., print# 2.78
Loomis Pub. Co., ook
following resolutionwas adopted:
I saw a tin lizzie with this in- Miami citizens have turned this
Wm. Madders, labor
2.70 Am. Library,
,
“Whereas the Board of Polloe A
icriptlon:“Don't push." Another sits intb a complete and lysautlfij
TbpkOr Plbg., repairs
5.10 Presbyterian Bd., books
Fire Comm*, deems It advisable
kith "I am from Jawgy, for good- resort.
Register of Deeds, recording 1.00 H. R. Hunttlng Co., books
and necessary to provide better Are
less sake where are you from?"
o
R. Overweg, clerk
135.00 H. W. Wilson, magazines
protectionfor the city of Holland,
mother with "Real Estate Papa"
H. Klomparens,asst.
42.00 Harlem Book Co., books
m It. “Excuse me, I'm from
' 1
McBride, atty
50.00 Dora Schermer, exp adv.
>hlo ; several with "Miami, or
Whereas the Board has InvestiV
Bownftister,treas.
63.88 Frla Book St., books
Bust. Saucy Inscriptionsof vargated and considered different
C. Nibbellnk, assessor
116.67 Agnes Tysse. services
ouh kinds on stands,and cars and
typos of lire apparatus, and In Its
J. Boerma, Janitor,Idy, v
56.52 Anna Mae Tysse, do
vindows amuse the passerby. The
best Judgment deema it advisable
H. Olgeps, Janitor
50.00 Mrs. MarslIJe,do
that'an American LaFrance Type
ottages and homes frequently
H. Bosch, pd. Insp
63.50 Dora Schermer, do
12 Pumper and Hose Motor Car bo
iave distinctive names, also. Ours
Hollemnn-DeWeerd,labor,
Nat.
Geo.
Society,
books
8 called El Pfano cottage (you
purchased, therefore
supplies
23.46
-an truce the Bpanlsh and Dutch
Resolved that it r»e the sense
16.50
Years ago, men bought paper- Llevense,Batt., battery
$366.50
ouch there).- I have seen Just one soled shoes." says A. E. Vander Holland Gas, coke
of the board that in Amer-caa
10.00
Allowed
and
warrants
ordered
Dutch windmill in Florida— a dec- Wall, Packard distributorIn Hol- Dlepenhorst*Bros., coal
France 1000 gal. pumper and hoae
21. 00
t
.rative feature in a garden. How
motor car, type 12, be purchased
Nlhbellnk-Notler,ambulance 15.00 issued.
land.
1 Hollander would revel In land27.88
The following claims approved at the price of $12,60.) a# per preThey don’t do It any more. Holland Fuel Co., coal
I am offering for sale, tiny or
tcape gardening here and in farm- Why? Because they have learned Scott-Lugers, lumber
24.81 by the Bd. of Police
Fire posal and speclflcutlorts mode b>
ng with the rich muck soil and ev- that he secret of owning bejter Do Pree Hdwe, supplies
24.59 Comma, at a meeting held Feb. 15. the American La France F Ire Errerlasting sunshine. There Is an in- shoes is to buy good ones in the VandenBerg Bros., gas
37.00 1926, were ordered certified to the glne Co. of Elmira. N. \ . dated
crest ing tropical garden and nursFob. 16, 1926. and that the -lurk
1.71 council for payment:
first place, and then enjoy the WolverineOarage, supplies
ery on the Dixie near Ft. Lauder- longer wearing qualities which Teerman-Van Dyke, coal
15.75 B. P. W.f hydrants, light 1266.92 be instructedto so recommend
.66 Holland Gas Co.,
lale. It contains many rare trees. hood honest shoes will give.
ton. Modders, labor
1.72 the common council.
20.Q0 Warm Friend Berv. Sta., gas 4.41
>nd plants and flowers, besides
On motion of Aid. lAepple* tho
“Today, n’great many people are Sentinel Pub. Co., adv 1
1.63 T. Van Landegend,repairs .80 action of the board was co»mirred
'nonkeys and macaws and parrots. Still DaylM “Papar-fpled" r motor Doubleday Bros., supplies
/.
18.76 Llevense Bait., recharge 2.00 In and the mayor and clerk
Wo picked and ate oranges and cars. Why? Because they don’t Geo. Mool, labor
121.60
------ Wolverine Oarage,
?rape fruit from the tree# there know as much about motor cars as Good Coal Co.,
36.98 structed to execute Contract fur
Holland City News, printing 154.86 O. Buis, repairs
which were exceptionallysweet tlMgr,do about shoes.*
same.
Jane Vandenberg,
28.60 Yellow Cab Co., gas, etc
I
»nd appetizing. They have a ban15.51
Clerk presented cWm of Pearee,
“They have yet to learn that the
20.00 Superior Cigar Co., battery
van tree which they oqll the mil- secret of owning a good motor car H. 8. Bosch,
.19 Greeley * Hansen for rervictl In
R. Zletlow,
JT.00 C. Steketee, parolman
lion dollar tree, U has wrapped
68.50
la— wearing It out Instead of' trad* Grace Tonllnson,
25.00 P Bontekoe, do
66.60 conection with the Pr*Pftratp,°"
tsolf around an oak. and has sent
plans ’and specificationsfor
out. .
r
L. Lantlng.
24.00 R. Cramer, do
68.09 era and Bewage DUposal Plajt in
down dozens of tendrils to the Ing"AIt man
should not give up his
.80 D. O'Connor,do
66.60 the fUm of $2,6S6.68;and for sugroupd which havs taken root and car #vory year or *0 Just because Vehhulzen Auto,
Automotive
\ $8.26 pervisionover constructionfor the
formed other trunks which in turn of a .new model with a “new dress" --------— Parts Corp., gear, 1U| H. Sweeringa,
etc
F. Vah Ry. chief
lent down more tendrils to take
76.00’
or some minor changes — not un- F. Lahuls. teamwork
60.40
month of
D. Homkes, special
root.* It is an unique exhfblt. It
7.00
Adopted and warrant ordered isless he gives up his home at the O. Van Haaften, do
27.90
ilso has air plants on It.
Ed Vander Weet, do
9.00
slime time because of something K. Essenberg, do
31.50
sued for the amounts.
F.
Zlgterman,
driver
66.50
Fulford-by-the-8ea Is near Hol- new
8.44
sw in
In arcnite
architecturalstyle on heat- ft. Van Raalte, labor
CUy Engineer submitted plans,
Sam. Plagenhoef, do ^
<6.|(i
lywood and is the home of the big leg equipment.
10.89
B«
Coster,
do
Any one interested, address
EM
De
Feyter,' do A Janitor 69. tK: iportfl nations and estlmatea' of
auto races. The horse racss are
10.44
re*t of paving 16th Street from
"The mat who trad*# 1*1* car in O. Appledorn, do
Joe Ten Brlnke, do A mechheld at Hialeah, near MlamL They
8.44
Klvor
Av6^-. C.iojry Bt.
70. ‘
have a big steel grandstand and a every two Jrears or so Is working M. Nyboer, do
72.00
P. De Neff, do
A. Harrington,
24.21 from Central lo Lawndale Court;
line track: Fast horses are brot for Uncle 8am. the railroads,and
Mich. Bell T«L rent, gills 17.4b Lawndale Court from Cherry to
from all over the world, and 2S to three automobilemen. On eaob
one— no more to garage — little If Mrs C BtAetee, laundry $.41 $6th street; 2!'t’, -‘irel I o*1' First
thousand people assemble to car he .has to pay a war tax— a
to Harrison Ivenuej-jand Ml-hlgan
Joe Ten Brinks, adv. repairs,
watch the races. It la » well dress- freight charge— a maker’s profit any more to Insure.
“The gasoline and tire mileage
dealer'sprofit— and a salesAvenue frqik 19tH fo 20th itreete.
supplied
ed and aristocratic crowd and
. _
____
________ Once
_____ every on a well built car will be less than Dp Pree Hdwe, supplies
commission.
•Ji Adopted and filed In the clerk's
much betting Is done.
saw man's
Broker,
years
olleman-De Weerd, grease,
year or more is enough to op- on a cheaper car of similar size. Hoi
office for public* Examinationand
Tommy Melghan the day we were five ---*
---'
----w
Repairs
will
be
needed
less
often.
an one> pockettyok for such
'
10.26 the clerk Instructedto give notice
there.
City,
psnaii|ireii.
n® bhuuiu
uuj a suuu
"WHlf all of the foregoing true, Forbes Stamp Co., badges , 60.00 the council will meet at the counBendltyres. . He
should buy
good
The dog races are held at cor in the flrat place, one that will why aren’t there more of the fliier Dean-Hit ks Co.,
)2.0d cil rooms on Wednesday. March
... __
9 'Because
Tln^aua. nln.
Hialeah also. Beautiful grey- last him over
nine nnt
out of i.n
ton Mich. Bell Tel.,
.70 17, 16ft. 7:80 P. M. to hear ob- *
a period of years,„ cars sold?
Ref.— Southren- Trust and Commerce
hounds race after mechanical rab- and avoM tha expense and exces- m6n
are buying
cheaper
...... who
«..» —*
----------- cars
and suggestions td said
bits, and It U a wonderful sight sirs depredation of changing
»«#
ft * A V
every
V / think
%msaeewm that
w®»w they
•••-#"can’t
" — '
afford
— —a
The dogs enter into the spirit of year or
; Allowed
good car" and never stop to flgi
• the race and do their very best. •• ' "It costs no more .. ---There is . no loveliersppt than polish a good cw^bah a

has been secured around here in
som> years. The county arrtets
were made Monday afternoon and
the city arrests were made Monday
nnd Tuesday. T!\e police force and
\
tho sheriffs forcO worked together nnd secured results.The county De Pree Hdwe., bolt
arrests were made by Deputise Eg- Mich. Bill Tel., rent,
bert Beckman and C. J. Dornboa,
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CHERRY
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Exp. March 14— No. 10TJS
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HOLLAND HAS
3,62a AUTOMOBILES
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ProNotice Is hereby given that at a | Notice is hereby given that at a bate Court for the County of Ot- Th* Circuit Court for the County
Qt Ottawa Coynty— In Chancery
The city of Holland ha*
meeting of the Common Council meeting pf the Common Council tawa.
the land herein described:
At a sessionof said court, held at
enaugh automobile* to tak*
' the City of Holland heJdWtd- (of the City of Holland held WedAt a session of aald'Coyrt, heM Albert Alberda, Martin
th#
Probate office In the city of
nesday, February 17, 192I. the fol- jpeaday, February 17, 1926, the folthe entire population put
/TAKE NOTICE: That sal* has Grand
at the Probate Office in th* City of Alberda, Mathew Alberda
Haven in said county, on
Ing rei
resolutionswere adopted:
riding at one time. Accordlowing resolutionswere adopted: [lowing
Grand
Haven
in said county, an Della ' Alberda Slump,
been lawfully made of ths follow- ths? ISlh day ot February A. D.
VKD, That Twpmieth-m.
TwisnUeth-St.
ing to Chief Van Ry, thus
RESOLVED That Cherry Street WCflOLVKD,
the
17th day of February.
&• ffsllie Alberda Minderfa* there *re MS! *utofrointhf weet line 'of Central from ihrweft line of First Avenue 1*26.
ing described land for uppsld tax- 1929.
tout, Laurence Foot, AnPresent. Hun. James J, Danhof,
mobllea, and before the year
avepue to the west line of Lawn- |to the eaat line of Harrison Avenue
avenue
es thereon and that th* undersignPresent: Hon. damea J. Danhof, gela Foot Sunder, MsJudge of Probate.
la out l)ila number will be
dale Court be paved with air oft as- be paved with sheet asphalt on u Judge of Probate.
chiel
Dykxtra,
Julius
ed
has
title
thereto*
undor
tax
In tho Matter ot the Relate ot
added to considerably.
phalt on a si* inch watts bongo six Inch water hound mtuudam
In the Matter of the Estate of
kstra, Paul K. Dykstra,
deed or deeds issued therefor*, arm
County Clerk Orrle Slulter
macadam bane and otherwi.seIm- base and otherwise Improved and
Albert
Dyfcstra, Lambert
Martha H,| Page, Deceased
that
you
are
entitled
to a reconveystates that^ up to Monday
proved and that such Improvement that such improvement shall InSam U. Bradford, Deceased
Dykstra, Anna Dykstra,
ance thereof, at any time within
night there were licenses Isclude
the
construction
of
the
tieshall Include the constructionof
Albert D. Wing having filed hi*
and Edith Dykatm, heirs
six months after return of service
sued for 7,8*4 passenger
Stephen N. Bradford having filed
the necessary curbing, guttars, cessary curbing, gutters, manhole*,
petition
at law of Machlel Alberda,
of this notice, upon payment to the, __
_ . praying uhat an
_ instrucars and 1,899 trucks, makcatch
basins
and
kpnroaches
in
said
in
snid
court
his
petition
prapl
manholes, patch basins and apto Pfoluite
Proliatet*
In
deceased, Plaintiffs,
ORDER undersigned or to the clerk of the j*”®1*- duly admitted to
ing a grand total - of 9,16!
portion
of
said
street,
as Id Im- that a certain Instrument In wr
proachesin said portion of said
circuit court of the county
atal* °* Bljnola b* admitted
motor driven vehicles In
provement
being
considered
a
neIng,
purporting
to
be
the
last
street, said improvementbeing
— VS—
which the lands lie of all sumaand ft® Probate and Recorded In MichOttawa county.;
public im- cessary public Improvement; that and testament of said dscssMfi,
considered a at
upon such purchase, together with
^mmletratlon of
now
on
file
In
said
court
he
admitWilliam
McKInne,
wife
If
provement; that such pavement «ech pavement and Improvement
pne hundred per centum additional £7*1® xratj)ed to John K.
•
apd Improvementsbe made ip ac. I be made in accordance wiih the ted to probate, and t|iat th* ad- Ipy of John M. Wethcrthereto, and the fees of the sheriff I Match ford or some other suitable
x, Jonathan IL Chubb,
cordanco with the plats, diagrams the plats, diagrams and profile of ministration of said estate be
for the service or cost of publlcah**!1**fil*d all ex
oma* H. Buxton nnd
and profile of the work prepared (the work prepared by the City granted to >)lrpMlf or |o seme
tlon of tlh* notice, to be computed amplified copies required by statJp«l F. Mann, and their
y the City Engineer and now on Engineer and now on file In the other Huitgble person.
ute.
MM up vitalii y aroaoc your bMe?
as upon personal aeu-vlc# of a decIt D Ordered, Thgt the
unknown heirs If any,
le in the office of the City Clerk, office of the City Clerk, that the
It Is ordered, That ths
larationas commencement of suit,
Defendant*.
that the coat and expense of con- cost and expense of constructing
and tbe further sum of five dollars
Hundredsof kndin*
kadi
conmrrd#
ffch day of March A. D. 1911
Marshals Irving and John Vande structing such pavement and Im- such pavement and improvements 22nd dsy of Mgrrh 4- P* !IN
R appearing by affidavit on file In for each descriptionwithout other
nnulirye’vn admit their
theirauras!is due to
Woude left Wednesday for Water- provement* with the necessary I with the necessary curbing, gut- at ten o'clock in the foreaoon, at this ease that the whereaboutsof additional cost or charges. If at
.......
.....
Piatis
Kisuktar
ten A. M. at
said probate office
bary, Conn., where Mr. Irving curbing, gutters, manholes,catch U®r*> manholes, catch basins, and said probate office,be and 1* here- ths defendants are unknown and
payment a* aforeaald la not mads, [is heiwby appointed for hearing
takes over a branch for tfta Hol- Wins, and approaches, and » six approaches, and a six inch water by appointed for hearing said peti- hat after diligent search and In- the undersigned will institute pro- Laid petition;
[bound macadam’ base, as aforesaid tion.
daa make Hus aaxuingguanaUe.
land Furnace company.
uch water bqynd macadam bg*
quiry the whereaboutsof the un- cocdlnp for possessionof ths land.
It Is
ordered
Jbhn Pleper. local optometrist,aforesaid,be paid partly from
froSTthJ[ho paid partly from the General
It Is Further Ordered, That pub- known heirs. If any, of the said
public ilbttce therehae returned from Detroit where General Street Fund of the ’Vlty Street Fund of the city and partly lic notice thereof bs given by pub- defendants, is unknown,
DESCRIPTION:Lot fleventy- of be given
by publication of
he has attended the postgraduate and partly by special aenassmnnt JkF apeclgl assessment upon the lication of a copy of this order, foy
Poultry
It 1* therefore Ordered that said three. West MlchUpn Park, ae- |a copy hereof for this* successive
clinics and mid-winteroptometrlc upon tho lands, lots and premises
an^ premisesabutting three duccesslveweeks prgi
>v|ou* to defenfent* enter their appearance cording to the plat thereof, being ueska previous |o said hearing In
Regulator
convened)). He will resume hi* of- abutting upon that part of Cherry
erry upon that part of Twentieth street said day of hearing in the Holland In this case within three months
" a nVwsDaoer Printed frqtp the date of this order and In the County of Ottawa and State th* Holland City News a newspafice work Friday morning.
street from the west line of Central from the west line of First avenue
per printed and circulatedIn sold
of
MIchlgAn.
to
the
oast
line
of
Harrison
avenue
*
.nwapapey
Mr. R. Israel, who has Wen vis- avenue to the west line of Lawpa copy of said order bo pubI
flttunty.
AMIXJNT PAID: Thrse Dollars county.
las follows:
iting his aged father and mothei dalo Court as follows:
ret mtre elii /mm Mr Jtu krJt tf *r MwKm
JAMBS J. DANHOF,
llshed as required by law In thp
^ Judge of Probats.
Total estimated cost of paving
and
Fifty-eight Cents, for taxes
yovmtney.
and other near relatives In The
Total estimated cost of paving
newspaper
Holland City News, a
Judge of Prebalf.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Netherlands, has returned to his and otherwlaeImproving, includ-[add otherwise Improving, Including
Sold and Guaranteedfcjr
published and circulating in the for the year 1911.
A true copy— '*
home, 8! River avenue. In this city ing cost of surveys, plans, assess- cost of curbes, plans, aasi-Hsment A true copy
DESCRIPTION:
L*>t
Three
Hun. nty of Ottawa,
(tout
Cora
Vande
Water,
softer an absence of about three ment and cost of construction,and cost of construction,825.525.- Cora Vande Water,
Dated this 2nd day of February, dred Eighty-Two. First Addition to
IteK-l.terof Probijc;
H.
months! Mr. Israel returned to 87,399.12,that the entire amount 76; that the entire amount of 425,Register of Probate.
Wnukazuo. accordingto the Plat
thereof,being In the county of OtHolland Juat in time to celebrate Of 87.399.1 2^ defrayed by *peclai'| 525.76 eb defrayed by special as
ORIEN 8. CROSS,
tawa and State of Michigan.
his thirtiethwedding anniversary. aasessment upon the lots and lands sessmentupon the lota and lands
TTOE^TO CRlinfitA
Circuit Judge
Exp. Mar. 14,— 107 19
Mra. Nora Hamilton, employee or parts of lots and lands abutting [or parts of lots and lands abutting
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Tbe
above
entitled
suit
Involves
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part
of
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Twentieth
-St.,
STATE
......
„
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____________
MICHIGAN
—
The
Pro
In the service department at the
lara and Twenty Cent^for taxes for [bate Court for tho County of Otcourt for the Coijnty of Ot (he title to the following described the years 1920 and
Friedman -Springs store In Grand cording to the city charter; that llccordln*to the city charter;
I tawa.
real
estate
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in
the
township
the
lands,
lotp
and
premises
upon
[the
lands,
lots
and
premises
upon
tawa.
Rapids, was the guest of Mr*- Ada
DBSORIPTION:Lot Seventy
In the matter of the estate of
Bannister In Holland for a few which said specialassessment shall which said special assessment shall | xt a session of said Court, 'held of Georgetown,County of Ottawa Eight. West Michigan Park. SCbe levied shall Include all th* lands, [bo levied shall Includeall the lands
probate Office In the City of and State of Michigan,nnd desdays.
Jerome A. Smith, Deceased
lereof, being In
crlbcd ae the east eighteen nnd ar-cordlng to plat*th<
Mrs. Minnie Roles, aged 6S, died lots and premises abutting on said lots and premise abutting on said Grand Haven In said county, on cribed
the county of Ottawa and State of
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part
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Notice Is hereby given that four
suddenly of heart failure Thursday part of said street In the city of
|fth* west half of the northeast Michigan.
months from the Uth of February
morning at the home of relatives, Holland; all of which lota, lands Holland; all of which lots, lands, jgog,
AMOUNT
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Two
Dollam
tiona)
quarter
of
section
II,
((action
A. D. 1916. havs been allowed for
Mr. and Mre. D?rt Golds. 56 'West and premises are herein set forth. and premise* as herein eet forth, to | Present: Hon. Jamas J. Daqhof,
town fi north, of range thirteen and Thirty-Nine Centa for taxes creditors to present their claims CHAPh18th street. Mrs.'-Boles’home Is t6 be designated and declared, to be designated and declared to con- 1 jUdge 0f probate.
for
the
year
iftl.
f##t. - . /
against said deceased to sold court
In Grand Rapids and she came constitute a special assessment dis- Istltute a special assessment district j jn the Matter of th* Estate of
DESCRIPTION: Lot On* Hun- of examination Aid adjustment,
here Monday morning for a visit. trict to defray that part of the to defray that part of the cost of
FRED
T.
MILES,
dred Nine, West
it Michigan
Mlc
...
and that all creditors
of said de
The Women’s Missionary society cost of paving and otherwise Im- pavhig and otherwise Improving Roclfje Brouwer Smith, Decesaad ttorney for Plaintiffs,
acordlng to plat th*r*)f.being In |ce«Md ar* rsqutrsd to^prtsmt their
of Hope church will meet In the proving part of Cherry street in part of Twentieth-8t. In the manuslness
Address:
Henry J. Smith having
tho county of Ottawa and Stats of claims to said court at the probate
church parlors on Wednesday af the manner hereinbeforeset forth, ner hereinbeforeset forth, said
olland, Michigan.
Michigan.
ternoon at 3 o’clock. |Pr Davidson said district to be known and des- district to be known and designat- in said court bis petition pra
will address the meeting.Every ignated as the Cherry Street Pav ed as the West Twefntieth-Bt.Pav- that a certain Instrument In writ
AMOUNT PAID: Seven Dollars i.„ «id
woman in the congregation is con- ing Special AssessmentDistrictin I ing Special Assewment District In Ing, purporting to be ths last wlU PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF wnd Thirty-One Cents for taxes for llth day of June A. D., 1924, and
MICHIGAN AVENUE
[the City of Holland.
and testament of said decsMed.
[that said claims will be heard by
sidered to be a member of this the City of
the year 1921.
Will mak« the SKIr
RESOLVED, That the profile Resolvgd, , That Hm profile, d ia- now on file In said court be admitsaid court on
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hereby
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that
at
a
HENRY
WINTER,
ted to probate, and that th# aded to he present. Social committee: d Ingram, plats, plans and estlmat* Rrtim, Pl®lf* PIaM an^ e“t'mat®
I Tuesday the llth day of Jane 4. D.
'Mrs C. J. McLean, Mrs. G. A. of cost of the proposed paving and [costs of the proposedpaying and ministration of said estate bs meeting of the Common Council Place of Business:
of
Twentieth
gramed to himatlf or to some of tho City of Holland held Wed- Peoples State Bank,
Stegeman, Mrs. R.
Everett, otherwise improving of Cherry lotherwlse Improving
1016, at ten o'clock In th# foronesday, February 17. 1926. the folMrs G. W. Van Verst, Mrs. T. W. street’ from the west line of Central Street from the west line of First other suitable person.
|noop.
Holland, Michigan.
lowing resolutions
were adopted:
* illo
It is Ordered, That the
Davidson,Mrs. L.- Lawrence, Mrs avenue to the west line of Lawn- avenue to the east line of HarriDated Feb. II, A. D. 1916
ALCOHOL It
J. B. Hadden, Mrs. H. Rooks, Mrs dale Court, be deposited In the of- son avenue be deposited in the ofRESOLVED, That MichiganAvJAMES J. DANHOF,
K. Wlckes, Mrs. C. E. Ripley and fice of the olerk for public examin- fice ef the clerk for public examin- 22ud day of Murch A. D. 1MI
Exp. March 1
Judge of Probate.
enuo from the south line of 19th
Mrs A. C. Keppel.
ation find that the clerk be hi- ation nnd that the clerk be Instreet to tho north line of 28th-St.
MORTGAGE BALE
strueted to give notice therof of structed to give notice therof of at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at pe paved with sheet asphalt on a
Exp. March. «— Ho. Ip7|l
vThe troop committee for the the proposed Improvement and of hhe proposedimprovement and of gajd probate office,be and la her*M-O runup m musoaiifltooe
Default having been msd* In ths
hcout troop at Coopersvlllewas or the district to be assessedtherefore the district, to be assessed therefore by appointed for hearing said peU- six Inch water bound macadam
[STATE
OF MICHKJAN— the Trobase and otherwise improved and conditions of a certain mortgsf®
gnnlzed at
meeting with the by publishing notice of the same [l* publishing nolle# of th* same
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hM*
Court
for
th*
County
of
Ot
llaseltlne ft PerkUe
that such Improvement shall In- made by Marinus Komejan and
county scout executive at the home
It Is Further Ordered, That pubfor two weeks ^and ^that WedneaY7^8dajndofl^c\, a d.
clude the construction of tho nec- Jennie Komejan hi* wife, and
Grand Rapid* ; ManI
of Dr. H. A. Muzzall In Cooperslic notice thereof be given hy pubAt a session of said court, held
essary curbing, gutters, manholes, Chrlatlan Komejan, a single man,
vllle. The committee consists of
lication of a copy of
•f this order, for
for
to
Henry
•Coelingh^
dated
tch basin* and approaches In said
[at the Probate Office In the
* city of
Dr. Muzzall, Harold G. Laug, and to 2he»wW dttenntaed1 as^ths* time I thereby determinedas ths time three successivew# ~
rtlon of said avenue, said 1m- 80, 1920, A. D., apd feco
Grand Haven In said county
a on th#
Howard Irish. Prof. W. A. Conrad when the council will meet at the I when tbe council will meet at
said day of hearing
the
office
of
tbe
Register
of
JRh day of FebrugryA. D. 1914.
vement bqlng considered a nvcrepresents the troop on the county council rooms to consider any sug- council room* to consider any sug- city News a newspaper printed
* public improvement: that
s <
gestionsor objectionsthat may be geetions or objectionsthat may be and circulatedIn aal^ county.
j- Dvh“'pavement and improvements
The troop was registered last made to said assessmentdistrict, m'ade to said assessmentdistrict.
made in accordancewith the 103 of mortgageson page 6f, on | In the Matter of thp Instate of
JAMES J. DANHOF,
June but has never been really ac- Improvenfent, diagram, profile and Improvement,diagram, profile dnd
plats, diagrams and profile of the which mortgage there Is clalmtd
Judgo of Probate.
estimate of cost.
tive. Wesse! Shears has been ap- estimate of cost.
Jahob Wsbcke, Dcoonstui
work prepared by the City Engi- to be due at th* dale of this notice
RICHARD OVERWAY, A true copy
pointed scoutmaster of the new
RICHARD OVBRWAY,
neer
and
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file In the office for principaland Interest ths sum
Coni
Vande
Water,
City
Clerk
troop and he already has a nucleus
Hubertha Wnbeko having filed In
City Clerk
of the City Clerk, that the cost and of forty Thousand Six HupdrtA
of eight* boys with whom he Is Dated, Holland, Mich., February ded. Holland, Mlcji.. February Register of Probate.
Sevent ($4670.00) Dollars,and an said court her petition praying that haariem oil has been a
expense
of
constructing
suqn
paveworking* Th* troop will be tfh
rnown 21, 1928. Sns. F.25, Mar. t-ll-’II 2$, 1026. Ins. F.2L Mar. t-ll-’lfi
ment and /Improvementswith the attorney fee as provided for la said la certain Instrument In writing wide remedy for kidney, liver
as troop 4.
proevetn purporting to be ths last will and
Exp. . Mar,' 1 S — 11844
necessary curbing, gutters, man- mortgage, and po suit or proceed
The scoutmaster and Several PROPOSEDl
testament of aald decease#, now on bladder diaorden,
VEMENT OF [PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF
holes, catch baslons, and approach- ing at law having been InstU
members of tbe troop committee
fils In Mid court b* admitted
SIX
“
and
a
six Inch water bound to recover the mooeya sec
probate, and that he admlnlstm- lumbago and uric add condition*.
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part
the
dam boae, as aforeeald,be
course which will . start In the
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partly from the General
Notice Ik hereby given, that by hMpeif or !• aomt ol
north part of the county on
lhar suitable
; Fund of the city and partly by virtue of the power of sal* coameeting of th* Common Council
{J* February 1 7 1926 the fol- * At a session of *li bouct. held
[PM*en
19th.
of the City of Holland held Wed- ^n^resoluGons were adopt*: at the Probat® offlc* 1° th# City of by special nseessment upon the t aincd in said mortgage and the statIt Is ordered, That the
lands;* lots and premlseb abutting ute in such case rpadfandprovided,
Suggesting
needed reform,
the 23rd day of February,A. D. upon that part of Michigan Ave- on Monday, ths Ith day of March,
t A
. t .ft
Ifith day of March A. D. 1986
Frank Moulan, who, as a radio
1926.
nue fropi the south line of 19th St. 1926 A. D. at nins o'clock In the
5
a‘
stnf, is duplicating his old comic
' Present: Hon. James J. Danhoff, to ths north llpe of 29th St. as folorenoon, the undersighed will, at at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at correctInternaltroubles,tt Imulgfes vital
opera fame, sings a very pat song Street from the east line of Rifer 8tyreetbe paved with sheet uaphalt Judgo of Probate.
-v
avenue
to the west line of Lincoln jon a six inch water bound macad*
the
front door of the Court House Mid probate office, be and Is here- organa Three siserAUt
.entitled"What’s the Use pf the
In the matter of the estate of
avenue
be
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with
sheet
asphalt
am
ba*®
and
otherwise
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Total
estimated
cost
of
paving
In
tho
city of Grand Raven, Mich- by appointed for hearing said petl
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on tlie oriclnal genuine Gold
tlon;
and
otherwtoe
Improved
and
that
Jan(j
t)iat
such
Improvement
shall
and
otherwise
Improving,
Includigan,
that
being th* place where
Harm Van Spyker, Deceased
far as the listener Is concerned, the
It Is Further Ordered, That pubsuch
Improvement
shall
include
thp|jnclud«
the
construction
of
the
neing
cost
of
surveys,
plans,
assesswords of the average aong these
Henry VanSpyker having filed ment and cost of construction,
days might just as well be written neceesary ciirblng. guttdrp, man- jcet8ary curblng, gutters, manholes,
In shorthand, or, bs the cberus holee, catch basin and approaches | catch basins and approachw in said court his petition, praying $49,786.16,that the entire amount
prev,ouwins up: "I’ll bet they’re good, If and a six inch water bound macad- oQid Court, said Improvement be- fer licenseto ssll the Interestof of $41,786.16 be defrayed by spe- premise* described In said
am base In aald pprtlon qf said lng considered a necessary public said estate in certain real estate cial assessment upon the lots and gage or ao much thereof as may be ^ndnplt^% hfie#rln*‘be Hoithey could be understood."
street, *nd Improvements being improVemenf,that such pavement therein dencrlbed,
lands or parts of lots and lands necessary to pay the amount ao
^intconsider
abutting upon said part of Mich- aforeenld claimed to be
red * necessary public 1m- |and imnrovementsbe made in ac- 1 It Js ordered that the
“ c,rru,a‘®<l
| A true copy—
«,‘1 coun*yPurchase of the business of the provemgnt; that such improve- |cordanc'ewith the dials, diagrams
igan Avenue, according to the city said mortgage with five per cent
Lake Shore Limited Line by the moots be made in accordance with
•
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Jajnd profile of tho work preivired by | 22nd day of March A. D. 191
charter; that the lands, lots and Interest and all legal costs, togethGreyhound Line, or Safety Motor the plats, diagramsand profile of Ithn Cltv Engineer and now on file
Judw of Probate.
premises upon which said special •r with aald attorney fee to-wR:Coach Lines was announcedThurs- the wlhk prepared by the City EnCora Vande Wafer,
ass9*ment shall be levied shall In- The South One-Half (8\t) of th#
the office of tho City
J" thh®
day. The Safety Lines plan to In- glneer and now on fils In the of- 1 th»t the cost and expense of con- f"111 p5°,ba,t?l b® anfl
clude all the lands, lots and prem- Northwest fractionalone-quarter - _ .Reg later of Probate.
stitute interstateservice between
ises abutting on said part of said (N. W. Fr. 14) of Section No. Sevfle^ °f
City Clerk, that the cost Istructlngouch pavement and 1mGrand Rapids and Chicago, by and expense
Erp. May $
avenue In the city of Holland; all en (7) In Township No. Six (•),
expense of constructing «uch [provementswith the necessary
^te “
way of Kalamazoo and Benton Pgvemi
rment and improvements with curbing, gutters, manholes
pic.
lo of which lots, lands and premises North of Range Fourteen (14)
Harbor, and will have a hearing he mo4
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MORTGAGE SALE
necessary
curbing,w
gutters, basins, and approachesand a elx Bhow caU8e wby « ilcsnsa 4n asll af herein s^i forth, to be designat- West, all located In the Township
before the Michigan public utilltl*| raanholeH,
Holes, catch basins, and aped' ahd declaredto constitute a ot Blendon. county ef Ottawa, Stats
^JHDREAH Arend Slersma and
interest of said estate In Mid
commission March 9. The Lake proaches. and a alx Rich Water Inch water bound macadam
special assessmentdistrict to de- of Michigan.
I?tuBnn,n.,a'hl" wlfe> ®f ‘be city
Shore Line has been operating to bound macadam base as aforesaid
«houM
fray. that part of the cost of pavof Holland, Ottawa county, Michithe C«nerql Street Fund
b unn or ine , It Ih Further ordered, That pubQhlcago on a small scale and |ts paid by special a«$eMmenf upon
gan,
made and executed a certain
ing hnd otherwise^Improvingpart
HENRY COELINOH,
city and
lie notice thereof be given by pubformer owner, Fred Wortelboer
mortgage bearing date the llth
of MichiganAvenue In the manner
Lokker
&
DenHsrder.
Mortgagss,
‘and Leon Langelois, plan to move
ersljflbefore set forth, said dlaupon that pjj|
1922. Martin
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
Some of their equipment to Texas
Bol and Katie tBol, husband and
•lC( to be known and designated ns
and start a line there.
wife, of the same place, which
the Michigan avenue Paving Spe- Holland, Michigan.
The Safety Line Aiade the purwas recorded In the office of the
cial -Assessment District in the
chase as part of Its plan to develop
register of deeds of tho county of
tlty of Holland.
eo»t of paving |lta^, 2 “tlmnt” /o.t of
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JAMES
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and Chicago until It has reached cost of ourveys, plans, OMessments[cost of surveys, plans, assessment
cember. 1922. In liber 134 of mortJudge
of Probate.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
[gages on page 147.
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„ true
llur Copy
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the
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for
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HOLLAND,
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equipment is being purchased to
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defrayed by special assessmentRegister of Probate,
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virtue of the said power of sale
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Holland Nonum’t Wki
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2 W. Ith St. Upstairs
strueted ts
to glv
give ftetlpa 'therof pf strueted to give notice therof of at ten o'clock In th# forenoon, at
By order of the Park Township atruct#d
ORIBN 8. ORdSS.
the proposed
proposed ir
Improvemept and
find of [the proposedImproverm
Improvement and. of said probata office,be asd fa here
numbered twentyBOARD OF HEALTH. the
CircuitJudge.
the district (o bi
eased therefore by appointed for hMi
three ($2) In block numbert her af orb the district to be assesset
(ring Mid petlfw.m#
S.
i
by publishing
noUes
of the same [by publishing notice of the same tlon;
Attorn el’s for Plaintiff,
.
......
ed two (2) of Central Park
$1 E. 9th Btrert
RohinMm ft Pa*on*.
in thp Township of Pork and
WednM, |fM.two weeks and that Wsdnes- } it is Further Ordered, That
LAKETOWX CAUCUS
Bus ip ess Ad drea§.
U
If D B R 1 A K I N G
Counfy of Ottawa and State
^°Bc* thereof
Holland,
Mlchl
1026, at 7:11 *’cloc|f Hi! h#
.
Michigan.
of Michigan, all according to the
926 *t 7:10 o'clockP- M., b* ajid publicationof a copy of this order,
Service Reasonable
>rded plat thereof.
recorded
— time
-- I is hereby determined as the time
time for three succomIv# weeks pr*v- These 1167
Holland, Mich.
Laketown township Union Cau- Is hereby detarmmed as ths
Unted this 9th day of February,
cus: A Union Caucus of the vot- when th# council will meet at the when the council will meet at the i0ua to said day of hearing, in th*
DR.
council (corns to consider any mg-, councilrooms to consider any sug- - Holland City New* a newspaper
of Laketo
Eye,
Ear, Nose and Throat Spehall on
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(Vender Veen Block)
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Phone 1494
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Holland Cty Hews
1916 First conversation hy transconn Sunday with Mr Slagh’s brother In
Present, Hon. James J. Danbof,
ITthe OLD
Dental line, 8,660 miles, Boston Chicago.
The installation of
Peter Judge of Probate. *
to San Francisco.
Douma, the newly elected elder, In the Matter of the Estate of
Speech transmitted for the first will take place on next Sunday.
Charles and James Uhrlspcl),
Minors
time by radio telephone,from
Mr Bert Tlnholt, rural carrier
Arlington, Va., to San Fran for route 10, la confined to his O. John Steggerdahaving filed
home with high blood praaaur* in said court his petition prayldg
cisco, over the Pacific to the and will be unable to deliver mall for license to sell the tntereatof
for a few weeks. Mr. Kidder, his said estate In certain real estate
Hawaiian Islands, and across substltuts
Is on ths route now.
therein described,
the Atlantic to Paris.
Miss Angelins Vlnkemuldsrand
It Is Ordered that he,
^
First Michigan telephone re- Dorothy Weener, now employed at Wih day of March A. D.
peaters Installedon toll cir- Grand lUpide, spent Sunday sU the at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at flhKV.
home of their parents at Crisp. Mid probate office,be and Is
.
•ecuits at Petoskey.^
The rain of last week
reek made ft by appointed for hearing Mid petl- j® "Tj
i918 Second submarine cable placed very wet In several Places, cans- Uon. and that all persons tntereat- __
^
inf? the fields and ro4ds to bs flood- ed
across Straits of Mackinac.
pie
machine
(
;
1920 11,796.747telephone stations . In ed bus making travel quite dtffl- court at
cult. Several cellars and chicken show cause why a license to sell
Bell System.
coops were aleo filled with water to the Interest of said cetate In said
1921 Conversation by deep sea cable, such & depth that ths, chickens real estate should not be granted;
Taken In llio
KOO-LJ1 la
116 miles, Key West, Fla., to were unable to be on their scratch It Is Further Ordered, That pubfloor for some time.
lie notice thereof be given by pubHavana, Cuba.
Miss Hilda Bosman, spent the lication of a copy of this order for porting to be the last will and tesFirat conversation between Ha- week-endwith her parents here.
three successiveweeks previous to tnipentlof said deceased; new on
There will be a box social held gaId dny of bearding In the Hol- file In said court ho admitted to
vana, Cuba, and Catalina Isat the Noordeloos school on Frlday^nd dty Newa a newspaper print- probate, and that the administraland by submarine cable,
evening, March 6. A large crowd ed and circulated In said county. tion of said estate b*: glanced to
OUR
overhead and underground is expectedout, everybody being
Berend J. Albers of Holland,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
lines and radio telephone-Invited. The proceeds will go to67fl- STORE
Judge of Probate. Michigan, or to some ether suitawards a new piano for ths school.A true copy
ble person 1
distance 6,500 miles.
BUYING
Cora Vande Water, j
It Is ordered that the
President Harding's Inaugural
Mr George Ter Haar, residing Register of Probate
.
26th
day
of
March
A.
D.
1926
address delivered by loud north from Harlem, celebrated his
at ten o'clock In the fo.-e ioon, at
SAVES YOU
speaker to more than 100,000 64th birthdayannlveraary Sunsaid probate office,be and Is hereday, Feb. 21. Some of his children
10714— Exp. March 20
peyple.
by appointed for hearing said petiand grandchildren gathered at h INSTATE OF MICHIGAN — The Pro tion;
Armistice Day exercises at bur
home to wish him many happy bat* Court for the County of OtIt Is Further OriermJ, That pubial of Unknown Soldier de- returns of the day.
t&wa.
Mr and Mr* Bert D* Vries from At a session of said court, held lic notice thereof be given bj publivered by loud speaker and
64-66
lication of a copy of this order, for
long lines to more than Harlem, and Mr and Mrs LeonardjRthe Probate Office in the city of three succ-vslve weeks previous to
Steketee of Holland, attended the'QnindHaven in said county, on
160,000 people in Arllng. auto show at Grand Rapids on*ihs 26th day of February A. D. said day of hearing, In the Midland City News
.’Ov,-«paper
ton, Va, New York and San night last week.
1926.
Preeent. Hon. James J. Danhof, Drl*'rd end circulated In said
Francisco.
It’s a
cccrty.
Expires March If
Judge of Probate.
300.000 Bell telephones in MichNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS. In the Matter of the Estate of
JAMES J. DANHOF.
For Early Spring
igan.
Grading and Paving 1 mile of
Hulda Albora. Deceased
Judge
of Probate.
19it Shlp-to-shore conversationby County Road In Zeeland Townehlp, B. J. Albers having filed In said A true copy
Ottawa Ooonly, known as thecourt his petitionpraying that a Cora Vande Water,
wire and wireless with S. 8.
Byron Road.
rtaln instrument In vrttlng purRegister of Probate
America, 400 miles at sea In
Sealed proposals will be recelv
ed at the office of .the Board
Atlantic.

PHONE’S BIRTH

Mr

WILL BE NOTED
HERE

MARCH

10

HOLLAND EXCHANGE ORGANIZED IN 1H83 WITH IS
PHONES

1926

Torsi Company Hbn 2,743
Tricpltonrs;Mrs John Ofgcl

’Did*)'

here _

Fir*t Operator

The Bell company entered Into
Holland In 1883 and Bert Barns
was the first manager and lie at
times was assistedby Mrs Barns
for the Job was not very trying and
wire troubles were nil since the
company only had 13 phones during the first three months of business. These subacribers were tno
Chicago and West .Michigan Railway (now Peie Marquette!, HenJ
Van Roiilte. Holland City News,
J. C. Post, StandardRoller Mills,

_

__

POWER ON THE FARM

mt

CHICKEN FEEDIN<
,

MOTHER

- OR,

MACHINE
ITWONTWOl

(NO,

IU

STILL HAS STRENGTH

since Ussle

to

was bom

Henry.

BUYING MOST'
WE BUY

—

f FOR LESS-*
SELLING MOSY
WE SELU

POWER

FOR UfiJ
East 8*h St, Holland, Mich.

a

Marathon

.

—

‘

Vfe Seek to Get

1928

.«

Successfuldemonstration of County Road Commissioners
Ottawa County, Oourt House,

»

•

W

have never knowingly permitted
either

Ship--By--Tmck

in

in

the ad-

salesmanship as is practised

If

nothing else, we aspire to be a be-

one that

lievable Store -

the Truck Lines

false

our Store.

Eliminate You? Transportation
Troubles by Employing

We

appear

our advertisementsor

vertising
in

that

recognizes

Truth always is the best policy.

In a series of advertisementssimilar

SEVEN TRUCKS AT VOUft DISPOSAL
Leaving Holland from 7:00
to 10:30 A.

3

A.

Value that men

1:30 P. M., 3:Q0 P. M., 4:30 P.

M.

CALL

.hi

size

and appearance

set forth

the,

to this, wc will

and
of which

activities of this Store

the Nation-wide

institutions

it is a part.

band, full satin lined.
New Cfllors— moth, pearl.

We

moca;

ask you to read them

for

getting acquainted with us, our
cies

$3.98

SPECIAL ATTEjqipN GIVEN RUSH ORDERS

a

in

service. Welted edge, silk

M.

M.

demand

— fltyle that holds the
shape even after long

M.

Leaving Grand Rapids 11:00 A.

t

2623

by

poli-

and our service you will be scrv-

ing yourself profitably.

OTHERS

Associated Truck Lines

$1.98 to $4.98

INDEPENDENT
One

$]

Heater

Holland

Chronology of the Telephone

follows:

;

or misleading statements to

maywBWMM

The history of the telephone, In
dudlng many Michigan Items, has
been summarisedchronologically

,

Golden Rule applied in business.

Grand Havffii, Michigan, until 16:00
from New York City to New a. m.. Central Standard Time,
Thursday, March II,' 1121, by the
Southgate, England.
Board of County Road OommlsFirst broadcasting of a presi

state upwards of $10,000,000 each

__

'

Truth in Advertising is merely the

trans-ocean 1c radio telephony

an

,

Better Acquainted!

•

Fifty years ago on March 10 the
slonere, for the construction o
dentlai message to Congress 1. mile of road Ip Zeeland Town
telephone came to life, for on that
400.000 Beil telephones in Mich: ship, Ottawa County, known ea the
date, in 1876, the first complete sen
Igan.
tence was spoken and heard over
Ths woj|fifrllfr|<ify>*lat
of grad
the Instrument of speech transmls 1984 Pictures sent by telephone dr ing, culvenMtdtfiKfs,and surfac
cult from Cleveland to New Ing with dnWflbgEoncretepave
lion which was the crude forebesi
York aid New York to Chi- ment to sT-ViMviK^fll feet.
of the highly developed Inatrumc*
Plans, jbf flK> mpnlan ks. specithat la so commonly %aed todsy.
cago.
fications w^mimMei\on»to bid
So, on Wednesday, March 10, eaa
Nation-wide mobilisation of den
ut the office
ployees and patrons of the Mlchigai
. communicationby wire and of the Board or County Road
Ball TelephoneCompany thronghou
wireless for the United State* Commissionersat the Court Houae,
Haven, for the sum of Vlvs
Michigan will make apedal obeert
Amy on Defense Test Day. Grand
(16.00) Dollars,which sum will
ance of the Wrth annlveraary of tb» 1925 15,106,560telephone stations In returned upon ths condition that
telephone. Similar observance* wll
the plans are returned In good
Bell System.
he held throughout the Bell System
500.000 Bell telephones In Mich shape.
A certified check In ths sum
in this country and Canada, on tha
igan.
Five Hdndred Dollars (8600.00)
according to the local oaha
258.000 telephones in Detroit
made payable to the Board
gar of the Michigan Bell, who in 192$ Fiftieth annlveraary of the tele- County Road Contmlseioneraol
Ottawa County, must accompany
nounco that a special program wil
phone nationallyobserved.
each and every proposal.
be arrangedIn the loca) telephoh*
The right Is Reserved to reject
office on March 10 and that mahl
any or
NORTH HOLLAND
•sera of the service
*}
’ Bd44 Commies! os ere
Next Sunday, March 7th there
be present. An Invitation to
will be an unusual special collecAustin Harrington, Chairman
the central office* and telephone tldn taken up at our local church.
William M. Connelly,'
plant has been extended to each mb Bach member is to give one day’s
Berend KaAM. /
income the offeringto be applied
Grand Haven. Michigan.
icrlberof th* jervlce.
to the debt of the board of forMarch 2, 192 6.
Telephoneemployes win weft' eign missions, the total antount
being$47,000
to
be
footed
by
the
8292— Exp. March =o;
a 6Xh anniversary button,
tfilb
Reformed Chuche* of America.
STATE OF MIC HXQAMfg-The ProPhone on a field of .blue , with o the
Mr and Mcs Will Slagh, who bate Court for the .County of Otnumerals “60" in white, auperlmpoaed. have been spending some weeks tawa. . •
Developmentof the telephone s«r visiting with relatives, friends and
At a seselon of salt court, field
vice In Michigan baa been rapid and old a acquaintanceshave returned to at the Probate Office In the city of
ibtfb- heme in Dakota, leaving last tfrand Haven in eaid county,
growth of the service has outatrlpped week Friday. They expect to spend the 25tti day
of February
population growth. There are more
that* a half a million MichiganBell
operated telephones In the state. In
Hie Bell Byitem. In this country and
Canada, are 16,000,000 telephones
the Michigan Bell company Is ex
Undlng its plant throughout the

*«<

—

_

Dr. Robert B. Beet, P. H. McBride,
J. II Kleyn Lumber Co., Kramer
and Bangs druggists.Dr. Henry
Kremer'sresidence,Cappon. Bertsch Leather Co.. Isaac Cuppon's
residence, and Wm. H I tenon.
The first officialtelephono opertor was Miss Lillie Bright now
Ire John P. Oggcl, East Uth-st.
ft
Then followed Miss Emily Stevenson. sister of 'Ray of Holland, now
Mrs Keymer of Grand Rapids, and
Miss Myra Me Canoe, the late Mrs.
Mulder.
The telephone office was located
in the Kantera building on East
Eighth street. The Bell Telphone
Co., now serves from the Holland
Exchange. 26al subscribers)
On Wednesday,Mfcrch 10th, the
Holland Exchadge will hold 6t>*n
house and Manager Ripley, chief
operator Mrs Cora Foot, and plant
chief, Mrs Raymond Rugg, will
receivethe Holland folks and one
of the featureswill be showing
them thru the plant and explaining
the intricaciesof the automatic
telephone.

year.

-

Buy at

Week

TODAY

fign

Entire

1875 First words transmitted by tele
phone.
1876 First complete sentence trans
mltted "by telephone.

Look Who’s

First conversation by overhead

line

two

miles—Boaton

1878 First Michigan telephone ex
change establishedat Detroit
1880 80,872 Bell telephone stations
In the United States.
Conversation by overhead line.
45 miles— Boston to Provl
dence.
1881 Conversation by underground
cable, one-fourth mile.
First Michigan toll line built
Port Huron to Detroit
1884 First hard drawn copper toll
line built, Detroit to Saginaw
1889 Upper and lower peninsulasof
Michigan Joined by submarine

cable.

'

Who’s

6SDOC”

to

Cambridge.
1877 First pair of telephones brought
to Michiganby W. A. Jackson
First Michigan telephone com
pany incorporated,

Here Look

[THE

solicit

Look Who’s Here

PAUL

COMEDIAN FAVORITE]

LOOK WHO’S HERE

thank you for your patronage and

Here

your future

The Most Talked ^Vbout Show

of the

22 Peop-2 Beautiful Girls. Beautiful

business.

Season

Gowns

*

22 People

Our slogan:

“ONLY QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS”

1890 211,603 Bell telephone stations
1891 Michigan’s first underground
cable laid in Detroit
1892 Conversation by overhead line;
900 miles— New York to Chi

CSgO.

-i

'.i

1999 671,788 telephone* In Bell Bye
tern.

11,600 telephones in Detroit
1902 First conversation by long die
lance underground cable 10
milee— -Nww York to Newark
1908 MjOOO Bell telephone* In Mlcbl
gan.

•

1904 Michigan State TelephoneCom
pany Incorporated.
1906 Converaation by uqderground
cable, 90 mlles-New York to
Pbi'adelpbte.
1907 100.000 Bell telephones In Micb
Igan.

Vandenberg Brothers

Cqntpany

f

Oil

#

A Holland Independent

Oil

"DOC” PAUL’S LATEST AND GREATEST EDITION
What the Dailies say: •

,

. •

n

s

r

•

Company

.

“By

all

odds the most amusing show the present season has ofleretT

Tribune: “A

News:

Van’s Gas Tats Pep in

Your Motor

1910 {,142,692telephone stations In
Bell System.

merrier, brighter,snappier show has hot yet appeared here.”

“An AD

Star cast of principals and a chorus of real beauty.”

Journal: Fragrant, fascinating, unforgetable show headed by “Doc” Paul
comedian par exceUent, The Entertainer."

1911 Conversation by overhead line

00

L.

mlles-New York

to

Admission 35-40-50c. Special Matinee Saturday 2 P. M.

Denver

by overhead line

w

York

Feature Picture—Alice Jayce'and Olive Brook in

Home

Maker.

Starting 7:00 P. M.

MMMMMMMMMMMMMM••

to

-Ijt*

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
March 4, 1926

Volume Number 55

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
“The dace Where Folks Really li
Holland Will Stage

FIRST

Its

ANNUAL

Automobile Exhibition
it

V,

IN

3, 4, 5, 6

THE NEW ARMORY

i

i

*

‘

•

The Holland Automobile Dealers Association Invite you

to this First

Automobile Show

Doors Open Every Evening During the Exhibition

Music Continuously
COLONIAL ORCHESTRA

Admission— Adujt

25c.,

Children 10c.

VAN DUREN’S ORCHESTRA

PAGE

TWO

THURSDAY, MARCH

OTTAWA COUNTY
STARTS)

WP

CAREFUL WALKERS* CLUB
FORMED BY JAYWALKERS

When pedestrians were arraigned before a Washington,D.
C., judge for jaywalking Yecently,

DANGERS ATTEND

AT

TINKERING WITH

he organized the "Careful Walkers’
with administration of this
CEMENT MARKERS Club”
oath: "I solemnly promise I will

COMMON MISTAKE

WIND RESISTANCEHIGH

AUTOJNGARAGE

40

MILES PER

HOUR gas Used in ,

An automobile travelingat 10
miles an hgur develops a wind
resistance of only five ppunds
per square inch, while at 40
miles an hour the total resistance of the wind amounts to 110
pounds per square inch.
This fact was discovered by
the engineering experiment station of the Kansas State Agricultural college at Manhattan*

IN,

IS

BIG CENTERS*'

In going over a car for the purpose

TREMENDOUS

of putting it in condition Is to
tighten the front Wheels when they
are not loose. Thp motorist shakes

19M

FORD ANNOUNCES

CAR INSPECTION

MANY PRICE CUTS

One of the comn>oi\{gtmistakes

UNITED STATES

4,

RECORD HEAVIEST

DEATH RATE

A hew price list for Ford care,
including a materialreduction in
the prices of closed cars, is ahnounced.
ed.
Thei biggest reduction is made fo
the pi
price of the Fordor sed^n

not deliberatelyviolateany of the
the wheels and decides that because
Concrete Posts to Mark the traffic regulationsmade relative toj
they seem loose they need to be
which is droppe
dropped from $660 to
National
Safety
Council
Issues
pedestrian control.”Now members
Gasoline Quota for 1926 Is drawn up tighter on their axles. Larger C/ties Show Increase $666, a reductionof $95.
Highways in Massaof the club are living up to their
Warning to Drivers Who
He does not realise that the looseA reduction of $$0 also is made
chusetts
)W/i Billion Gal,in Automobile ' j
pledge, and the police are looking
Repair Own Cars
ness ia in the king pins.^He could
in the Tudor sedan which is cut
lons
for other "jaywalkers”to boost
,* i
r’-'.:
decide this poiht easily by noting
from $5F0 to $620, and the price of
Metal signs placed on concrete the flub’s membership.
that thp ends of the axles move
Kan.
the coupe is reduced from $£20 to
gqrts are being use<l as highway
These are the days when motorThe domesticdemand for gaso- with the wheels when the, looseness
The experiments were carried
Motor vehicles took a much "heav- $500.
markers by the Massachusetts deists who have garages back of their
line for 1926 is estimated as ap- is felt If the, wheels were really
i in an improvised wind tunnel
ROAD
ENGINEERING
GAINS
In the open type cars the pried
ier
toll of human fife in 1925 in
portment of public works. About
_ _ and
_t proximately 10,547.416,000gallons. loose on the axles the, wheels, aflil
BY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH homes love to tinker around their 50 feet i|, 12 feet .wide
of the touring car goes from $290
1,500 signs of that type and 100
cars. A timely warning is Issued 10 feet higb. A ipotor driven
Roger B. Staffordof the National not the axles, would move when the nation thaiy in the previous to $310 and the runabout from $260
year, it is indicatedin compilatibns
town lino markers have been erect,
to $290.
An importantnew development!to these amateur mechanics who fan was placed in a positjonto Petroleum News has estimated the befog shaken.
of records of a group of the larger
ed.
don’t understand the perils attendconsumption of gasoline in this
offer a maximum wind velocity
in highway engineering is the cercities.
Most
of
the
representa“ The concrete posts for the signs
ant on garage work by the Na- of SO miles an hour.
country at the first of the past
TIRE SAYING HINT
tainty with which it can be deterUNIFORM FINE
tive cities, with a few notable exarc' made by workmen of the maintional Safety Council, which calls
An
automobile was driven three years with almost perfect acmined just when traffic reaches the
ceptions,reported a greater numtenance division of the highway deattention to some of the hazards
curacy.
Hiij
1925
estimate
was
only
Sharp stones and pieces of glass,
into the tunnel and fitted on a
point where a paved road will be
ber of fatalities. A considerable A uniform law in all 48 states
pa’tment at a cost of approximateswinging platform to which three-tenthso£ 1 per cent tobjow. tin or the sharp edges of a switch
more economicalthan a dirt or to be avoided.
number
the smaller cities re- impqsing $50
ly $5 each, , They are 10 feet, 6
T-- fines and revc
../©king
‘it is necessary to impress upon
In
addition
to
our
consumption
point
will
cbt
into
the
toughest
were
attached
spring
balances
gravel road.
ported a slight increase over 1924. the licens
icenses of motorists who drive
inches long, C inches square at the
people working around garages
of
10,547,416,000
gallons,
Stafford
kind
of
a
tire
tread.
The
flexing
for measuring the resistanceof
In a (>rqup of the comfounity recklesslyover railroad grade
bottom and 5 inches square at the
that matches, cigars,cigarets and
the car’s area against the wind estimates that export demand wili action of the tire enlarges *ilch centers 50 re
eported a heavier death crossings has been proposed by the
top, with the upper 6 feet, 6 inches UTAH WILL CONSTRUCT
other open flames should be kept
require 1,500,000,000more, making cuts. Road dirt and moisture eojer
pressure.
having beveled comers. A feature
116 MILES NEW ROADS away from gasoline, oil -soaked
a total demand on American refin- and eventually cause separatioftof Joll for the year/ while in 20 the American Railway association.
that adds to the attractivenessof
rags and clothing.
eries of about 12,000,000,000gal- the rubber tread from the fabric fatality list was approximately
same or somewhat Jewer. In , a $112,000 CALIFORNIATRUST
Utah will build Iff miles of road
the posts is a bronre seal of the
“In drawing or pouring gasoline'
lons.
carcass of the tire. Lopk your tires
state which is sunk in the face of in 1986, according to the state road from one container to another ’ SIGNS ADVERTISE
Thie constant increase in the over at least every week. . Clean number of the latter places, howFUND TO PAVE ROAD
ever, the statistics did not include
commission.This constructionwill static electric sparks may be devel* J
.the post one foot from the top.
' MODERN TOWNS number of 'automobiles manufac- suclv cuts and fill them with plastic
the
entire
year.
*
The standard direction sign plate cost near $1,600,000. The money oped. It is advisable always to'
tured makes greater demands on patching rubber, which you may
California is practicallyassured
In the first 10 months of 1925
' Is 37 inches high and 42 inches wide is largely from the counties sup- keep the two containers ia
contact; __
_________
_____ ___
America’s gasoline
supply.
get from any tire dealer.
Suitable identification mmmm
signs _________
there
were
810
deaths
iff New'York of a trust fund of approximately
with the top comers cut off. The plementedby federal aid.
with each other or to attach a' should be a part oFevery
Tl16
automobiles,
of every town on
1 ne imprevement
improvementoff aut<
city, against 808 for the same pe- $112,000 to be spent toward paVtown line marker consists of a main
chain to the pouring container
main highway. Too often, motor-: making them more comfortable and CARE NEEDED IN PUTTING
____ tp Yosemite
KWt
ITfcn
Wntor
in 1924. Out of 10 important ing-the icw enhance
, , plate 63 inches long and a second BLOOD-RED TAG SUGGESTED
Don’t Uke Water
1 pleasurable,also increases
the •—
use
ists are forced to stop and ask
------- --ON TUBE; AVOID PINCHING riod
_ Briceburg to
Pacific
coast
cities, only’ Los An- National Park from
plate 26 inches long extending at
v
"For
garage
use
a
good
fire
exAS SHAME. BADGE
name qf the- town they are in to of gasoline,as the automobileno
El Portal, This wras indicatedby
geles
and
San
Francisco,
0»e
largright angles to the main plate at
tinguisheris one of the foam type. get their bearings. A few wide- longer remains idle during inclemThe destructionof a tube dften is
an announcement by Stephen T.
the center.
Never use water on a gasoline or awake towns have advertised their ent weather bub is used the year started when it is being applied est, showed decreases. ,* ’ ,
Blood-red
license
tags
should
be
Despite an increase of approxi- Mather, directorof national parks,
All signs are finished in lacquer,
oil fire as it will spread the flames community and at the same time round! 1
through
its being pinched under
that recommendationtp the secreOttawa county started with con- substitutedfor plates of the usual
"ITie drip pan, side pans and cm advised motorists where they were
Weather conditions, prosperity the tire tool or under "the head of mateiy 12 per cent in tho number
! crete markers when the West color on every automobile that has in general should ke kept clean and , by means of an appropriate sign and other factors may alter the es- the tire. A little care is all that js of automobilesusing the streets tary of the interior for the disposiand a large increase in population, tion by congress of the Yosemite
' Michigan Pike was firal laid out keen involved in a fatal accident, free from excessive'oil.If present, on the main road at either end of timate jto some degree, but,
ii, taking
iMking, needed to avoid pinching. In
the deaths from motor vehicleacci- entrance paying fund, now in trust,
and before the road was a ribbon claims a Cleveland traffic official. excessive oil may do* much to: the town “
‘
limits.
the country as a whole, it
it is be- 1 stiUightsidetires the flap should be
dents in Los Angelefi were reduced would be withheld for another two
of cement. A few remain but the The red tag would serve to warn spread the flames in case of fire.
lieved that a decline of the
______
. and
____________
__ applied.
____ A
he use
of {carefully
smoothly
Ill t __ A A.—
- _ lI*
to 231 last year, as against 251 in years, pending completionof the
e signs are by far the best and pedestrians and auto drivers, and
“If extension cords are used' for
gasoline in some districts will be' wrinkle will cut the tube, causfoj
it
mky
also
be
a
good
deterring
RATHER
OPTIMISTIC
1924, according to a tentative re- grading of the highway by the
it serviceable.Austin Harringportable electric lights it is necescompensated
for in
slow
leak.
The
lock-nut
on
....... ...
......
\
port of the public safety depart___
first suggestedthe concrete influence.
sary to guard against electric shock
valve stem should be tightly
ment
of
the
Automobile
Club
of
highway markers because these
and fire resulting from qlecfric' An optimistis . a tourist who WISCONSIN WANTS
screwed down, as should the valve
, starts out with poor brakes, no
wjiuld last forever.
RADIO KEEPS BATTERY UP causes.
Keep your spare tubes where Southern California.Pedestrian MICHIGAN HORES DECREASE
CARS RUN FASTER cap.
control is given the chief credit by
AS AUTOS INCREASE
they will not be chafed, or injured
safety experts for the
Motorists who store their cars
by grease or oij.
RIGHT HAND RULE
After a number of years of promo- . Michigan Sate College professor;
for the winter or who will not use that the car is held up securely. Be ' *e re*erv*”0D’
Greater speed for automobile
tion by the automobileclub and; are worried over the shortage oi
them during particularly severe especially
especially careful if any of
BRAKES
CAUSE
SKIDS
•
traffic and more courtesy from
A law passed in Italy establishes weather can keep the battery in
other organizations,this, idea was horses in Michigan. There
There are
an 'less
wheels have been removed. If the1 22 STATES HOLD
traffic officers are proposed for , If the car has a tendency to skid
the right hand rule of the road for
incorporated in the city’s traffic,than half a million.
low pergood conditionby using it for the support should give way the car
... A low
aU classesof vehicles. Difficulties
SPEED
RATE
DOWN
i Wisconsinby a statewide commitwhen the brakes are applied it in- law as a "fo jay
ordi- centage under two years of age.
radio set The car’s battery shoqld may fall and crush you.”
: tee on traffic regulations.The dicates that one wheel. Is free and nance early last year.
are encountered in the enforcement
be kept charged and there is no
The college authorities warn qs
Twenty-two states in the Union i recommendations have been* ap- the other dragging.This condition
of this rule, | as the street railway
better way to do this than by using
that the tractornever can fully diahave maximum speed limits of less 1 proved by the Wisconsinhighway is cause* I by a lack of equalization
tracks in some dties are on the left
it on the radio set, where it is tem-J AUTO SHOW AT NEWi ARMORY,
than
35
miles
per
hour.
Kansas
commission,
A1
C.
Anderson,
hcairaide of the road.
where
in brake adjustment and can be 4UTO SHOW* AT NEW.
perately discharged and slowly
AlTBp BHOW.AT NEW ARMORY. charged.
Go to the Auto Show this week. has a 40-mile maximum, and’Flor- j man of the commission, announced correctedby having the brakes
Ida and Nevada have 45.
i recently.
Oo ,0 .he -Auto Show this w«h.:;^°s""te"'erc in h0™ "“W"* 1“
properly equalized.
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Advanced

Six

4-Door Sedan

Ajax

Six

*1525
Special Six 4-Door

,

4-Door ^edan

*995

Sedan

'

A New Nadi
Success!

*1315

Price

Prkeff.ab. factory

f.

o.b. factory

0

(

//

V

___

?

1

/

\

Nowhere
Into Show

That

single

of the

Nash and Ajax models pictured

S

Armory
March

M-5

mil f

Much

sentence above sums up the whole story

In beauty of

at the

Else So

h«jre.

'

Just

for the

come

in

Money

and look these

| vsmeed Six 4-Door Sedan or

body design, in masterly performance, Six

chassis’ or the full

its

over— the Ad)
mate on the Special

cars

5-passengerAjax Six.

And nation-wide sales are proving that— for the de- where. Then Nash superiorityis startlingly clear,
mand is mounting at a rate that is completely j 4*wheel brakes/full balloon tires, ind 5 disc wheels
all

past high

records.

Jr.

..

(

at

no extra

cost

on

all

Nash*Ajax models.

NASH

SALES

AND

fittinjta0dm “Hfoehon there’s no car Note closely their, features. Contrast what Nash
of like price and type to match these Nash-built cars, provides with how much less a like price buys else-

eclipsing

,

4

SERVICE
Sales
River Ave.

Rooms
&

16th Street

/

Phone 5331
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WATCHING THE OIL
WHEN ITS COLD
VERY IMPORTANT

SHORTAGE OF BALLOON
TIRES IS PREDICTED
When a

tire failed the owner
simply would replaceit with a new
ona and give no further thought to
the remaining
lain
tires of the set.
With balloonsit is different and
in moat cases the tread rubber
wears down to the carcass of the
tire before the casing actually
which were put Into service in 1924 gives out, and this wearing down is
as regular equipment, and which practically- even on all four tires.
have continued to run up to tho This is due to the low pressure
present time, will be worn out early permitting the tread to hinge over
during the 1926 season. When the uneven roadbeds. The use of fourboring buying season opens up wheel brakes, which have become
there will be a great demand for so popular during the last year,
balloons to replace those original also has a tendency to weai down
equipmenttires. This drain upon the tires evenly. Therefore balloon
stocks will be unusually heavy and tire users will be in tho market for
it is not unreasonable to believe four tires instead of one.
that the demand will
even
___________
This
is a new condition in the
greater than the
I tire industryand it is not at all un
; reasonable to believe that when
Balloon replaoe
rments differ from balloon replacements begin in tho
high-pressure renlscementsinas- late spring that stocks will bo demuch as with the high-pressure leted anti that manufacturers will
tire, automobile owners usually
pressed to the limit to meet the
bought only one tire at a time. demand.

It would not be surprising if
and manufacturers' stocks
of balloontires would fall short of
meeting the demand during the late
soring and early summer months.
This is the opinion of an expert
rubber man.
The thousandsof balloon tires
dealers’

CONQUERING NEWMARKETS
"X YEAR a^o the prices

of all closed

Packard Six

cars were reduced by an average of over *750.

Packard announced the most important new

Next,

be

improventents since the elecjrie self-starter.

“Wa:ch your oil these winter
days!" advises A. H. Sarver, Flint
Six distributor. “Make sure that
you are using the proper grade for
your particularmake ot car, and
change it often enough to assure
lubricationof your engine at oil
, ;
.iK5

times.

the

motor

oil rectifier, by

moving parts, immediately doubled
the mileage life Packard Six owners could expect
from their new cars. Depreciation was cut in half.
cation of all

Thus Packard put
first

As
led

a

who had longed

beauty and distinction of
natural result the

by the

a

Packard closed

quences.
thin, it

improved Packard Six

five-passenfcer, sedan

quered new markets

last

3^2585, con-

year.

Many motorists are beginning to
see that they are paying the penalty for rush work on valve grinding jobs. In former days when an
owner got his car back after such
a job it was noisy because the re
irer preferred to let the valves
par

Twice as many Packard Six cars were sold during
1925 as in 1924. -

4fv
sVv/J

m

Valve Grinding Job
Means Eventual
Trouble

'

You should inspect these distinguished cars at the
Show or at any of pur salesrooms. We will be
&lad to explain the Packard monthly payment'
plan which
hich removes the last reason why anyone
should not own a Packard Six.

lead to serious consc-ier wtth fallow-salesmen,'

Kaperetonahad wagered five
"After all, it takes only a few dollars ugnlnat severalof his teamseconds to check up on your oil, and mates that he would taka a swim
most garages urc equipped with ‘n th» Icy waters of Brighton
runways or pits to change engine

you

•"^“u/ctr’wherl
give it this attention."

T

m-

and accomnewspapermen and

striped bathing suit,

panied by

LARGE BUS INCREASE

friends,

>

|

line,

Rush

may

MIXTURES SWELL

BAD VALVES

car.

NKW YOUKKIt TAKER HOT AND
PI.CNflRH INTO ATLANTIC
OCEAN ON COLDENT DAT
IN JANUARY

of

buses.

....

_

WAGER

plunged Into the Icy water, threW a few snowballs and
hustled away for a brisk rut
ring the past year the number
During
Needless to say, the salt
hick of all types in Detroit, won h,B WRf#r for, M 4h#
of vohlclcn
Including trolley airs, increased s’hadowi &7a*l»n*0M
hammer their way down into theft* 10.91 per cent. The largest In- at the Wlllys-Overland
seats for a fow days. Then the
crease In any single type of ve- In n used car,, having dell
owner came back to have the tap- hide was found in the count of new cn# to his prospect,and
pets adjusted and' silenced. Now, «d out the sis cents profit on
adays the flat rate system operates
wager after paying UH bills
dinner for the wltm
1° hi" disadvantage in that he ex-

AUTO TO GO WITH

com

all their lives for the

WINS

weather. A certainamount
Yjik BrnnS ^ftWllSs-Ov«rlJul7
gaj: is bound to mix with the oil, j hut hi piunB*i jnto the Atlantic
thereby lessening ts ubricatlng oetan on the coldeat January day
efficiency. If alloyved to become too for many yenr» — all to win a wag-

H

CANT EXPECT

the

time at the disposal of tens of thousands of

those
fort,

first-class transportation for

BATH AND

siderablepriming during this cold. ‘‘Drrrrrr’’
„„„ n ohattred Harney Bap-

Rcplscemeiits

insuring thorough lubri-

ICY

for long periods often require con-

supply.

These improvements, the chassis lubricator and

;

"Cars when kept overnightin
unheated garages and left parked

SALESMAN TAKES

papermrn.
Regardlessof what anti<fre?u
ute he gets it. Nothing, however, nlxtun I. u«d, the radUtor G. H. Ci JANUARY
has altered the basic situation./ It should not be filled to the top; AntlDOUBLES
ffreezo'mixtures
expand with
host
would be better to break up
.
*
job and run a few miles with the *»'1 more than a quart will be lost
valves loose. To do it any other JH tbc radiator is filled to the top.
The falea of General Mbtors
way would mean spoiling he job.
by dealers to users in
COLD WEATHER GARAGING
\vlNG totaled 68,721 cars sn<
and
SIMPLIFIED
|. Motorists usually go
go forward compared with 25,698 in
Into their own garages but gil car 1926. according to o/fidal
owners ouaht to do it in cold Bales of cars and trucks to
Internal gear pump lubricationweather. When the radiator is an by the manufacturing
and an automatic fan belt tight- near the door it b more likely to of General lloton in Ji
ener aro characteristicsof u now freeze,for the best garage doors talod 76,238, compared
water
| are
in January, 1926.

the

•

-

im
i

UNITS

|

pump.

|

drafty.

M

iinj.

y

Phone

209 Central Ave.

555 1
'N

-
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STUDEBAKER

Peoples Auto Sales Co.

JfSf

A i

HAS ITS OWN SHOW

D

.

THIS

If

1

COMPARISON WEEK

be

is to

for

STUl

you are considering the purchase of some car other than a

Studebaker we cordially invite you to have the representative of
that car drive you and that car around to our salesroom— bring
the car in, stand them side by side and compare them point-bypoint. by any method you desire-be as critical as you desire
.
We also invite the representatives of other cars who have prospects who are also considering Studebaker to drive them around
to our show rooms and let your prospect do all the comparing he
wants to
. And if our competitors will permit we will be glad
to drive our prospective buyers who are also considering some
other make of car. to their show room and let our prospect make
his own comparisons ... To all prospective buyers especially we
are delighted to show our cars. You will find quite a big line to
choose from among the Studebakers. They range in style from a
remarkable open car. the duplex model, on which the side curtains are pulled down like window lhades in a few seconds to
the De Luxe sedan. In power and weight they range from the
Standard Six models, our smallest cars, to the high powered Big
Six. It has power, as you perhaps know, equalled by only seven
cars in America. Then, in price, they range from the Standard
Six roadster at $1265 to the Big Six seven-passenger sedan at
$2470. . They are all good looking cars and the best part of it
is they are just as good as they look. We would, like to show
you sbme of the reasons why we are so enthusiastic. We would
like to have you see for yourself some of the characteristics of
gradeful appearance and the many outward evidences of fine
quality.
. Then there are those three cardinal features of Studebaker superiority you should know about, namely: ONE-PRO.

.

man

yi>ho

oWnd one

I

b6y OF

*

16 IS STATE’S

,

LORD BUCKMASTER
<

Correct Driving An Important

YOUNGEOT WOLF KILLER

Factor in Life of Automoblie

John Fezatte, 10 yean old, of
Spalding township of Menominee county, is tonaideredthe
state’s y oungest Wolf trapper.In'
Menominee county, the supervisors have ordered $10 as a
bounty onjjnattire wolves and
coyotes.
week thi* juvenile trapper brought in the carcass of an old timber wolf that
he had taken out of one of his
traps. In additionthis boy runs
a trap line for fur-bearerswhich
add a tidy sum to his savings
each winter season.

?

Knowing how to drive correctly j bumping It. Of course, this wears
has much to do with motoring com- - out brakebands, which soon begin
fort and is the big factor in the ' to squeak and annoy the nerves of
life of a car. No matter how well 1 citizens. The wear on the brakes,
designedand how carefully built I however,is a mere nothing comand no matter how high the quality | pared with the strain on rear axle
of materials, unless the operator and tires. There is little time
knows the proper way to handle it, gained by driving in this fashion,
that car will develop premature The driver might better pull up to
weaknesses, There are thousands, an obstruction slowly, using the
who, no doubt, sincerely believe throttledengine as a brake until
brak is necessary.
that they are first-class drivers, the service brake
Slipping the clutch or "riding’1
but in whose handling of a car an
rt could find plenty of defects. it is another fault. Few drivers
ml.
One of the worst faults in driv- stop to think that needlesswear is
ing is placing unnecessary depend- caused by over-working this imporence on emergency brakes. Driv- tant member. Yet hundreds of car
ers can be observed almbst any day owners, when moving in traffic,
going madlv into traffic congestion, throw the clutch out and back conslamming the brakes on and bring- stantly while in high gear, rather
ing the car to a jerky stop. The. than shifting back to second and
intent is to try to get as near as staying in second until there is
possible to the car ahead without sufficient clear road ahead.

.

FLORIDA BAN PUT
ON SOLID TIRES
Practicallyno solid rubber tires
now £old in Florida, as many
Ities have put a ban on
. , tliem.
them. One
for the rulini
ruling against solid
is that few streets or highrays are constructed with concrete
rock bases and the solid rubber
« tend to cup up the roads dur,wet weather.
;

:> f

FEDERAL-AID ROADS

*

Lord Buckmaster,who hss just
been elected to the presidency of
the huge concern known ts the

BritishControlled Oil field*, Ltd.,
of Agriculture Jardine which hss vest concession* In Centhe apportionmentof tral and Southern America, In Asia
125,000 to .the- various states and in' the Near East of Europe.
in thp construction
of Fed- Lord. Buckmaster was formerly
cons
I roads. This apportionment lord high chancellor of England.
ithorieed by the Postoffice

Act of Feb.

12,
fiscal year be-

._

COMPANY TAKES STEPS
AGAINST BOOTLEG GAS .

SPEED

’EM

.

.

MANUFACTURE UNIT-BUILT CQNSTRUCTION.

FIT
NO-

YEARLY MODELS.

.

.

-

substitutedin their standard tanks
and sold at regular prices.

AUTO SAINT

i

20 to 80 miles in residence districts,
State speed limit is 80 mDei.

been

This company has removed its
French motorists recently bon
pumps from more! than 600 filling 0red the birthday of their patron
stations and has put seals on all Mint, St. Christopher,at his burial
remainingtanks in order to pre-;, place in Jajolet. Five thousand care
vent substitution.
Kwere blessed as they paraded the
streets, bedecked with banners or
Jo to the Auto Show this week. Go to -the Auto Show this week, miniature statues of the saint

sons.

VENHUIZEN AUTO CO.
Studebaker and Dodge
18 East 7th

St

and

ike your own compariCome and make

UP

creased from 20 to 26 miles an
hour in business sections and from

city.

.

.

In an effort to relieve trafficcongestion in Atlanta, Ga., speed limits
I of
motor vehicles are to bo in-

A war on "bootleg” gasolinehas
opene<Hn New York
One gasolinecompany claims
that more Dian 6,000,000gallonsof
"cheap
:heap bootleg
Dootieg product”
proauci nas
nas ueen

.

M
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AEtna-Auto Service Spans
the Continent
Th« motoric whoc*rrif» Alitna Auto Combination 1 r.urnnc«* is pro*
lectvd by tlic atrongralmultiplo line insurance orgaDizuiioii in (be

'World.

'•

Presenting the

Over'JO.OOO AElna Aj*rnl# inaore rverv courtesy, attention and
assistance being rendered the holder of an AElna-Aulo Policy, however far be may be from home and friendi.

M ARM ON — with

Ibis unusual arrvice, available anywhere ami at any
hour. i» but one of ihe

many

portant

idvantagrs of membership
in the big brotherhood of
AEtna-izcdmotorists.

Why

not join—

ments. A

TODAY?
117 HO

would be without a hnndVV some topcoat in mid season or
iprlnplImC)A stylish coat under
which oue’a every sort of a frock
may be worn, ajiells economy, comInsurance of All Kinds’
fort, utility and smart appearance
all in one breath.
River Ave.
9th
Phone 5299
| With the popularity of colorful
tweeds comes a new Interestfor
coats
Prominence Is Riven to both
' -----itralghtllne models and cape coats
HENRY FORD
in* his car in cold weather until while the majority are fur-collared.
PROSPERITY AND WAGES the engine was thoroughly wanmd. 1° the smart tweed coats alien. t. ___ ___ .. a Mon Is focused on color, for It Is
mattert .•tod. nowevci, th. color wh|ch Bhe(l9 n g]ow over an
Tiennr Ford, in an interview pub- area-age driver cranks as quickly as ,I)rlnR fashions. All the dusky pnain a recent issue of Collier s he can and then backs out of the tel nhades are given prominence
y, says it is good business garage without delay. This prob- but the rose tones, especiallybola
mokes for prosperity to in- lem can be solved, however, by or- je rose and Antoinette rose, are
_ wages and never to lower ranging for the car to nril uja a jutstnndlng. Even the tans take on
rtn; that higher wages and lower slight incline when it is garaged, a rosy hue, and as for gray, every
ices mean greater power-more Alter releasingthe brakes the, car message from Paris strengthens
coasts out to the driveway where Dne’s enthusiasmfor It, not only
_____ _l
the driver can take his time warm- for coats hut for entire costume enAY fg sliflfiFUTFn
UP the engine, yet without op- semblea to the minutest detail and
’warm
CAR
RE Ft JRF1 MOVING crating it in the meantime
tocessory.Soft shades of green are
. WAKM CAKUfcrltKh .muv
reganiej ami it |g said

Frank M. Lievense

St.

&

ON........

^_

.

a

^

u

.

new

k.

_ i.Mj'

made up with touches of solid-col
oreil tlunnel, Mending or contrasting the characteristic
shade In the
tweed. This border treatment with
a fur collar and handsome crepe
lining bespeaks a spring wrap of
distinguishedand correct style.
The modish tweed coat In the
picture carries all (he points of
proper mode. As to the length of

NEW

GREATER

a weal th of

im-

features and refine-

models—

rare range of

with always the one- dependable

Marmon

chassis carried

#

thet topcoat, to be sure there are
those of extreme trend of mind who
will Insist on a wrap which Is consplcuously short, but the -average
woman prefersa garment eleven 01
twelve Inches from the floor.
charming accessoryto the
spring tweed coat Is the vivid acarf

now

to an excellence never

•

before attained

A

and thin season these gay neck
pieces will be an outstanding fea-

ture In street attire.
Among novelty coats for spring
there Is evidence of plaid being
very popular, and especiallyblack
and white shepherd plaid. These
plaldedmodels are frequently styled
with capelets.
Latest news from Paris foretells
that for spring gol>elln blue will the popularityof buttons for trimit were not for the ever- Holland Auto 8ho\. New Arrfory take the place of gracklebead, ming. For matance, detachable
t danger
of death from
which, as everyone knows, was so rape* art buttoned to tb*
v
carbtn monoxide fums Wedncsdny,, Thursday, rttdny and popular during the winter months, down their entire length. <
. Many of the tweed coats are
the exhaust of the rnigine
• •
' would be justified in mov- Saturday of this

Btomers.
Tft
W

•|
:
poi- •
no I

.

rery

week-

* •

1

important epoch, for the v?hcle in- which comprehends maintenance
dustry now acknowledgesthe su- from the day it jpasses into the Report GRom Walks
premacy of the closed car designed owner’s hands and through ity enin Scottish Cl
for utility, and now is working on tire period of usefulness.
The ghost of a church'
improvingthe chassis. That foreThe modern public garage,
shadows a new period of useful- though its primary function is the who died years ago, walks gt Mi
ness, service and economy to the storage of cars, is a general serv- lo Falkirk rhurch. According to'
present church officer and tha
nation’smotorists.”
ice station, just as are the head- ganlst 1316 officer declared tf
EN. IS
quarters maintained by individual when alone In the church at Mj
THE LUNCH CART
manufacturersand dealers in all he had frequently heard the shufKutison OfficialOutlines Sitcilies for attentionto the particu- fling of feet and the sound Of a
uation in Motor In-'
- For those who may get hungry lar makes of cars they produce or yawn, both of which were
at their work there is a lunch can sell. Both types of plants are to his predecessor.The
dustry
that goes through the plant several thoroughly equippedto meet ahy asserts that ht heard
craergency, thoui
hough the station de- a weary tone exclaim! "Och, aye.”
Today’s enclosed cars sell at less times a day with sandwichesand
jg natur- He hurried to the switchboard,
drinks
for the men and women em- voted to one make of car js
than open car prices. What is the
ally in the position of a specialist. shooting,“Who’s there?" But after
ployes.
story behind this achievement?
From top to bottom, its employees putting on all thfc lights he could
many motorists ask. The history .bf
are expert diaglpsticiansof the ills detect no one. On another eveKEEP
VALVE
CLEAR
this remarkable developmentwas
that may afflict.their particular ning, the organist says, bis attenoutlined by an ofTicial of the HudTo remove pits from the face of make of cars through accident, tion was directed to the .gallery,
son Motor Cor company, which exneglect or long use.
where be distinctly observed an ffid
hibited the world's first coach valve before grinding it, use either
mao shuffling with mry gait Demodel at the New York show four a valve facing grinder or put the
spite, a minute search, however, ho
MISS ALICE
valve in a lathe. Be carefulto clean i
years ago.
traeffi of anyone coaly be found.
all carbon from the valve stem, as
“Closed cars ore selling today at
When news of these happenings
a
slight particlecn the stem will
or below open car pricer.,'' he said,
leaked out a member of the congrethrow
it off center in the lathe.
“because they are now made by the
gation reported Unit during th
same efficient,simplified system of Face the valve with a lathe tool or
worid war, when soldl«ra were if
manufacture which has been up- u tool post grinder.
commodnted In thj} church, he «
plid to motors, axles, frames and
tered one night, to be confronted
open bodies for many years.
by a scared looking Tommy hold"The fundamental idea behind
ing grimly to his rifle with Myonet
the coach was to make the motor
Axed. All the soldiers *ere searching feverishlyIn dark cornsfl fur
someone whom they
they declared thhy
thd)
IS
bad heard moving about, but could
not nee.— Edinburgh pcotiroian.
better all around for the vast numThe Hlacksmith and Bicycle
ber who can own only one car.
Man of Yester-Year in More
Lowering of Costs
Effects of -Emotions- ;
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“The trouble was

ACCESSORIES

GREASING

lier days the industry learned

I

SERVICE
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u
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Dispensing High Grade

Complex Business

that In the ear-

how

to apply the economies of autoHe mrght have been a bicycle
matic machinery and assembly to salesmanor a blacksmith, but the
chassis and to open car bodies— but exigencies of a changing world had
not to closed ones. .Therefore,en- forced him to take up a new and
closed ones cost $1,000 or more more complex means of earning a
aoove open ones. At the Hudson livelihood. Anned with a screw
pl*nt a study of the- .subject led us driver, with a monkey wrench and a
to the conclusion that a simplified hammer close at hand, he was digcar could be produced at an open ing into the car’s mechanism. By
car price— not compromisedin a process of elimination he hoped
strength, staunchness or any other eventually to arrive at the seat of
practical quality— but simplified, .trouble. Time meant nothing. He
standardized and given the advan- was learning a new trade in the
tages of twentieth century manu- school of practicalexperience, one
facturing methods. The buyer could that -might lead to something big.
then nave both his good chassisand His frequent mistakes .and wasted
dosed car comforts— and pay only time were at the other man's exwhat he always had for an open pense.
the automobile recar. That program has been sub- pair man of the early days.

of quality under similar variations
of emotion. HU# fact show* that
similar Internal changes are taking
place, since the voice la merely tha
Inward and material Movement re*
dered outward and audible py the
existenceof complete vocal apparatus In ’ action. The only animals
which can rightlybe celled- “dumb
Wends" are the humble roembefo
Of the animal kingdom without focal

cords. But though Insects

voiceless,yet they nommuul
their emotional .changes by so
vibrations resulting from,., rspjd
body movemcnta.;,. I

i

He

£p«’a Good Taste
There la a sort# gratitudeat He.
stantiallyrealized.
> Today, perhaps,he is a well-to-do
bottom of every .>$n’a heart Jo“When the coach first came on automobile dealer, or the owner of
ward the womah, any woman,
the market, not over 8 or 10 per a. prosperous garage.
He
may
be
gt
tells Mm that shd loves him. Ydu
cent of all cars made were en- the head of a b usy strvicb station,
but why
Miss Alice Garry, full-bloodedIn- 1 may call It
closed. This repfosented not the ministering
ly to the ills
in& sciontfflcallj
dian, who won the title of Princess names? It Is not-rianltj’. I atn
typical motorist’swinhes, but of the modern car through the em
America and a $150 prise at tha gratefulto the woman who gnxdd
rather his wishes modified by his nloyment of men as mechanically
pn if:I
iri
annual congress of Northwest In- tenderly Into my epes. even
capacity to buy. Once the coach efficient as he is himself.
irocafe.
diana in Spokane. Aljeo la aaven- could not or would not reclpr
idea began to permeate the IndusService is a comprehensive yrord
1 She ha* given me something
itf that
teen years old.
tio began to rise— to 20 in the motor car field. Wondertry, that ratio
en is
, mha
ON**
per cent, 83 per certt, 40 per cent— fully as the automobile has been
l something I did il#, expect to
and now more than 60 per cent! improved, amazinglypopular as it Holland Auto Show, New Armory Good goul.
soul. hon
honSgr'aMfll.
_____
What
The one-car owner wants his car has become, its progress in these Wednesday, Thursday.Friday and CtllSUt
dosed.
directionshas been no more strikyj?
“The 1926 exhibitionsmark an ing than in the methods of service, Saturday ot tht,
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"Heavy Duty Speed Wap
sold on the principlethat p,
ally any type of 1" !.

WARNING HERE
1

NAMES TURNED IN BY
MEMBERS OF SAFETY
COUNCIL USED
Chief Pippel Send Out Warnings to 21 Grand Haven
>

thronged

to see it

of the

Auto-

National

mobile Show, January 9-16, overlOO,

last degree, this

Positive mechanical four-wheel

000

from

.V

.

—

new and advanced

roominessand comfort. Don’t
men and women came direct
pe(f' ^e(| braking system the
fail to see this new leader among
Grand Gtntral Palace to the Willys- finestandmostadvancedcarsofEurope
Sures at your earliest opportunity.
in its

t

,

most
E8sie,t

better view of the new 7U Willys
tjje m()gt dependableand
Kni<ht Six. These Id their etger thou- nearly infll|jbleof a„ brake,.
sands
impossibletogiveitclose
....of. this
•_
sands found
found it
it impossibletogiveitclose
8tcering-the steering facility

. ..

enough examination, so great were
crowds around it at the show!

the

_

phenomenal car

...

is literally amazing.

s E

of

marvelous beauty

Never has such

pics of high speed engine construction

beauty, such style,

and

a 4 3-8 inch stroke this

Sleeve- tinguishedSix. While compact to

new

ValVe i Six engine, delivers greater
power per cubic inchof piston displacement throughout its complete range,
than any stock American motor-carengine built today. Speed capacity

is

F.O.B. Factory
Print fdSuciinlifilutMt

and

sia**, pm l e brnk. o d
ons are aoldta a*
.
all other comramial ta: r

“Reo started to moke it raf
early in the yapr, wKh ,K;:.u
sales nearly 10 per cent gre
than those for January. I'X. 1
in February, the c
the largest Fehruac.
:c ;
Hit*
had ever known.

'

*ent out twenty-one letters to automobile drivers living in ami near
the city of Grand Haven, warninK
them that their observance of the
speed and trafficlaws had been
found wanting and informing them
that a little more care in handling
of their cars would he beneficial to
all concerned in the future.
Names of those to receive the
letters were handed in by members of the Grand Haven Safety
Council who had observed various
Infractionsof the law on the part
ci the d livers they reported. The
names were turned in at a IWOnt
gathering cf the counciland in coopeiatirgwith the safety body,
Chief Pippel sent out the letters.
A Hafety Measure

»#

chsmt* wtikmt

the

its

hills is a revelation.

"April qualified by bett ; »
figures for March ^rwl.by ’
l&pcr cent above April, l;'
so the sales continued cl a.
to October which,
bringing in more solo
previous
irevious Oetoliei
October,
, wl
w^nt do.'
liiggestmonth for Speed
business in the company'

H

'V1'

Zwemer

H. P.
Now

275 East 8th Street

r

Phone $480

car far Every Purse

ntc l

rn

belialf of

ry by Henry C. AmU
\f -or ef nvchnnlcal
ring, and Prof; Walter
, who ;.|)cciallzcsin
ks, tractors and trailt

Insure Your Automobili
There are numeitnh'' make* «d nutomohnea; varioua kinds
driver#; and mnny tonna of automobile insurance. Tho
cy that U beat for June, isn't uert-'-nrily tin* licat for Si

The wiiae mtin (otCHtslU (inancinl low from fire, theft,
acddwnt or oiliercuuao with insurance.

Don’t Put Off
The man who "puls off until tomorrow” tho question
of inaurance Is taking desperate chancea— la playing
against ataggci ing od<la.

D

SERVICE

n

a port of our Hcrvier.fo show each client how

It is

get

he

maximum insurnn'e protectionwith a minimum

expenditure..

.

No matter what form

D

of insuranceyou may require—
fire, marine, burglary,sulom jMIp, businessinterruption, or narcH poit- wo con u.nko it to your interest
to consultwith Us.

1

PUTTER AGENCY

VAN.
I

FIRE
36W.

,

l

-

HibSt.
Van

ii

LLF£

-

AUTO INSURANC

Putleii luMf

eji

Boll

Lvi’f .iuin InmniMe
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SCAR OWN

NEW

Do Not f

ait-Until You

,

A. Triphagen Discusses
Records Made by Veteran
Company During Year

C.
sorbed 1,154,072 more cars, a remarkable increase of 24 per cent.
The survey showed that motprbus transportation abroad is -rapidly increasing, as is the use of mo-

CEW OF

77 PER

WORLD’S AUTOS
ARE

IN

tor

Mucks.

die of the road should be subjectto

LOAFING DRIVER
TRAFFIC MENACE,

,

OFFICIAL STATES

ON
AMERICA JOHN HENRYSTOCK
GAMBLING

'

regulation.

harbors at regular intervalsalong
highways into which a motorist in
trouble could drive his car to mike
adjustments, thus avoiding a traffic
hindrance which is a nuisance and
a source of danger.

4

JANET MOFFETT

j

.speculation generally producesno
marked effect upon industry.He
15-MUe-an-Hour Pace
, rsays
r hays lUUb
that UVUCM.
honest IWUUI
labor ami
and ai.j
any
America has enough .automobiles necessary and usefulrform of proThe tendency of the automobile
to kivb every pran, Woman ami duction will not be affected much
Industry and of actual motoring
child in the nation a joy-ride at the in the future by politiedt or specuT f o*x irx/ln ct rv;
stupe tW, the departmentof com- jative conditions. "If
an industry conditions is for more speed with
added safety.
merce motbr vehicle census reveals. js g0und the action of its stock on
'rtxlay highways arc built wide
Motor vehicles now in use the exchangeis wholly artificial,in
throughont the world have reached no way reflects its financial status, enough and smooth enough to
the amazlngtptal of nearly 26,000,-an,i i8 without real significance. make safe speeds cf 35 or more
000, the report
When a man goes broke on the miles an hour. The current type
Most of Uiem, 77 per cent, to be stock market, it probably is the of automobile,with four-wheel
exact, are in the . United States, best thing that, can happen to him, brakes and easy steering,is fleximaking this h “nation on wheels" f0r then he must go back to work ble and secure at such speeds.
with a motbrjear for every six per- and become a constructive,producTraffic regulations,on the other
hand, are much the same as they
80n8, a
1 live citizen.’’
*’0. 9* Far in Lead
were years ago when cars were
______ Sam' is "stepping/on the
Uncle
not built to meet presertt-daydePROSPJQftS
BRIGHT
gas," for th* census shows that this
mands. In most states they could
be modernized to the benefit of

,

’25

It might be advisable to provlds

That Is the Record Received Henry Ford goes on record for Buick Man Would Penalize the
saying that stock gambling and
from Washington,
Pilots Who Move Along at

4

Have a Lot

D. C.

41

said.

;

v

While Reo pales for 1925 were
$3,000,000,000 record-breaking 'in volume and
more than 10 per cent greater than
A survej
cy of the automotive had been expected, it is not the
industry shows that 4,325,000 unprecedented business alone that
providesthe encouraging aspect for
cars and trucks were produced
Reo officials, according to C. A.
during the last year at an aggregate wholesale value of $3,- Triphagen, sales manager of the
,

table

AT

I

Trade

company.
"There are a number of phases
of our sales record which give us

000,000,000,according to figures
from Washington,D. C.
Approximately20,000,000motor vehicles are registeredin the
United Statfis, of which 2,500,000 trucks.
The 20,000,000motor cars in
use travel over 3,000,000 miles
of highway. Along these roads
are scattered55,000 garages. A
total of 3,200,000persons in the
United States derive their living
from the automotive industry.
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DUTPUT VALUED

greater cause for satisfactionthan
the bare volume," says Triphagen.
"They arc the facts which indicate
that our progress is not a temporary thing, but rather a steady, rational growth that we can count on
I I
to continue in the future.
"Sales reconls made after
company has beert operating successfully for 21 years, topping
marks made in boom periods when
people were buying all the automooiles that
could be built and were
biles
1
ton units and hauled a given disRhine Valley HUtory
tance at a rapid rate more ecoOriginally the whole valley of nomically and satisfactorilythan
the Rhine was occupied by Celtic it can be hauled in u big, slow truck
tribes, but about the Fourth cen- representing an enormous investtury B. C.' the Teutons began to ment, with resultant high operatoverrun the region. They were In ing and depreciation costs. This
turn succeeded by the Romans, who logical appeal is appreciatedby
were again displacedby a new Teuevery one.
good business men, and the rethe >*orld .fcombined. The United <>f the VenHutzen Ayiu Co.,
tonic Immigration, and by the year
By failing
to keep up the speed
sponse is every bit us great us the
870 the river lay wholly within the
States has thirteentimes as many BriM. motor care, says:, ••BuHlnesa limit on country highways the
most sanguine enthusiastwould
German
realm.
For
nearly
800
automobiles’ bs the British Isles, In January and February has more slow driver causes a general paral, „„ ,
years It continued In this position,
which rank second.
than doubled any preceding year, ysis of traffic which works a hard"Export sales during 1925 have
the frontier of Germany coinciding
The census shows that on J|nu*l Next April we have.rounded.out 14 ghip on other driver.^, causes cpnbeen 100 per cent greater than they
more or less with the line of the
ary 1 thfere were 30,799451 pa»- y&ars n« studrbaker dealers • and gestlonand makes all driving mush
were in 1924. While this increase
Rhine.
The
French
then
began
to
npiiirei«***»» sotfuns
j«u.o ” - more dangerous.
might appear to be out of line with
encroach and In 1801 the whole left
3,464,939 trucks and 1^19,765 mo- have represented Dodge Bros. I>urdr^ver
ioaf,, aion„ at
the domestic progress, the high
* tortycte* 'spinning ground the roads tng thooe years it haa been a pleas- j .g
an hour 8iows un ^un.
hank of the Rhine was ceded to
percentage of growth in foreign
of the world.
• :
Jo represent,thtjo two man- • ,
f
,
the^hoice
France. 'It was not niitll after the
countries is accounted for by the
Frnnco-Prusslan war (1870T1) that
•fticrefttek
last year totaled2,16^
buH,,' of lagging *-*.*-“
»
behind or of taking a <
the Rhine again became Germany's fact it is only in recent years that
... chance by speeding around, the
river. The river has on the whole Reo has really been able to concenand 'tnidM and 275^ ‘mo tor- Inder ears only. The trend Is to- slow one in the face of oncoming |
always been consideredos a part of trate in this field. Reo passenger
cycles. The world last year pad Ward closed cars only. In the early 'traffic.If the slow driver would
care. Speed Wagons and busses arc
Germany.
$3,800,000,000for new motor ve- days It was open or tourlnK caw, speed up or turn off the road,
all feaining in favor rapidly, and
in 1321.lt wa» fifty per cent closed cars behind would soon be
there ire placesjvhere Speed WagPretty Janet Moffett,a popular
*The United States has over 83 oars, last year we sold but three spread out and every one wou
Great Englieh Sailor
Washington debutanteof a few
clamoring for more, are especialy
per cent of all passenger Cays, 70 open cars, this year we don’t ex- 1 make
ake better time.
I y#arg tg0 an(j daughter of the chief
Sir Francis Drake, famous navi- satisfyingin that they justifythe
per cent, of the busses. and trucks, pect to stock touring cars at all but
Traffic has become heavy enough of th# bgreau 0f navai aeronautic! gator of the time of Queen Eliza- business methods of the company
but only 10 per cent 01 the motor- will sell them only on apeclal or- to warrant severalchanges in highand Mrs. William A. Moffett, whoee beth, sailed from Falmouth Decem- making them.
der.
It
wsm
different
then
.too,
the
cycles.
way constructionand in laws, gov- engagement to Ensign Elliott Me- ber 18, 1577, sailed around the
"One encouraging fact is that the
price of a Dodge Sedan, w’as about
Big Increase in U. S.
Farlan Moore, U. S. N., has been globe and returned to England after 1925 records were made with all
ii.200 and a touring $12T0; today erning their use.
I A penalty on the slow driver who announced by her patents.
suffering many hardships, on No- models in passenger car and comReason for the steadily increas- n Dodge sedan sells for lew than
blocks trafficshould help relieve
vember 8, 1580. Hie queen visited mercial line going relatively
ing traffic congestion is seen in the M000. and is built better mechari’this condition. Another should
Drake on his ship at Deptford April strong. Np one ‘leader’ has borne
12 per cent increased registrationIcally.It amuses me very much
Motorists
usually
go
forward
when I think back onlv six years, ! deal with the man who stops his
4, 1581, and conferred upon him a lion’s share of the growth. Of
of motor Vehicles in the United I wa* talking with a local doctor
!nr I car on the road to make adjustxnpir own garages, but
um. all
a., car the honor of knighthood.He died
adjust into thpir
course, among the passenger cars,
States last year. Nearly 2,000,000
about a closed car. He nald he ! ments or change tires, forcing traf- ownere ought to do it in cold
more an. 315,247more busses and never would buy one: they were fic from both directionsto shuttle weather. When the radiator.Is at Panama January 28, 150ft,while the Sedan has been in greatest
engaged In an expedition against favor, but both the Series G Coupe
trucks tod *1,675 more motorcycles stuffy and unhealthy to ride In and its way through the open lane on] near the door it is more likely tb
the Spaniards, and was buried at and Sport Roadster carried their
appeared on America’s1 already when he rode In a enr he wanted
le. On wide highways, the] freeze, for the best garage door^
one
........ proportionate‘ share of the in*
the
hut today he drives
crowded
...r fresh air:
......
man who drives slowly in the mid- are drafty.
Fort^fT Uountriek last year ab-^two closed curs.

?
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iliac cliassia

i in the mechanical
ini; departmentof tl
it\ for students of ii
diustlen,engines and
> are .-ix’dalir.ingin
iva work. Tho crauuM

"Now, In tho forepart <
Reo has the deck- clear for
good year. Denier stock: 11
pert lively low, and con n

REO SALES REVIEWED BY

WILLYS-OVERLAND LINE-o

iu the Great

—

Roomi

I

1 'a and otherwise p»
luhoratorystudies, ft

history.

intersections must be observed.
Alert driverswho make their driving a business and kept a strict
watch, vary seldom have trouble
while those who heedlesslyslide
across through street Intersections
fail to pay attentionto driving am
disobey the speed laws are certain
to have trouble.

KNIGHT

! o>
Oh.

’

The speed law must also be adhered to and ordinary caution at

Sales

uf

Tim ( ‘nlvomity of
frem.
ll'lt iVr jk received froi
PB^Mor Cow Ok »

not only the bli
company’s history, bit the
greatest month the c an,., ny
had in 21 years, f

council members, similar letters of
warning will be sent out ami if any
of the drivers so warned happen
to fall into the clutches of the
law becouse of violations, the
charges against them will be made
more serious because of the fact
that they had been given official
warning.
The warningsare intended as a
safety measure and it is hoped
that th«y will be heeded as intelligent and careful driving will do
much to cut down accidentsIn and
about the city. The time was when
cars were not so numerous and little law violations were not attended by serious consequences. There
are also more laws nt present which
id not exist very many years ago.
Jompliance with these rulings is
needed for safety. v
Several Important

kl

-

'vj'io census. Api
1V17 where tho out
.Is-K ivl is Tibet, ft
1 only one
id t was w motoi

bined.

The observance of the stop and
caution rule at through streets is
one of the more modern of the orr
dinances and Is essentialfor safety. Certain heavily traveled
thoroughfares have been designated as through streets and drivers
thereon are supposed to be in a
measure relieved of the necessity
of having cars pop out on them
from side streets. Violationsof the
law relative to topping before
-cction of such
crossing the Intersection
streets is common and the police
are to enforce the measure rigor-

.

-M laid 2fi milli<
• Jnquary l,kaccoi

gv«

From time to time us lists of
names are turned in by safety

60 miles an hour, accelera-

tion is positively startling,

power on

DAN

tk.mm

well

9

m excess of

CnM

TOURING

Sleeve-ValveWorwith such smartness been approximated as
results.Witha2 15-16inchboreis conspicuously present in, this dis-

to the Krtight
startling

01 ,ht l0W,,t

$1495

absence of friction.

A body

tfrins at tie iowest crtdit

cost in the industry.

Power Development
This new “70” Six applies the princi

WILLYS

.«

Eight Timken bearings cradle the
steering mechanism with the utmost

Super-efficiency,through Greater

new

•

___

motor-car* creation is revolutionary

broker '-easiest steering

Drive re

O.NK AUTO IN
liiKT AND THAT _
ISN'T FULL

"In March nil prev ou n
Chief Anthony
Pippel recently were overthrown.Tpb ci.i"
.

•

| During the week

Car

is to be ut.

.luring 1026.’*

•

•

one week 102,90Q

.

’

achieved by the comporativ.l;.11
Heavy Duty Speed Way.n t.
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Distinctive

"Many sales this year wiU be to
familieswho already own one car.
The dealer who peases a man up
because he already has one car in
the family is pasling up a good
prospect. Medium-pricedcar dealers should work on families who
owit 6ne large car. I find any number of eople who are ripe for on
inexpensiveclosed job to be used in
winter. ')
v ^
\
‘Naturally,one wonders whaHs
New York fehow art
bringirig out special open Jobs, both going to happen When these famiin roadster and phaeton designs lor lies add to the congestion of traffic
this year. .During
-During the lattef-part with another car. But we must reofl925' there was a brisk demand
member that one of these cars will
from Healers for these models.
“I find a definite reason for this run very little during Ah* day.' #
“When the wife Is driving, huscondition. The ‘one-car family' is
going out of. the picture..Tranquil band's car -wtll be at the office or
domesticitydemands a car for wife
factory. -When he starta for home
ami one for husband. This is espethe
other car will be in the garage,
cially true of familieswith children
lod enough to drive.
as a’
<

‘This is going to be a good ‘twoir family7 year and thou ’ who
Bayers
live
Will Receive Greater think we are not going to absorb
all the good cars built this year are
value for Mon
>ney, Says
sadly out-of,touch with present tjay
Chevrolet Official
.tenlencies." Such Uthe.opinion
of J. H. McDuffee,general sales
The automotive industry is offer- manager of the Prest-O-Lite Co.,
ing unprecedented values,it is de- at Indianapolis,makers of storage
clared by ‘ R. H. Grant, vice*presi batteriesand euto gas.
dent arid general salea manager of ^*1- found many well-khowncom-

j:

-

York, Detroit and Chicago shows.

“A large majority of automobile
buyers will receiveduririg 192f> an
even greater value for their money
than they did in 1925." Mr. Grant

.

Qroup of

asserts.
.
"The values representedby pfesent-day automobilesare emphasised by tbe fact that despite all
improvementsmade during the last
decade, the ratio of present and
pre-war automobileprices 'is 65

Custom-designed Bodies

VIEW

FAMILY,” THIS MAN’S

BETTER BARGAINS

1928

“TWO-CAR

1926'YEAR OF THE

INDUSTRY OFFERS

4,

*

rule.*

GET A CREEPER
cents per/dollar,a reduction of 35
per cent The average price <^f all
One of the handiqpt things about
commoditiesIs 67 per cent higher
the workshop is a creeper.It can
than in 1918. •
•The garage in which you ihel- be used for getting; under thg car
ter your ‘65-cent’ automobile now to make a repair or an adjustment.
costs |1.96 for each dollar it would
The frame is made from 2x2 ends
have cost in 1913. While the qualand
14x3 boards about three feat
ity of automobiles improved and
their prices decreased, the cost of long. A pillow is •provided for a
living
i
ng was rising
to $1.67 per pre- head rest, and castor {oilers, the
war dollar, the .cost of clothing is latter permitting one to slide under
• .
$1.74, the cost of shoes to $1.65 the car with
and the cost of household furnishings to $2.16.
.

itl

"Most of the cars shown at the
recent exibits are better cars than
those offered last year. The industry is not resting on its honors.
It continues to progress. In some
cases prices have been reduced even
improvements and attractivebody
in the face of important mechanical

•

HHUSLSl POPHAM’S
blmry

Cam.

FRESHMAN GETS EUROPE
AND SOUTH AMERICA
Dprlng the recent transatlantic
Hoyt of Stamford,
N. Y., using n Freshman Masterpiece Block model 6-F-5 made aflVeral phonograph records On bl»
patentedduogroph. His experiments were entirely personal and
he used onlf standard accessories
under practicalconditions. • The
stations whkh he recorded were
7EAJ Madrid, Spain, and LOX Buenos Alroe.
These records have
\lr
been thoroly verified and constitute the only kn6wn proof of

teats. Mr. T. R.

foreign reception.Further Information can be obtained from the

ASTHMA REMEDY

Gim_

.

»

Freshman

local

denier.

•J.00.

WiLLUII Hf8.

CD., Praps.

Clmlaid, 0.
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the

Especially

Lincoln exhibit contains

,

work, custom designed for the

D
"

'

I

ness of appointment of these
Lincoln

Here you may

’

•ft '>it

see anticipated

the refinements and advance'

the best creative, thought of

ments which will influence

America’s foremost body design*

automobile body design for the

"

well to see and study this group

and engine.

of cars.

Ave.
*t*v

^

f

,

Are Glad to
Demonstrate Goodyear Balloons

Phone 5164

Have you had

You never

best positionto know its possibilities— the Ford dealer.
By virtue of the fact that every
community has its authorized Ford
- service, the local dealer maintains
personal contact with practically
all the cars handled through this
agency. When the car is eventu' ally turned in, he frequently knows
just about how far it has been
driven and the kind of driving to
of Second Hand Fliv- which it has been subjected. If the
Placed on More Busi- car needs re-conditioning when
turned in, the dealer is in a posiness-likePlane
tion to give it the needed mechanical attentionat the lowest possible
cost and when ready for service,
»n more authentic than the1
can definitelydetermine the
robin as a herald of coming
amount of mileage it should deis the start of activityin
liver, the price dependingentirely
used car market. On used car
upon this unused transportation.
and in dealers’ garages all over
Public acceptance of the Ford
country, prospectiveowners are
used car plan is clearly indicated
‘ ig thousands of cars which
in reports made to the company
be aeen this summer on highgeneral offices in Detroit.
and boulevards.

Will

USED CAR SALES

_ ear buying, however, is oi
basis. The old order of bar

is gone, for buyers have

We

like to

the pleasure?

•

Life is too short to personally experiment with

Why experiment? '

every

tire

on the mar-

v

We Also Repair Tires
* Our repair department Is well equipped
break

In proportion to the population

Is the greatest sufferer In automobile fatalities,
accordingto records analyzed by the Stewart-WamerSafety Council
J*** DU^|/t^“yujg "U°' 1 “nd 'conviction, ‘on1 the charge
chm^T^f for the prevention of automobile accidents. No complete record is
8 driving an automobile while under availablefor the United States as a whole, but a report baaed on 8,028
auto fatalities occurring In the first seven months of 1920, covering a
car.
I the influenceof liquor.
population of thtrty-pne million, la significant. Two thousand of tbeee
In that connection is
8,028 fatalities have been classified according to type. Sixty-eightper
anniversary of the Ford
A BEAUTY HINT
cent of the victims were pedestrians,11.5 occurred with another motor
used car plan, which
Always cover up the backs and vehicle; 7 per cent with horse vehicles. L2 with fixed objects such
only raised to a new height
seats with cloth when working in- lamp posts, 3.5 per cent with street cars, 2.7 with railway trains and
confidence in used Ford
Involvad oo
remaining 6.8 per cent involved
no
side the car. This will prevent 1.4 per cent with bicycles.The remaining
to tbe fact that apsm “ proportioninvolvingrailway trains Is encouraging
dirty overalls or clothes from soil- collision. The) iuiall
half the cars in use are
ing the upholstery. For the same and doubtless due to the gradual abolition of unguardtd grade crowing*,
a long way to stareason the mudguards should be The menace to the pedestrian,however,. Is alarming, and calls for
of the automogrtttar care on his part in crossing streetsand pa the drlrer’i fog
more careful driving.

guaranteed
is in ihejAUTO

s /

comfort, steering ease, road-holding safety.

you come down and give us

ket.

WASHINGTON FIRST

u

i

'

:

*

We

A

-

tire

Tires ?

No sales talk while we’re going-unless you want to ask questions.
Obligation is all ours, of course. .
'
\* \
• V’
Phone now when you'll be in or where we can pick you up.

^PHE PEDESTRIAN

•

so much

Goodyear Balloon

have you take a ride on Goodyear Balloons with us.
a stock car equipped with them. It’s all cranked up and ready
to go.

We’d
have

PEDESTRIAN GREATEST VICTIM
OF AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS

COMES

felt

N

a ride yet on

It's a revelation.

T
FIRST

',n,

Certainly, We

•-

Holleman-Deweerd Auto Co.

159 River

•/

)

you

year. It will pay

accorded the Lincoln chassis

'

n.

i;

beautiful cars represent

coming

'

y

cars.

->>ft

inspired by the high place

i

-j

noteworthy are the

Lincoln chassis.

ers,

) v

MJ

exclusive
sive colorings and the rich'

striking examples of fine coach-

These

t

tf

_

when

SHOW AT NEW ARMORY. AUTO SHOW

AT

NEW ARMORY

(Go to the Auto Show this week.

in

balloon or fabric

\

alto sell that

to repair

any

bruise, rim cut or

tires.

famoas Labriko Crease, guarantied
for long

service

-

CRANKCASE SERVICE FREE

Louise Crosby
•daughjtff
Mill

HOLLAND VULCANIZING CO.

Sewell,

of Mrs. QrosvenorHyde
Backus and prominent In Washington society, whoee engagement to
Geoffrey H. Them peon of London,
..

second eecretaryof the British embasey. hae been announced. Miss
Sewell I# • graduate of Woetover
and Inter studied In Paris.

PHO^E

180 River
Lubriko

I

Ave.

S695-IR

Queue

Holland,

Mich.

OUdag Motor Oil

BBBE3BBIO
I \
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PACE SEVEN

WINNING AND HOLDING

?

IMAGINATION

RlbO

Ti

D

PARLAND
“ SI

IS
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COMPANION CAR T~
*
O THB PONTIAC

AIDTOJIRIVER

S

I

All Sort! of Dangers Flash
Before

PRODUCT

Him Which He

0»\r GENUAL

IfOTOfff

Carefully Avoids.
"The man with Imaginationwill
hare fewer accidents than the man

v

/

/

THE SHOW

AT

-Many
of

a desire for a motor car

high quality priced within

reach of the average buyer has

been completely

ARMORY

satisfied

by the

purchase of a Reo.
RFC MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

v

Loniing. Michigan

Peoples Auto Sales Co.
209 Central

Ave.

Phone 5551

LOWER PRICES

U

Hudson -Essex
Now
[

Effective- February 27th

Though ihe automo- \
bile tax reduction v>'

law will not
come

30 days,

we

New

tmd

When

ills.

call it '‘evaporative cooling,” o
i the evaporation system of cooling.L
Aji$way, it’s a method by which
the water in the cooling system
keeps the engine at an efficient
temperature summer and winter,
yet evaporates at the boiling point
j is cooler! through the radiator am
returns into the system still warm
enough to keep the temperature of
the engine even at all times.
This, in a word, is the steam— or
i

$870.00

evaporativecooling system

pro-

posed for the automobile engines of
the future. It’s easy to see its adr
I vantages.
Many Benefits Claimed
1 These are listed as follows by
Herbert C. Harrison, of the HarI risen Radiator Corp., one of its ad1

Hudson Coach

___

$1290.00

•

.

N

vocates:
. j
1. The engine comes to' a tonI slant operating temperaturein
j much shorter period than wider the
old system, and this remains constant despite weather conditions.

Broogham$1550

2.
tion,

Buds in 7-pass.

The Harmonic Balancer is an

entirety new engineering
development,pioneered by Oakland, nnd renderingthe Oakland
Six engine unmatched in freedom from ribtadon at all ipecds.

•

This reiftarkable feature docs not mcrely dampen vibration— it
prevents vibration. It makes use of a simple natural law to neu*
trajize any twisting of the crank-shaft undttopeatedpiston it*
pulses and thus stopa torsional vibration at

its

very source.

But the Harmonic Balancer Is not all. The new Oakland Six
embodies m6re than 100 other improvements includingFour*
Wheel Brake refinements, Air Cleaner, OU Filter, and Full Pres*
,urc Oiling System— yet price* are 170 to $350 lower.
i

*

Roadster $975 (OldPrice$l095)
Landau Coupe $1125 (Old Price 1 1293)
Touring 1025 (Old Price 109J) Sedan
U95(01dPrica i3>)

...

>

Coach

t

1

095

(Old

Price

1215) LandauSedan

1295 (Old Price 1643)

W?

Fit on

Wheel

'

It elifninates crankcase diluto the highwall tern
empera

due

[i

placingthe bend of a Jack against the
bub of the wheel, and the base of the
jack on the protrudingportion of the
rim. Thus sprung a little, a hammer
blow will slide the rim over the edge
of the wheel. In iifost cases of this
kind, the mere operation of tho Jack
will force the rim over the wheel.

PONT
CHIEF

OF

THE

•

SIXES

Tip Offered on Driving
to Lower Repair Bills
When a car that Is volliag along at
fe speed of 29 miles an hour strikes a
Stone or a bad bump, every vital nnd
moving part of the motor and mechanism receives the Impact of a blow of
nine or ten tons In force. Not fully
realizingthis, many drivers continue
dtjr after dny to drive merrily along,
subjectingtheir cars to untold punishment when by simply avoiding the bad
spots much trouble might be saved. If
more care were taken In motor car
driving cars would stand up longer and
repair bills would be fewer.

tifre.

3.> Anti-freezesolutions, even

Sedan $1730

alcohol, aren’t tost in this syatem.

Economy to Save
Moment by Fast Driving

False

4. Even

if frozen, due to absence of anti-free, the system will

•

Remember, these are not
O. R Factory Prices’V
but the. deliveredprices
your’ door, including
freight, remaining war tax ‘
and the followingequip-

thaw

“F.

•

itself.

6. There’s greater fuel

econ

omy, even in cold weather, due to
the constant high operating tem-

ment:^
Bumpers, front and rear-Electric Windshield Cleaner
Rear View Mirror^-Transfiiission
Lock [built in)-Radiator Shutters
Motometer— Combination Stop andThil Light

perature.
6. There’s greater oil economy.
7. Carburetor setting is the
same, summer and winter.
And, More Advantages!
Besides, there’s no worry about
radiator leakage, since the radiator
connection is at the bottom and
the condensedvapor flows down,
past any small holes dial might

appear through rust. In

fact,
there’s njighty little chahee for

Easy Terms,
of

Conrse—

No Delivery

f
I

n

/

'

a rim with tire Is

;

Essex6Coach

*

Make Rim

is the

mounted on
.It’s an anomalous term, steam the wheel, It often happens that the
cooling is, and some engineers in| rim cannot be moved Into place, refavor of the system shy that this maining partly on and— partly off.
name is about all that keeps
Slight springingof the rim Is all that
I from being adopted by the motoiM
Is needed and this may be done by
i ing public. So they’ve decided to

Prices

My is thii new Oakland featurecreating iiuk '
widespread interest? Why is it regarded
as the year's outstandingadvancement?

BE EXPLAINED

cure-allfor these

l.v

l

?

STRANGE BUT CAN

fiDof
Steam cooling, they say,

—Protecting Hudson-Essex buyers
30 days in advance

the

STEAM COOLED CAR

j,

now

is

Harmonic Balancer

3-4-S-6

iriake**

this reduction

What

MARCH

\

be:

effective for

without this qualltjr,”soys Charles M.
Hayes, presidentof the Chicago Motor
club. “The motoristwho esn put himself In the place of (he other driver
will anticipate much trouble.The man
with Imaginationwill realize that the
child at play on the itdewnlk may suddenly decide to chase s hall out ou to
the street He Imagines all the possible dangeroussituationsthat may
arise. On a hill he knows that another cor may be concealed over the
crown, and consequently he does not
attempt to pass cars going In the
same direction. He knows that a f nuttraveling car may be hidden from view
behind some curve on a lonely cotintry
highway. His Imagination builds rather pessimisticopinions of the ability
of other drivers and of pedestrians,
but this attitude Is a safe one, If not
a complimentary one to tho rest of
mankind.
Damands Wide Margin of Safety.
“The pessimisticattitudemokes for
an awareness In driving thftt countenances no lapse into automatic driving. The car is guided automatically,
but the driver does not allow his subconscious mind to rule the wheel. He
Is aware of all that happens.He Is
prepared for unusual conditions and
his pessimisticattitude makes him demand a wide margin of safety. The
reverse of this attitude Is seen In tho
actions, of the optimisticdriver who
never has had an accident,and who
thinks that If accidentsare to happen
they' will come to the other fellow.
This driver takes no account of unusual conditions.A rainy or snowy
night will And him driving as fast as
he woyld drive ot» a pleasant afternoon with vision unobstructed nnd
the streets d»y. Tho imaginative
driver does not depend updn his horn.
He knows that his brakes are more
effective.He slows down when he
sees a group of pedestrians,m)d he
gives them* the horn when he Is several hundred feet away from them,
which gives them sufficient time to
set But be slows down and If they
do the unexpected he Is prepared.
* EducationIs Needed.
“Laws and regulationswill not Instill tjils habit of caution Into the
H. C. Harrison Outlines His minds of the motorists.Examinations
will not weed out those lacking In
Idea of Freezing and
imagination. If a man thinks thst he
^’s speciallyfavored darling of forOverheating
tune no help Is In store for him unless
he deliberately changes his mental attitude.This changed attitudecan be
Freezing in winter and overheat- accomplished only by education.”
Jhig in summer will no longer
-threaten motorists,if advocates of
steam cooling have their hopes ful- Simple Little Trick to

Hudson-Essex World

s

Handling Charge

Largest Builder of Sixes and Third Largest

Builder of

Motor Cars

HOLLAND-HUDSON ESSEX CO'TV'-'*
!

v1

*

25

West 9th St.

Phone

2159

Fl

rust, because rust is said to come
cold -water, not water that’s
kept at/a high temperature, as that
in the evaporative system.
More, steam - cooled engines
aren’t prone to preignitionor detonation, there’s much less piston
frictionand wear, the engine will
live longer, ears can be heated
more easily with all the abundance
of steam, and the engine doesn’t
cool down as fast as engines of to*

from

It Is false economy to try to save
moment by recklessspeeding. The
attempt may result in a smash which
will Uy the driver op for several
months and the car for several days,
if death Itself Is not the price. Reckless driving is not a demonstration of
skill, but an Illusion of foolishness.
Hurrying to get ahead of a train,
afreet car or another vehicle saves
only a moment or two at the ultimate
deatlnationand tho gain is not worth
the grave danger of paying the price
of • serious and perhaps fatal acd-

Big In Every Sense

%

>

mt
There are certain safety rules

of

the road which the careful driver obvea and these precautions should
always be carried out Slow up for
all turna In the road. Blind cornea
are dangerous. When it la Impossible
to see what is coming around the cotnor ft la well to be prepared to stop.

Epsy Backing

Some driven never do learn how
“Such an engine would retain fts to back Into a small space. If the
heat over night in cold weather as driver who has trouble in parking
practicallyno heat loss would ocwin set bis front wheels perfectly
cur after the formation of- the
•tralgbt, and then cut a notch In the
steam had stopped, M is the way one
rtaf wheel directly In front of
engineer puts it
f, driver’s position,be will ever
Yet thpt same engine would have
less chance to overheat in hot afterward be able to back In without
weather, vbecause of the constant afay trouble.
circulationof the water kept at its I
.rapst
raqst effective temperat
temperature!

>

i
1

|

u

it

an

—
biggest of all in the
in every sense startlingvalue it offera-a value
of the w^d-big In the me
that la unmatched, because
p powerful slx^ylinderengin^only General Motors could
big in the roominess of its well achieve such quality at so low
proportioned Fisher Body;
a price.
*.
It fr a big car

of

big

Oakland

Six,

companion

to the

Pontiac Six— $975 to $1295.

91.
_
_
^
121 E.

AU

prices at factory

Oakland Sales & Service
Slh
KOOIKER, Prop.
•
G. H.

/

Be Sore and See Us at the Ante

.

WfNNlN

G AND HOLDING
PRODUCT OF OE]

-

tt

to

r Designed specifically
in the restful comfort It pity
dominate thefieldof low priced vides
speeds over
--- at top
.v,,,
vjvct country
tuumry
aixea, the new Pontiac Six ...
in- roads; big
big in
in the stamina, long
‘
troduces into that field
life and durability resultiiig
element of bigness that is from its quality construction—
entirelynew.
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FACE EIGHT

TWO TONE COLORS GIVE
BEAUTY TOUCH TO CARS S'

At the

Bright and attractivecolor fin- beige are frequently used. The
Ifes. induding
indudine many smar* two- darker shade is used to emphasize I
Mtes,
tone effects,are more noticeableon the panel and raised molding. A
all types of motor cars this year deep blue with stripinrsof gray is

^^^I***

aee the features of greater beauty, comfort,

Tan and beige are excellentpaint

-iii

Since the end of the war the love colors for the service car— the car
of color has been asserting itself which is apt to be out in all
in many ways. It was an ineyit-weathers and does much traveling
able reactio: . In home decoration, on country roads. But if the choice
in womep’s clothes and in many 0f such colors were too general
‘ col)1- there would be the same drear
items of men’s apparel bright
ore have become incrtasinglypopu- monotony as if all cars were
lar with each season. This enthu- pajni
Let the college boy
siaam for color hr. , extended, quite with his first car revel in bright

car.

naturally, to the finish of the

motor colors. Let him have

Automobile Show and
conventhat have been built into the im-

Visit the Ford exhibit at the

tlun perhaps has ever before been another favorite combination.

1

Show

• ienus
proved Ford cars.

Vou

his

1

painted a flaming
iing red if he wishes
Tr.is does rot mean that the — a ff0,(*en yellow, an emerald
brtnteat colore a^aTways^dedr-Rreer or a corn-flowerblue. 'Hiese
abb* — or suitable. Those are most dashes of color on a wintry land appropriate on the sport models, scaP? |,ave ^ ^en,,enc>’ to banish
facing cars and the like. But there pessimism add put a feeling of
t are many pleasingtones which ,‘Pnnff 1,lt0 the heart.
' may be pleas ipgly used on
No Dignity
more conservativecars-^hades
There is absolutely no loss of
gray, beige and bhown, as well as tfgnity through individualizinga
the quieter tones of purple, blue raotor car with color in the form
and men. These, intenningling 0( pajnt. it is just as natural for
with the gay reds and yellows and one to have a preference for the
.bright • blues of their sporting color of his car as for its make,
brethren, make Fifth avenue
incidentally, the car which is reother metropolitan highways look painted when it begins to look
•s gay and festive as if a carnival shabby is provided with a tough
were in progress.
ind elastic armor that resists
scratches, and cracks, and, in turn,
Panting Fashion
There are fashions in the paint- prevents moisture from seeping
ing of motor cars as in everything through to the metal base. This
el«k Often the season's favorite eliminates rust, insures less detecolor in women’s dress becomes rioration of the surface and far
aloo the popular iolor for care. less depreciation of the car’s reOne season green predominates— a sale or exchangevalue. To throw
gay, vivid, truly vernal green; the an otherwise good car on the junk
heap because its appearance is not
. * text season, hats and motor cars
so K.00(*
good as
as it
In flaming red are seen everywhere.50
it used to be is an ecofefla
Again, were is a run on purple, non“c waste- Few people can afevery season. But
c
and all shades of that royal- colot,1 • new car
from pale orchid to sedate plum to have a car repainted makes it
practically new, and this apparent
aUe automobiles.
^ Usually a blending of colors un !le^efis1 may * be still further
achieved by changing its color
preferred to a single solid tone.
JbmMimes a palatial ear will have scheme.
A wide1 choice of paint colors is
its body painted purple, its fenders
and hood black. Perhaps the win-• availablewhen a car is to be refindows and molding will be outlined j tehed. These range from tones of
p Is jtili another color— a deep ver- roadster iauntiness to limousine
for instance. Again, a dignity: Every good line in a car
Mack ear is relieved of sombreness is worthy of being emphasized in a
hair-linestripings of brilliant color contrasting with that of the
Two tones of gray or body.

will understand

more dearly when you inspect

these cars why they continue their undisputed
leadership in value, and why the demand for Ford
Cars is the greatest in Ford history.

I

’

MEET
5
•, Sa

the
of

At our exhibit we are showing the improved Ford
cars, both standard and -specially -equipped. Your
visit to the Show will be complete only when you

1
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have seen the Ford exhibit

1

1

and

i
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AUTO

HAY WALKER

TO BLAME FOR
HALF OF THE DEATHS BY AUTO

AUTO

S

7T7 of 1390 Adto faUUttoslast yt*r
jMvcfeecty duetopetatrivtifault
»

and

Price

N
when one considerspll the contributingfactorsoutsideof the driver's
own fault A total of 1,890 auto fatalitieson record with the StewartWiner Safety Council for (be prevention of automobile accidents,

Coupe

Touring
Runabout

A

I

R

I

v*

Drive—

Originally Introducedby Henry Ford on
the Model T car in 1998 and since adopted
tor moat American -made cars.

Three Point Motor Suspension—

0

w

ft

m

OUPric*

N

-

660
520

-

290

-

260 r.atSi

-

-*

E

Pint used br Henry Ford in 1993, and a feature
the Model Tpower plan t for eighteen years.

Multiple Disc-in-oU Clutck—
The multiple diec clutch if generally conceded to be the beet and amootbeattype for
any1 car. The Ford dutch run* In oil

A

Thermo- Syphon Cooling System—
Extremely almpte-alwiy*efficientNo

R

of

Dual Ignition System—
Owl ignition la provided for Ford cars, (1)

*ePc

ra

temperature.

aeto and (3) the generator and
. Thia ha« been a great factor
the Ford reputation for re*

liability,

0

m

565
500
310
290

.

:

M

I

-

-

.'

Supremacy Maintained through Features which
Established Ford Leadership \
Left-Hand
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' revering a period of seven month*, shows that In 727 cases the fault
was dearly the pedestrian’sifault and cannot be pa} down to the driver,
the weather or unavoidableflrcurastiiiH-efl.
The carelesspedestrian’*footstepslead him to the grave by six
tfstlnct routes, says the Safety Council and the most travel-worn of
these Is Jay wslklng. Slxty-twoper cent of the 727 auto fatalities Jnst
referredto were due to streakingacross busy streets wltHbut using the
IntersectionsChildren'splaying In the streets was responsiblefor 31
-per cent and coastingfor another 3 per cent Confusion on the part of
the pedestrian,sot hearing whistles and turning back in his tracks,
brought about 9 per cent of these 727 deaths,while physicaldisability
and Intoxication rate 3 and 2 per cent respectively.
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a motoristwhose car has figured In a fatal accident will be
able to present a clear sheet to Saint Peter wbei his time come*,
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Planetary Transmission
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Simple, Dependable Lubrication -
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Torque Tube Drive—

Cofti nifr* to build than the conventional
eliding gear type but gives better light car

control
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Buy The Most Servicable Vehicle
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At The Lowest Possible Price
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And Lowest Cost Maintenance
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